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FOREWORD 

Fire safety is of ever-increasing concern throughout our 
society. This is particularly true in correctional facilities, 
where security requirements necessitate specialized plan
ning and procedures. The need to develop and implement 
sound policies and provide safe environments has been 
demonstrated too often by prison and jail fires that have 
resulted in loss of life, personal injury, and property damage. 

The National Institute of Corrections has worked with 
the National Fire Protection Association to develop 
specialized training programs in fire safety for correctional 
facilities. These training materials are intended to assist cor
rectional managers in assessing their fire safety needs, 
developing long- and short-range policies and procedures, 
and properly training their employees in fire prevention and 
emergency readiness. 

ALLEN F. BREED, Director 
National Institute of Corrections 
April 27, 1981 
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PREFACE The prevention and control of fires in correctional facilities 
presents unique problems fot those involved in the administration 
of these occupancies. Because the priority of corrections ad
ministrators is security, fire safety often receives little attention 
among decision-making personnel. 
, Over the past five years, however, the number of fatal fires in 

correctional facilities has brought these unique problems into 
sharper focus. It is evident that the particular nature of these oc
cupancies makes them easy targets for large life and property loss 
fires. This inherent risk is complicated by an attitude among some 
corrections officials that security must be compromised in order 
to achieve fire safety. , 

The content of this educational manual is designed to increase 
the level of fire safety in local, county, and state correctional 
facilities throughout the United States by alerting the reader to 
the fire problem in these institutions and by providing informa
tion on how to achieve a fire safe environment without the loss of 
security. The manual will be most helpful to state facility and 
large jail administrators responsible for determining policies 
related to fire safety in their respective institutions but with little 
or no fire protection background. 

The context in which information is presented is an overall 
fire safety system with direct application to the corrections en
vironment. This information emphasizes proven measures which 
are financially, politically, and operationally feasible for both im
mediate and long-range implementation by corrections ad
ministra tors. 
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NOTES TO THE 
INSTRUCTOR 

PROGRAM 
OBJECTIVES 

This manual is intended to serve as a sourcebook for teaching 
fire safety in correctional facilities. As such, it contains both stan
dard textual information and instructional annotations. The an
notations address two groups of potential students: Level I, 
supervisory personnel; and Level II, line staff. 

Annotations are numerically referenced in the text. Annota
tions function as teaching aids. 'rhey may enlarge upon self
instruction exercises already in the text or they may suggest addi
tional group exercises or discussions, provide 8xplanation, or offer 
tips on specific audiovisual materials that are available. 

The instructional method used in this manual presents a 
number of overall objectives as well as specific performance objec
tives at the beginning of each chapter. The objectives are aimed at 
increasing the level of fire safety within the context of security in 
local, county, and state correctional facilities throughout the 
United States. They include: 

• To provide participants with an awareness of the fire safe
ty problems unique to correctional facilities. 

I) To provide participants with a knowledge of the goals of a 
fire safety system and how these goals incorporate fire 
safety obj ectives. 

• To provide participants with an awareness of fire codes 
and standards related to the overall fire safety system of 
a correctional facility. 

• 'ro provide participants with adequate knowledge of fire 
protection technology and its use in correctional facilities. 

• To enable participants to evaluate the fire safety problem 
in an individual facility. 

• To provide participants with practical means for increas
ing fire safety in order to achieve stated fire safety objec
tives. 

• To enable participants to develop emergency operating 
procedures for dealing with correctional facility fires 
without compromising security. 

• To encourage participants to improve relations with local 
and state fire authorities in order to increase efficiency 
and cooperation in fire prevention and control activities 
(Level I only). 

• To enable participants to develop education and training 
programs for members of the corrections community in
cluding corrections officers, inmates, fire brigades, and 
administrators (Level I only). 

• To provide participants with an awareness of those 
resource groups who can be contacted for further 
technical and financial assistance (Level I only). 
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• To encourage participants to take those steps necessary 
to improve life safety within the financial, legal, and 
operational constraints of a correctional facility (Level I 
only). 

In order to ensure that students reach stated goals and objec
tives, the manual is based on a strict chapter structure. The 
chapters provide basic information, a method for organizing the 
course content, and exercises that can be used individually or in 
groups. The chapters follow a logical sequence; therefore, a work
ing understanding of one chapter is a prerequisite for the next. It 
is expected that an instructor will take the basic information in 
the chapters and tailor it to the facility using it. 

Throughout this program of instruction, the instructor is 
responsible for the overall management and delivery of the course. 
In this case the students serve as secondary resources. As the 
primary presenter of materials, the instructor will need to 
familiarize himself/herself with the course content and consult ad
ditional references as necessary. As manager, you will need to 
organize written and audiovisual materials, establish the 
classroom environment, and guide student discussions. For max
imum student involvement, introduce students to the course by 
explaining what the course consists of, how it will be run, and 
what level of participation is expected of them. Following are 
some suggestions that can be used to facilitate each of these 
responsibilities. 

Except for Chapter Eight, which covers long-range planning, 
all of the chapters are addressed to both Level I and Level II 
students. Chapters are arranged with an overview containing: a 
content summary, a listing of performance objectives, a listing of 
unfamiliar words, the content itself, and a chapter review. In addi
tion, the headings which appear alongside the text function as an 
instructor's outline for the content. 

Before beginning each chapter, review the performance objec
tives with students so that they understand what is expected of 
them. Also, review any glossary words that may be unfamiliar to 
students. 

The most effective method of presenting this program of in
struction is to supplement an instructor's lecture presentation 
with three additional components: a student workbook, 
audiovisual materials. and group discussions. 

Experience has proven that increased student involvement 
results in greater initial learning and retention. In order to initiate 
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and maintain student involvement, it is recommended that you 
develop a student workbook or work pages based on the sugges
tions which appear in the annotations. A highly structured format 
that encourages interactive note taking will prove most beneficial. 
Within the annotations, suggestions for information to be in
cluded on a particular workbook page appear following this sym
bol. The organizat,ion and layout of this information is left to the 
discretion of the individual instructor. 

Workbook pages can also be used for problem-solving 
scenarios or case studies as a basis for group discussions. As a 
trainer and member of the corrections community, you can use 
your expertise and experience to write up short case studies which 
should always include: all pertinent facts, date and time of any in
cidents, a clear statement of the problem to be solved, and a time 
within which to solve the problem. 

Another symbol which appears in the annotations suggests 
that an overhead transparency be used. In most cases, the infor
mation suggested for the transparency duplicates that for the 
workbook page. The transparency is suggested to help organize 
the instructor's presentation and to assist the students in com
pleting their workbook pages. The simplest transparency can be 
made with a sheet of clear acetate and a transparency marking 
pen. For maximum readability, written information which appears 
on a transparency should be clear, concise, and simply presented. 

Suggestions for available audiovisuals appear in the annota
tions. Slides, slide/tape packages, films, or transparencies are 
available from the following producers of fire protection materials: 

Robert J. Brady Co. 
A Prentice-Hall Company 
Bowie, Maryland 20715 

Film Communicators 
11136 Weddington Street 
No. Hollywood, California 91601 
Toll Free: (800) 423-2400 

Factory Mutual Engineering Corporation 
1151 Boston-Providence Turnpike 
P. O. Box 688 
Norwood, Massachusetts 02062 

National Fire Protection Association 
Publications Division 
Batterymarch Park 
Quincy, Massachusetts 02269 
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Your local fire department, any large industrial plant with its 
own fire brigade, and the state fire training office may have copies 
of these materials which they would be willing to lend. Using 
materials from any of these local sources may prove valuable dur
ing any planning or training sessions. 

Another readily available and effective source of slides is a 
35-mm camera and slide film. Your own facility provides the 
greatest potential for audiovisuals that not only illustrate infor
mation but offer a means for applying that information to the 
everyday work environment. 

Before each class, assemble all necessary materials including 
any reference materials which need to be ordered. Since use of the 
chalkboard is generally included i.a each unit, erasers and chalk 
should also be available. In some cases you may choose to com
plete group reporting procedures by using an overhead 
transparency. If you intend to use any audiovisuals, make sure 
that all equipment and materials are ready for use. 

The physical set-up of the room is an important factor for at· 
taining an atmosphere in which students are viewed as resources. 
There should be a working surface on which students can write. 
Preferably, round tables which seat up to eight persons should be 
used and each table should accommodate one working group. The 
tables should be arranged so that each student is able to view any 
visual materials, including the chalkboard. If available, additional 
reference materials, such as codes or standards, could be conve
niently located in the room so that students may have ready ac
cess to them. 

To achieve the greatest visual impact of slides, films, or 
overhead transparencies, try to obtain a facility with black-out 
blinds. If no such room is available, set up the screen so that light 
enters the room from behind it. The screen should be of a height 
visible to all students. All equipment should be set up and checked 
before the class enters. Slides, films, and overhead transparencies 
should be previewed before they are shown to the students to en
sure that all materials are complete and that you are prepared to 
discuss and comment on them. The projector should be in proper 
working condition, and the slides to be viewed should be properly 
positioned in the machine. Having the equipment ready for use 
promotes an efficient and well-managed atmosphere. It is always 
advisable to keep extra projector bulbs on hand. 

Establish the 
Classroom 

Environment 

There are numerous references to group discussions in the an- Organize and Manage 
notations, indicated by the symbol shown here. Generally, groups ~~ Group Discussions 
should be kept small. When group work is specified, divide the I _""l ___ I 
class into groups with a maximum of four or five persons per If __ I 

ix 
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group. However, if the number of groups exceeds the number of 
topics to be discussed, more than one group can work on the same 
problem. In this case, make sure that each group has a chance to 
report on the exercise. 

Since group discussions are frequent, it is important that 
students feel comfortable with each other. Should your classRs in
clude both Level I and Level II students, allow class members an 
opportunity to interact and establish a rapport with each other. 

During group exercises and discussions, your job as manager 
is to make certain that students understand and work toward the 
objectives specified under the particular group exercise. Several 
ideas that may help you in keeping discussions centered are: 

o Recognize that any group of adults has expertise and ex
perience which they want to share, and which can be ex
plored and applied to the problem at hand. 

o Reflect any queries for your own opinion back to the 
group for response. 

o Encourage equal participation by all members of the 
group. This can often be accomplished by calling on new 
people by name rather than waiting for volunteers. 

• Address any comments you may have to the large group 
or smaller groups rather than to individuals. 

• When individuals respond, avoid judgmental comments 
such as "good" or "not true." Rather, put the question of 
agreement or disagreement to the group. 

o React with acceptance and without evaluation, showing 
only that you understand or need clarification. 

o A void an extended digression by asking someone to relate 
it to the main point. 

e Handle repetition by summarizing and making a transi
tion to new topics. 

o Prevent confusion and eliminate disagreement by narrow
ing the scope of differences and recognizing that dif
ferences in judgment are possible. 

• Remind group of any time limits so it can consider all 
aspects of a problem. 
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Chapter One 

FIRES IN 
CORRECTIONAL 
FACILITIES 

What does it mean when we talk about "the fire problem in 
correctional facilities"? 

Clearly, jails, prisons, detention centers, and similar buildings 
differ from most institutional occupancies because security is a 
major operational consideration. The ways in which this dif
ference has shaped the history of fire in correctional facilities is 
the focus of this chapter. The chapter will present: an overall 
history of the problem; individual case summaries; common 
characteristics of fires in correctional facilities; the impact of the 
security factor; and a unit review. 

After reading this chapter and completing the exercises as 
directed by the text, you will be able to do the following: 

(I Describe how the nature of fires in these facilities has 
changed over the years. 

.. List four characteristics common to fires in these 
facilities. 

• Identify the most common source of ignition for incen
diary fires in correctional facilities. 

Before beginning this chapter, you may want to use the 
glossary to review any of the following terms with which you are 
not familiar. 

combustibles 
fuel configuration 
incendiary 
means of egress 
untenable 

1 

OVERVIEW 

1. It is assumed that students will 
have already been informed of the 
basic contents of the course, how it 
will be presented, and what level of 
participation is expected of Level I 
and Level" students. If necessary, 
repeat this information. Students 
should be made aware of exactly 
what to expect from the course. 

Since fire safety traditionally 
ranks low among the priorities of cor
reclions officials, establish clearly 
and firmly the extent of the fire pro
blem in correctional facilities. 1m-

2 press on the students that there Is a 
fire problem in correctional facilities 
and that the information in this 
course will help them to correct the 
problem in their facilities. 

2. Students should understand ex
actly what level of performance is ex
pected of them after completing 
each chapter. If students do not have 
some type of workbook in which the 
objectives for each chapter are 
listed, read or explain the objectives 
to them. 

3. Before beginning this and subse
quent chapters, students shOUld be 

3 fB.miliar with the terms listed in the 
overview section of each chapter. 
One approach is to ask fat 
volunteers to define the words. 
Another method would be to have 
students locate definitions in the 
glossary. 



HISTORY OF 
THE PROBLEM 

4. Tnis section puts the flr9 prob· 
lem in correctional facilities In 

historical perspeclive. A number of 
fires will be discussed In limited 
detail. When you are presenling this 
section be certain students 
recognize some of the problems 
(e.g., combuslible interior flnlSfleS, 
synthetics) that they may encounter 
In their particular facilities. 

If unlimited time for class 
preparation exists, the fires 
themselves and related photographs 
can be researched through state 
departments of correclions, the Na· 
tlonal Institute of Corrections, or the 
National Fire Protection Association 

S. Students should understand that 
you are not advocating abandoning 
"ecurity in favor of fire safety and 
1;(8 protection. You recognize that 
security is Bleir number one priority. 
However. fire Gafety must share Ifl 

IlliS Priority. The history of fire III Gar· 
rectronal faCilities pOints out the 
problems (in deatlls) trlat have oc· 
curred because fire safety was not a 
priority 

4 

5 

The devastating fire at the Orio State Prison in Columbus, 
Ohio, which killed 320 inmates in 1930, made it clear that a serious 
fire problem existed in correctional facilities. At that time, prison 
construction was often wood frame, most notably frame roof 
structures. Once a fire started, it consumed these structures with 
ravaging intensity. Builders, fire protection engineers, and fire 
service personnel applied modern technology and the multiple 
fatality fire problem in correctional facilities was solved. 

Or was it? Nearly thirty years later, during the 1960s and 
1970s, the multiple fatality fire problem in correctional facilities 
returned with a vengeance. Solutions, however, were no longer as 
simple. New types of fuels created fires unlike those fed by or
dinary combustibles. 

During the 1960s and 1970s, correctional facilities were enter
ing the era of synthetics. Synthetic materials, including 
polyurethane foam and styrene-butadiene foam rubber, were used 
to manufacture furnishings such as mattresses and padding 
panels in cells. Combustible interior finishes helped to make the 
correctional environment less harsh and more civilized. Stark, 
blank reinforced concrete security walls were disguised behind 
facades of thin plywood paneling, reinforced plastic paneling, or 
other combustible materials. Combustible suspended ceilings 
were installed to create a more humane environment. 

One of the fires that illustrated this change in the fuel con
figuration of correctional facilities occurred in June 1975 at the 
Seminole County Jail, Florida. Ten inmates and one correctional 
officer suffocated in the toxic smoke of burning polyurethane mat
tresses. This fire was one of the tragedies that ushered in the new 
breed of mUltiple fatality fires in correctional facilities. 

As the fuel configuration in correctional facilities changed, 
creating new fire problems, the combination of other deficiencies 
- single means of egress, unreliable locking and evacuation 
systems, lack of automatic or manual fire suppression 
capabilities, lack of early warning fire detection, and the high fre
quency of incendiary fires - completed the grim scenario for 
tragedy. 

Beginning with a multiple fatality prison fire on June 21, 
1977, the fire safety problem in correctional facilities exploded 
with death and destruction. In a period of two and a half weeks, 
three multiple fatality fires occurred: one in the City Detention 
Center in St. John, New Brunswick; one in the Maury County Jail, 
Columbia, Tennessee; and the last in the Federal Correctional In
stitution in Danbury, Connecticut. The total death toll from the 
three fires was sixty-eight people. 

Clearly, the fire problem in correctional facilities is tragic. An 
initial step toward solving this problem is to analyze the fires and 
note major characteristics that occur in fire after fire. We have 
already mentioned a specific fuel type - namely, polyurethane 
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mattresses - as the cause of many multiple fatality fires. Other 
aspects that can be evaluated for common characteristics are the 
type of act, the source of ignition, the place of origin, and the 
degree of security. This chapter will briefly describe eleven fires 
that have occurred over the years in correctional facilities and you 
will note some of their common characteristics. Later chapters will 
discuss specific measures that can be used to reduce or eliminate 
the problems presented by each characteristic. 

The following summaries describe eleven fires in correctional 
facilities. Before continuing, remove rrable 1.1, "Common 6 

Characteristics of Fires in Correctional Facilities," and place it 
alongside this manual. As you read each summary, fill in the ap
propriate information on the chart. It is important to be as 
specific and complete as possible when filling in the chart. When it 
is complete, the chart will provide you with a quick overview of 
the major losses and common characteristics of each fire. 

During the late afternoon and evening of Monday, April 21, 
1930, a raging fire swept through the north wing cell blocks of the 
Ohio State Penitentiary at Columbus. To date, it is the worst fire 
catastrophe to take place in a correctional facility in this country. 
A total of 320 inmates lost their lives and 133 others received in
juries which might have eventually caused death or permanent 
disability. While the resultant property damage was comparative
ly small, the various circumstances surrounding this fire and the 
appalling loss of life forcibly called attention to the potential 
tragic hazards to life and property present in institutions of this 

3 

Polyurethane mattresses stored 
outside the cell were the materials 
first Ignited at the Seminole County 
Jail In Sanford. Florida. (Credit: Sen
tinel Star Journal) 

6. This chart should form the basis 
of your presentation of the eleven 
fires in correctional facilities. Thus, 
the discussion of each fire should in
clude: date of fire, facility, and loca
tion of the facility; major losses; type 
of act; ignition source; place of 
origin; fuel; and any problems in 
evacuation. It is this information that 
students should have in their 
notebook or workbook. Overhead 
transparencies that can be com
pleted by you during the discussion 
of each fire would be helpful. 

OHIO STATE PENITENTIARY 
Columbus, Ohio 
April 1930 

Losses 
Type of Act 
Ignition Source 
Place of Origin 
Fuel 
Evacuation Problems 

CASE SUMMARIES 

COLUMBUS1 OHIO 

April 1930 



Table 1.1 

COMMON CHARACTERISTICS OF FIRES IN CORRECTIONAL FACILITIES 

DATE, FACILITY AND MAJOR 
TYPE OF ACT 

FUEL PLACE OF PROBLEMS Il'i (Incendiary or 
LOCATION LOSSES Accidental) TYPE ORIGIN EVACUATION 

April 1930 
Ohio State Penitentiary 
Columbus, Ohio 

July 1967 
State Road Camp 
Berrydale, Florida 

March 1968 
Oregon State Penitentiary 
Salem, Oregon 

October 1974 
Youth Correctional Center 
Cranston, Rhode Island 

June 1975 
Seminole County Jail 
Sanford, Florida 

November 1975 
Lycoming County Jail 
Williamsport, Pennsylvania 

June 1976 
Marion State Prison 
Marion, North Carolina 

June 1977 
Maury County Jail 
Columbia, Tennessee 

June 1977 
Saint John City Detention Ctr. 
St. John, New Brunswick 

July 1977 
Federal Correctional Institute 
Danbury, Connecticut 

December 1979 
Lancaster County Jail 
Lancaster, South Carolina 

Most frequently observed 
characteristic of each 

I category. 
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kind. This gruesome reality emphasized the need to provide 
greater safeguards for the inmates in all facilities. 

The large loss of life was due to the fire in a wood roof building 
where a great number of inmates were concentrated. The large un
divided area of the building, the lack of detection or suppression 
systems, and the combustible roof construction afforded ideal 
conditions for the rapid spread of fire. The loss of life was exag
gerated because inmates were confined in cells with individual 
locks. Add the fear of mutiny among the inmates and the lack of 
emergency procedures which delayed opening the locks, and the 
scenario for tragedy is complete. Although the fire department's 
response was prompt, the headway which the fire gained before 
the fire fighters arrived indicates that considerable delay occurred 
either in the discovery of the fire or in sounding the alarm. 

Fifty-one prisoners were housed in a wood frame dormitory 
building of a state road camp when an evening disturbance broke 
out. Inmates set a fire at the opposite end of the single, heavily 
barricaded exit from the building. A wall exhaust fan near the fire 
helped to increase its intensity. 

When the fire was discovered, officers went to get weapons 
from an arms cabinet in the office. This delayed the release of 
prisoners for about nine minutes because the same key to the gun 
cabinet also opened the single exit. The delay ended in tragedy for 
thirty-eight inmates. 

During a riot, inmates took control of a major portion of this 
correctional facility. They set several fires in six separate 
buildings in the prison compound. The rioting inmates would not 
allow the responding fire fighters to attack the fire. One of the six 
buildings, a furniture factory, was the only building protected by 
an automatic sprinkler system. The sprinkler system controlled 
this fire until its water supply was interrupted. Damage amounted 
to an estimated $1.5 million. 

". 
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BERRYDALE, 
FLORIDA 

July 1967 

SALEM, OREGON 

March 1968 

The fire that consumed this 
wooden prison barracks in Berry
dale, Florida, left thirty-eight 
prisoners dead - the largest loss of 
life In a single fire in the United 
States ar Canada In 1967. The metal 
cage In thefareground was the guard 
station. (Credit: The Press Gazette) 



CRANSTON, 
RHODE ISLAND 

October 1974 

SANFORD, 
FLORIDA 

June 1975 

WILLIAMSPORT, 
PENNSYLVANIA 

November 1975 

MARION, 
NORTH CAROLINA 

June 1976 

In the recreation room of a maximum security facility for a 
youth correctional center, seven male juveniles barricaded the 
main entrance door with a pool table and ignited several 
polyurethane foam cushions from the chairs and sofas. Due to the 
rapid build-up of heat and smoke, the room became untenable in a 
matter of minutes. The correctional officers could not release the 
juveniles through the main exit; the alternate exit was behind a 
locked fence. Only after a delay in obtaining the key were the of
ficers able to unlock the alternate exit and rescue five boys who 
were at that door. By then the fire department had responded. 
Several fire fighters wearing self-contained breathing apparatus 
entered the building and evacuated the other two boys. The fire 
was quickly extinguished by fire fighters and confined to the area 
of origin. One of the last two boys evacuated died shortly after ar
rival at the hospital; the other boy succumbed several days later. 

A juvenile set fire to polyurethane mattresses stored outside 
his cell in this two-story county j ail. One of two correctional of
ficers on duty attempted to get standpipe hose to fight the fire, 
while the other guard went to report the fire and get additional 
help in releasing prisoners. By the time he returned with help, the 
smoke and heat were so intense that the men were driven back 
after releasing only three prisoners and inadvertently leaving cell 
keys in one lock. 

Arriving fire fighters equipped themselves with self-contained 
breathing apparatus, searched for the lost keys and evacuated the 
remaining prisoners. They found the first correctional officer's 
body with the second set of cell keys. In addition to the one officer 
who died, ten prisoners lost their lives from smoke inhalation in
juries during this incident. 

About 12:30 a.m. in the juvenile detention cell of this concrete 
and stone correctional facUity with solid steel doors, six juveniles 
ignited the mattresses from their beds, probably as part of an 
escape plan. The juveniles gave the guards an early alarm on the 
emergency call system. However, because of previous false 
alarms, the calls were ignored. Guards were thus unaware of the 
rapid buildup of smoke and heat from the polyurethane-foam mat
tresses and did not respond immediately. Once rescue attempts 
began, guards delayed sounding the alarm to fire fighters. Three 
of the six juveniles died before fire fighters arrived. Compartmen
tation helped to prevent death or serious injury to prisoners in 
other areas. 

This one-story institution housed sixty-seven prisoners in two 
dormitory cells. Several of the thirty-six prisoners in one dor
mitory cell ignited sheets and blankets with matches to protest 
the confiscation of two radios. A prison guard ordered the 
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prisoners to put the fire out. As the guard returned to his desk, 
the inmates threw several polyurethane mattresses on the fire. 
The fire expanded rapidly, and was out of control within minutes. 
Only then did the five correctional officers on duty open the four 
exits and release the men to the recreational yard. A total of nine 
inmates died from injuries they received during the incident. An 
additional twenty-four were injured, and approximately $50,000 
worth of property was damaged. 

It was afternoon visiting hours in the Maury County Jail. 
This institution, constructed of fire-resistive material, housed 
sixty-five inmates and contained the sheriff's office. A fire of ap
parently incendiary origin started in a cell padded with both 
styrene butadiene and urethane foam padding. Along with the in
mates, several visitors were locked in the cell block area. Severe 
smoke conditions rapidly developed after the occupant of the cell 
of origin was removed, and the door to the padded cell was left 
open. 

In the rush to release people, the jailer's keys were dropped 
and temporarily lost in a smoke-filled corridor, delaying evacua
tion. Several persons were removed as fire fighters breached an 
exterior masonry wall and cut steel bars to provide a means of 
egress. Thirty-four inmates and eight visitors died; thirty-one 
other people were injured by the fire. Damage to the jail was 
moderate, with the fire being confined to the padded cell. 

COLUMBIA, 
TENNESSEE 

June 1977 

Rapid buildup of smoke and heat from palyurethane mat
tresses and a delayed alarm tofirefighters resulted in the deaths 
of three juvenile Inmates in this Williamsport, Pennsylvania 
juvenile detention cell. 

Severe smoke conditions developed in the Maury County Jail 
from a fire that began in a padded cell that had both styrene
butadiene foam padding with neoprene and urethane foam pad
ding with a polyvinyl cover. Thirty-four inmates and eight 
visitors died. (Credit: Columbia Daily Herald) t .. "I \ 1 : 
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ST. JOHN, 
NEW BRUNSWICK 

June 1977 

DANBURY, 
CONNECTICUT 

July 1977 

Foam rubber padding and 
plastic covering on walls, flool', 
and ceiling were the primary 
fuels of the fire at the City Deten
tion Center In St, John, New 
Brunswick, 

At the time of this late-night incident, approximately twenty
seven inmates were housed in the main cells of the detention 
center. The fire started in a padded cell where the primary fuel in
volved was foam rubber padding and plastic covering on the walls, 
floor, and ceiling. The detention center was equipped with heat 
and smoke detectors and manually activated fire alarm boxes. An 
alarm was automatically sounded to the fire department if either 
the detectors or manual box was activated. 

Despite rapidly developing thick smoke, the correctional of
ficers were able to remove an inmate from the padded cell where 
the fire started. Correctional officers made an initial attempt to 
fight the fire with a standpipe hose, but they were quickly forced 
out of the area by the intense heat and smoke. 

Fire fighter response was rapid. This was due to the direct 
connection of the alarm system to the fire alarm center, and the 
location of the fire apparatus only a few blocks away. The intense 
heat and smoke, however, resulted in death for twenty-one in
mates and injuries for fourteen other people, including inmates, 
police, correctional officers, and fire fighters. 

An early morning fire occurred in a dormitory unit of a federal 
correctional institution that was of fire-resistive construction. 
Eighty inmates were housed in the 40-by-80-foot area. 

The fire, apparently incendiary, was ignited in a washroom 
near the primary means of egress from the dormitory. 'fhe alter
nate means of egress became unusable when a key broke off in the 
door lock. The fire's initial growth, with rapid flame spread and 
heavy smoke, involved fiberglass reinforced plastic wall paneling 
and its plywood backing. The fire was confined to the general area 
of origin in the washroom. Fire fighters were hindered in reaching 
the fire due to the security measures required at the institution, 
including several gates that were opened by different keys. No 
single guard had keys to every gate or door that had to be opened. 
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In sum, both the type of fuel and the lack of prefire planning 
led to the tragic results of this fire: five inmates dead; eighty-six 
inmates, correctional officers, and fire fighters injured. 

This structure, which was located atop a building listed in The 
National Register of Historic Places, contained no automatic 
sprinkler protection, no heat or smoke detector systems, no 
manual alarm system, no emergency lighting, and 110 emergency 
unlocking mechanisms. Moreover, the jail had no visual monitor
ing systems and, even worse, no second means of egress. 

Although the source of ignition was undetermined, events 
preceding the fire point to an incendiary cause. Once ignited, 
stored combustible materials, bedding, inmates' clothing, and 
cleaning products, which were all stored together, produced heat 
and smoke that quickly made the entire jail area untenable. Fire 
damage involved the stored material and combustible contents of 
the nearby cells. 

Despite quick work by a trustee and, later, fire fighters, a 
stubborn padlock, combined with the intense heat and smoke, 
frustrated efforts to free inmates. In addition to eleven deaths, 
four fire fighters, two police officers, and the trustee were injured 
in the rescue attempt. 

LANCASTER, 
SOUTH CAROLINA 

December 1979 

This washroom in the Danbury, Connecticut correctionaljac/llty was near tlJe primary means of egress from the 
dormitory. The fire's initial growth, with flame spread and heavy smoke, was due to fiberglass reinforced plastic 
wall paneling and its plywood backing. (Credit: John Mongillo, Jr., New Haven Register) 
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7. Although these two fires. 
especially tho rrot at ttw Now Mnxlco 
State Penitentiary. malw for rr\. 

terBstrng discusSions. bH CBrtnln In 
pOint out that tt1H surroundirrn Cir
cumstances arB beyond the ~;cope of 
this course 

COMMON 
CHARACTERISTICS 
OF FIRES IN 
CORRECTIONAL 
FACILITIES 

8 The conclUSIons drawn about 
the most frequently observed 
characteristIcs should come from 
students. Give students about one or 
two minutes to review their notes. 
Then ask for volunteers to give 
responses tn the follOWing 
categorres: type of act; fuel type. 
place of origin; problems in evacua
tion Students should understand the 
significance of these common 

Two other significant fires in correctional facilities are worth 
7 noting. On January 30, 1979, a natural gas combustion explosion 

destroyed a wing of a building housing a farm equipment repair 
shop of the United States Federal Penitentiary in Leavenworth, 
Kansas. Six inmates and one staff member were killed, and two 
farm staff members were injured. On February 2, 1980, it was 
"hooch" that provided the fuel for the bloody and savage riot at 
the New Mexico State Penitentiary in Santa Fe, New Mexico. 
Thirty-six hours later, thirty-three inmates lay butchered in the 
ruins. Damage caused by fires and the unrestrained madness was 
estimated at $22 million. 

Why are neither of the two disasters just described included in 
the main part of our discussion of the common characteristics of 
fires in correctional institutions? 

Each of these disasters, while significant in both loss of life and 
property damage, are beyond the scope of this discussion. The in
troduction pointed out that the major focus of this manual is in
mate occupancies - residential, assembly, and educational. The 
explosion at the United States Federal Penitentiary at Leaven
worth took place in a farm equipment wing which is part of an in
dustrial area. Even more specialized is the case of the New Mexico 
State Penitentiary tragedy. The fire safety system discussed in 
this manual is not intended to apply to fires resulting from riot 
situations. 

Now that you have completed Table 1.1, use the information 
summarized from the case histories to draw conclusions about the 

8 most frequently observed characteristic in each category. 
As the completed Table 1.1 indicates, the frequency of in

cidence of certain common characteristics in these eleven correc
tional facilities fires is significant. Your table should show that: 

• Almost all fires were incendiary, some arising from riot 
situations. 

• Except for the initial three fires in these case summaries, 
the fuel types were synthetic materials - specifically 
polyurethane mattresses, foam rubber cushions and pad
ding, and, in one instance, fiberglass reinforced wall 
paneling. Along with inmates' clothes, these materials 
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would be the common fuel available in cells and cellblock 
areas. 

• The inmate bousing areas, i.e., cells and cellblocks, were 
the place of origin in most of the eleven fires studied. 

• Finally, in the majority of these incidents, there were 
significant complications resulting from some aspect of 
security. Archaic locking systems, lost keys, no second 
means of egress and, especially, lack of emergency 
evacuation procedures contributed to serious problems in 
evacuating inmates. 

After noting these common characteristics, what general con
clusion can be drawn about fires in correctional facilities? 

From these common characteristics among the eleven cases 
presented, it is clear that fires in correctional facilities present 
special problems both in fire prevention and fire suppression. 

9 

In an effort to identify and study these problems, the Na- 10 

tional Fire Protection Association reviewed the reports of 52 fires 
in correctional facilities from January 1967 through July 1977 (see 
Table 1.2). A summary of these reports, cont~ined in A Study of 
Penal Institution Fires, * identifies significant common 
characteristics of correctional facilities fires and fire protection. 
These common characteristics, many of which have been iden
tified in Table 1.1, are grouped into several categories: type of 
act, source of ignition, fuel type, place of origin, and security 
aspect. 

The statistical information of this study points to a familiar 
scenario - or as NFP A researchers describe it - a Hmodel" cor- 11 

rectional facility fire. The "model" correctional facility fire is of 
incendiary origin and is started in a cell. The fire principally in
volves building contents, as opposed to structural materials. Fur
ther, 'this "model" fire generates intense heat and dense smoke 
that quickly invade all corridors and adjoining areas, hindering 
safe evacuation of the occupants. Does this scenario sound 
familiar? It has occurred in fire after fire in correctional facilities. 

As Table 1.2 illustrates, 45 out of the 52 fires (87 percent) were 
incendiary in nature. 

*A Swdy of Pct/al Institution Pircs, Boston: National Fire Protection Association, 
1977. 
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characterIStICs: it is these areas, 
speCIfically, that must be addressed 
in any fire safety program in a cor· 
rectlonal facility. 

COMMON CHARACTERISTICS OF 
FIRES IN CORRECTIONAL 
r~ACILlTIES 

Type of Act 
Fuel 
Place of Origin 
Evacuation Problems 

9. Ask for student responses to this 
question 

STA TlSTICAL STUDY 

10. LEVEL I The NFPA study is 
simply a review of the discussion on 
the common ctlaracteristics of fires 
In correctional facilities There is no 
need to spend any more than two or 
three minutes summariZing the fm· 
dings of the NFPA report. However. 
supervIsory personnel should be 
aware that such a study 11as been 
conducted. 

11_ A discussion of a '"model" cor
rectional faCility lire serves as an ex· 
cellent review of thiS chapter Ex· 
pia\!, \0 students ttmt you want to use 
the Information discussed In thiS 
chapter to descnbe a "model" cor· 
rectional faCility fire. Ask for 
students to volunteer a description of 
a "model" correctional faCility fire 

MOTIVES FOR 
INCENDIARY FIRES 



Table 1.2 
STATISTICS OF PAST 

CORRECTIONAL FACILITY FIRES* 

Category 

Type of Act 
Accidental 
Incendiary 

Source of Ig1J:..ition 
Welding 
Boiler 
Electrical Equipment 
Smoking Materials 
Unspecified 

Fuel Type 
Mattresses 
Cell Padding 
Clothing 
Paper Products 
Wood Roof or Floor 
Flammable Liquid 

Place of Origin 

Number of Incidents 

7 
45 

1 
1 
3 

27 
17 

25 
5 

11 
5 
2 
3 

C~s M 
Recreation Room 4 
Boiler Room 2 
Storage Area 4 
Cell Blocks 6 
Penal Work Buildings 3 

Security Aspect (Problem in Evacuation) 
Prompt Evacuation 6 
Insufficient Access 2 
N 0 Available Key to Locked Door 4 
Insufficient Emergency Training 6 
No Second Means of Egress 5 
Not Indicated 29 

*Adapted from Tables 1-6, A Study of Penal Institution Fires, Boston: National 
Fire Protection Association, 1977, pp. 1-3. 
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From your experience, what do you think are the motives for the 
incendiary fires in correctional institutions? 

Although the conclusions of the National Fire Protection Associa
tion study cannot be applied to all incendiary fires in correctional 
facilities, the predominant motives reported were: to increase 
chances of escape, to cause malicious damage as a protest against 
conditions, to show force during a riot, or to commit suicide. 

In every incendiary incident where the source of ignition was 
positively identified, either a match, smoking material, or 
cigarette lighter was used to ignite the fire. The study shows that 
this is to be expected, since such ignition materials are the ones 
most readily available to inmates. 

Principal materials first ignited were those that are found in a 
prison cell-mattresses, bedclothes, and personal clothing. Again, 
this is not surprising, since seventy-five percent of all the fires 
studied originated in the occupants' cells. Finally, in many of the 
fires there were significant delays in evacuation resulting from 
some aspect of security. 

It is clear that incendiarism is a significant factor in correc
tional facility fires. Too much emphasis can be placed upon the in
cendiary factor, however, as an excuse for not pursuing fire 
protection alternatives. In fact, the rate of incendiarism in 
corrections is not that significantly higher than the rate in other 
occupancies. 

Regardless, it is still imperative to reduce both the number 
and severity of these fires. As will be discussed in subsequent 
chapters, to achieve this goal it is necessary to strengthen both 
fire prevention and protection methods, i.e., supervision, construc
tion, preplanning, suppression equipment, detection, and others. 
The next chapter will discuss how a systems approach provides an 
integrated method of analyzing fire protection problems and 
developing fire protection and prevention programs. First, let's 
review. 
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CHAPTER REVIEW 12 

'rhe review sections of this manual provide ail 
opportunity for you to measure your understand
ing of the information contained in each chapter. 
Try to answer each question without looking back 
through the chapter. Then check your response by 
referring back to the appropriate section in the 
chapter. 

1. 

2. 

Contrast the type of fuels involved in correc
tional facility fires of the 1930's with the 
type of fuels involved in fires of the 1960's 
and 1970's. 

List four characteristics common to most 
fires in correctional facilities. 

a. 

1:' ftl!";p qu"stlorl~; e(Hl :;mv() (IS a 
WVlf)W hlf tho nhltm:al covmmJ HI 
!~dctl clldptpr or, Itl combmatlon With 
(lttll~r rtWlPW :;octlon:;, Wi d total 
I<'VII'W ur po~;ttf':;1 for HI!' I.:ompl('te 
I:Ollr~i!' HI" (;UrtiWl Ulat ttl!! qwmtlons 
Wi,'(j art' ilppruprlatu for Levf'i II, 
Lt'vul I, or tlotll 

3. 

4. 
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b. 

c. 

d. 

In most incendiary fires in correctional 
facilities, the source of ignition has been: 

a. welding torch 

b. smoking materials 

c. extension cords 

d. unspecified 

In most incendiary fires in correctional 
facilities, t.he materials first ignited have 
been: 

a. flammable liquids 

b. wood floor or roof 

c. cell padding 

d. mattresses 
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Chapter Two 

USING THE 
SYSTEMS 
APPRO~4CH 
TO DEA~L WITH 
THE FIR1~ PROBLEM 

The systems approach organizes and documents the way in 1 

which we think about a problem. The extensive use of synthetic 
materials has created additional fire problems in structures, in
cluding correctional facilities. These facilities present the addi
tional concern of maintaining security. Although the public 
deserves protection from convicted criminals, inmates deserve the 
same protection from the ravages of fire as workers in high-rise of
fice bUildings. The systems approach to fire protection in correc
tions will help to achieve both security for the public and safety 
for inmates by a systematic analysis of each problem area and the 
application of available technologies to improve fire safety in cor
rectional facilities. 

This chapter will define what is meant by a systems approach 
to fire protection; discuss how the systems approach is used; and 
show how the Simplified Fire Safety System for Correctional 
Facilities has been designed to help deal with fires in these oc
cupancies. 

After reading this chapter and completing the exercises as 

OVERVIEW 

1. Use this overview as an in
troduction to the chapter. Students 
Bhould understand from the very 
beginning that they do not have to be 
fire protection engineer's to unders
tand and use the systems approach 
for increasing the level of fire safety 
in their !acilities 

directed by the text, you will be able to do the following: 

• Define the term "system." 

2 2. Students should be familiar with 
the objectives 01 thiS chapter. 

., Describe three a.ttributes of a system. 

.. State the basic rationale for using a systems approach. 

.. List three advantages of using the systems approach for 
solving problems. 

• Identify the fire safety objectives and the major goals of 
the Simplified Fire Safety System for Correctional 
Facilities. 
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3 Slflce ttlese words are very 
much a part of the language (jargon) 
of systems and the systems ap· 
proach, Ifl addition to defining them, 
review them as they appear in the 
chapter. This will give students a 
context for using and understanding 
the words 

4. Since tillS definition will be refer
red to throughout the chapter, write 
it out on a chalkboard or overhead 
transparency for continual 
reference. 

DEFINITION OF A 
SYSTEM 

5 Allow students to note some of 

Before beginning this chapter, you may want to use the 
glossary to review any of the following terms with which you are 

3 not familiar. 

feedback 
input 
output 
subsystem 
system 

Before considering how the systems approach is applied to the 
fire problem, it is necessary to define what is meant by the term 

4 "system." For the purposes of this discussion, a system is the 
organization of interacting components in such a way as to carry 
out a predetermined function or reach specified objectives. 

the ImpOitant points while you are 
explaining the basIc attributes of a 
system Assure them that the defini
tIOn and the attributes will become 5 
clearer as the discussion proceeds. 

There are three basic attributes of a system: interactive, 
dynamic, and identifiable. 

INTERACTIVE As stated in the definition, a system consists of individual 
components or elements, each selected for its potential to interact 
with other components while performing a specific function. The 
interaction of these individual or specific functions is required in 
order to attain the stated objectives. The system's ability to reach 
its stated objectives arises from its design and performance as a 
total entity. 

DYNAMIC Systems try to fulfill their goals by performing operations and 
interacting within themselves. This does not mean that to be 
dynamic a system must be constantly or even frequently active; a 
system does not cease to be a system because it assumes a stand
by status. 

6 Use thiS question as a means of 6 Can you suggest a system related to the fire protection of a 
generating class response. building that is in a standby status? 

An automatic sprinkler system is a building system that is in a 
standby status. It may be on standby alert for virtually all of its 
operational existence and may not become functionally active un
til a fire occurs within its area of coverage, which may never hap
pen. Not every component of a system needs to be active for the 
system to be dynamic. In planning the fire extinguishing opera
tions for a structural fire, interactions are intended to occur be-
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INPUT OUTPUT 

FEEDBACK 

Figure 2.1 Basic System Model 

tween the "passive" fire-resistive structural building materials 
and the "active" fire suppression agents and equipment. 

Once a plan takes form in the preliminary design, it can be 
identified as a system. What is identified as the system includes 
only those components and processes that are controlled by the 
system. This ability to be identifiable as part of the system pro
vides significant advantages when it is used as a problem-solving 
tool, as will be discussed later in this chapter. 

The basic reason for using the systems approach is that it 
allows a detailed investigation of a large number of problems and 
their potential solutions. The systems approach is a method of 
organizing the thought process to review all of the problem areas, 
and analyze potential solutions. Of particular importance is the 
ability to determine the effect of anyone solution to a particular 
problem on the other problem areas. The overall design of the 
systems approach is based on the operational theory of the com
puter (see Fig. 2.1). A system such as a computer processes input 7 

(facts of the situation) into output (usable data) consistent with 
the stated objectives. To make sure its stated goals are achieved, 
the system continuously evaluates its performance by monitoring 
the outputs, a process referred to as feedback. 

7 

IDENTIFIABLE 

USING THE 
SYSTEMS 

APPROACH 

I .~~ ~'; 

I 
..v--.... ' 
~ . 
,~--:._~ ___ I( 

Use Figure 2.1 to illustrate overall 
design of a system. 

An automobile engine aptly illustrates how a system func
tions. The engine, actually a system itself, consists of many in
teractive components: for example, a carburetor, which provides 
the correct mixture of gasoline and air; spark plugs; pistons; cam
shaft; valves; crankshaft; alternator; assorted wires; and a 
radiator, which cools the engine. The dynamics of this system 
work to provide energy to the drive train. According to Figure 2.1, 
the car engine receives input (gasoline and air), processes this in
put, and then transforms it into the output which is usable 
mechanical energy for the drive train. 

8 8. This example should answer 
many of the questions students may 
have regarding the functioning of a 
system. You may be able to offer 
another example of a system. such 
as the body, or you may want to 
soliCit responses from the students 
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O. USing the example of the 
automobile engine, ask students to 
cite several ways in which a driver IS 
notified that the engine may not be 9 
workmg as expected. 

If, for any reason, a system does not produce the intended ob
jective, feedback will provide the basis for redesign of one or more 
of its components. Let's say that the automobile engine ex
periences an unusually heavy load, for example, the car hauling a 
trailer. A load this taxing may cause the engine to overheat. The 
radiator, which was designed only for cooling the engine under 
normal driving conditions, is now unable to handle the abnormal 
amount of heat. The system does not work as expected or needed, 
as manifested by the overheating of the engine (the feedback). 

10. LEVEL I A brief discussion of 
the ttiree advantages of using a 
systems approach IS useful for 
"upervisory personnel. They may be 
able to suggest other advantage" 
from ti1eir own experience. 

ADVANTAGES OF 
SYSTEMS 
APPROACH 

... - -~ --,~-,----.--

ADVANTAGES OF SYSTEMS AP· 
PROACH 
1 

3 

11 LEVELl 

Concept Idea of a system can be 
clarified by having students identify 
specific systems. 
ActJvlty: Request that eacti group 
Identify a system It is better if they 
IIrnlt their scope to Simpler systems. 
8(1 .. a security system. or even a 
systenl Similar to an automobile 
fmqine. rather than a complex 
!'lystem !'lUCh as an educatJonal 
system or the corrections system 
For ttWlr systHrn lmch group must be 
able to 1 Include a short descrip
tion of s(wnral of the major com
ponents of the system; 2 Justify the 
~;ystorn in terms of Its being interac· 
tlVe, dynanm:. and Identlfmble; :-3. 
kinntlfy Hie major problem the 
systHrn is designed to solve; 4. 
De~;cribe thn operation of the 
system: inPUt. output, the way the 
system uses feedback to evaluate Its 
output; !j. Alter one of Hie com· 
pot1Emts of the system and describe 
Its efft)ct on tM other components 
dnd on the performance of tt1e 
systpm as a wtl01() (use tt18 Hxample 
of tile illltornohlip that IS driven at 
tlllJtl altltudps) 

... 
IDENTIFYING A SYSTEM 
DeScription of System 
Major Problem 
Operation 
System Alteration 

Because any discussion of a system should highlight the 
system's potential value as a tool for analyzing and solving prob
lems, let's consider the advantages a systems approach brings to 

10 these tasks. First, the systems approach provides an organized 
way of looking at problems. A system is the result of a systematic 
and scientific planning effort. By design, a system presents a well
defined and well-executed method for solving a problem. All com
ponents and processes operate within an organized framework (or 
design) of the system. 

Second, the systems approach incorporates all significant, in
teracting components when it attempts to solve a problem. As 
mentioned previously, the value of a system is its ability to 
organize through interaction. By this is meant that the activity of 
any component of a system has some effect on the activity of 
every other component. Moreover, when changes are made within 
the system, whether or not the changes are deliberate, they are 
evaluated only after the combined effect of the changes and their 
interactions with the performance of the total system has been 
assessed. This is different from evaluating the effect of the 
changes on only one component or process of the system. The 
systems approach solves problems in relation to the total system 
rather than in relation to isolated components. The systems ap
proach intentionally expands its domain of consideration until all 
the significant, interacting components are included, and this is a 
distinct advantage in problem-solving. 

An automobile engine again serves as a convenient example. 
When an automobile is driven at high altitudes, a change is made 
within the system of the engine; namely, the rarefied air alters the 
gasoline-air mixture in the carburetor (which is presumably ad
justed for normal sea-level altitudes). The net effect on the opera
tion of the system - i.e., the engine - is reduced performance. 
The problem is solved in relation to the effect on the total system 
rather than in relation to the carburetor only. This may include ad
justing, or even replacing, the jets of the carburetor and changing 
the ignition timing. Thus, the solution to the problem involves all 
significant interacting components of the system . 

11 The third advantage of using the systems approach is that it 
provides a means to determine the most cost-effective solution. 
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Because the components and processes of a system can be iden
tified, it is possible to analyze the cost involved using different 
solutions. By manipulating the components 011 paper, their effects 
on the system as a whole can be examined without actually set
ting up the system. Because the systems approach makes it possi
ble to evaluate the cost of each item or solution to the problem, the 
best solution for the least cost can be identified. 

Systems and the systems approach to solving problems is not 
new. For years, high technology, rapidly expanding industries (for 12 

example, aerospace and military defense), and the field of educa
tion have used the systems approach to solve their problems. The 
shift to the systems approach has had its skeptics; but its advan
tages and unlimited potential have been compelling enough to win 
them over. 

Fire protection engineers began using the systems approach 
in fire protection in 1971. At that time, the General Services Ad
ministration committed itself to developing a total systems ap
proach to fire safety for federal high-rise buildings. * Some of the 
concepts that led to the fire safety systems for high-rise buildings 
were that: total evacuation is impractical; fire fighting access is 
limited and difficult; new materials of construction present dif
ferent fire problems. 

The National Fire Protection Association also worked on the 
problem of fire safety in high-rise buildings. NFPA's response was 
a systems approach applicable to all types of buildings - a fire 
safety system derived through a decision tree network. This net
work is called the Fire Safety Concepts Tree. 

In developing a systems approach to fire safety in correc
tional facilities, we will be using a simplified version of the Fire 13 

Safety Concepts Tree. It will be helpful to first take a look at the 
Concepts Tree itself (see Fig. 2.2)**. 

This complex array of rectangles and symbols is a diagram
matic means of illustrating how a system - specifically, a fire 
safety system - operates. 

'What is the definition of a system? 

*Arthur F. Sampson. "Life Safety for High-Rise Structures," Fire Journal. Vol. 65, No.4 
(July 1971). p. 8. 

**For an in-depth discussion of the Fire Safety Concepts 'free see Robert J. Thompson. 
"The Decision Tree for Fire Safety Systems Analysis." a three-part series in Fire J oumal. 
July. September, and November. 1975. 
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EVOLUTION OF 
SYSTEMS 

APPROACH 
TO FIRE 

PROTECTION 

12. LEVEL I: Keep the discussion 
of the evolution of the systems ap
proach to fire protection brief. 

FIRE SAFETY 
CONCEPTS TREE 

13. LEVEL I: A brief discussion of 
the Fire Safety Concepts Tree will 
give Level I students a better grasp 
of the operation of the Simplified Fire 
Safety System for Correctional 
Facilities. However, before beginn
ing your discussion be certain all 
students have a copy of the Fire 
Safety Concepts Tree. An overhead 
transparency of several of the com
ponents that are used in explainmg 
the operation of thi) Concepts Tree 
would also benefit your discussion. 
Individual copies of the Concepts 
Tree are available from the National 
Fire Protection AssOCiation. The 
diagram is also Included In the 14th 
edition of the Fire Protection Hand
book. published by NFPA 



System Overview 

Figure 2.2. Fire Safety 

As previously stated, a system is the organization of interacting 
components, designed to carry out a predetermined function or to 
reach specified objectives. 

The network diagram of the Fire Safety Concepts Tree con
sists of two basic parts: (1) decisions and (2) results or events. In 
the Concepts Tree, each box represents an event. Each event acts 
as both a goal for the events below it and a method to obtain the 
event above it. All of the events branch out from the first goal 
event like the limbs of a tree and show the possible results of a 
number of decisions. 

! •• ~~~.",: is a method event for which goal event above it? 
• I ' 

I ";1i'":" 1 is a method event for the goal event 
, I , 

I 
n1i~HH 1 

f1lll • 

i 1I.~1' ~ ILj~1 ! • 

At the same time, i ,,;~:;:" i is the goal event for which two 
• 1 ' 

method events below it? 

f",~.L'1 

is the goal event for the methods events f "i'!"~," i! ",~:I:'" : 1 F.U' •. jlil.tIITlID'lOT ... ! 
1 

I 

In the same manner,,,:.!:::::,. is both a method event for 
• T J , 

above it and a goal event for I ,;:d::~,: and i"~::~~;,,,j below it, and so on. 

The ways in which the events interact are represented by what 
is termed the "and" gate (symbolized by a dot within a circle -(0)) 
and by the "or" gate ( symbolized by a plus sign within a circle -
tl). An "and" gate means that for the goal event to be successful, 
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i-
! M~:j,~'f I 

Concepts Tree* 

.... -1 

l.lr.~lIh,f I 
:, iV,.,tI J : 

all method events in the sequence must occur. An "or" gate means 
that only one of the method events must occur for the goal event to 
be successful. Let's use an event from the last example. 

I 

For the goal event "::~i:". to be successful, either the method event 
1 • 

t I 

'::~.~C" or the method event i,:"irfi,':" must occur. On the , 

other hand, for the goal event . to be successful, all of the 

According to the definition of a system the interacting com
ponents must reach specified objectives. In the Fire Safety 
System, the Fir,e Safety Concepts Tree structure expresses and 
emphasizes the interrelationship between the various events that, 
working together, lead to the fire safety objectives. These objec
tives (the ultimate goal event) appear at the top of the Fire Safety 
Concepts Tree and may be one or all of the following: safety to 
life, protection of property, continuity of operations. 

Defining and quantifying these objectives may be the most 
difficult task of designing the system. The type of occupancy, 
available funds, NFP A lOl® , Life Safety Code® ,t and many other 
considerations impact on the achievement of fire safety objec
tives. 

The same type of thinking that produced the Fire Safety Con- 14 

cepts Tree system for planning fire protection in buildings 
motivated the development of the Simplified Fire Safety System 
for Correctional Facilities. 

* Copyright 1980, National Fire Protection Association 
tLife Safety Code and 101 are registered trademarks of the National Fire Protection 

Association, Inc. 
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14, The Simplified Fire Safety 
System for Correctional Facilities is 
basic, To be able to apply the system 
to their facilities, they must unders
tand the system completely from the 
beginning. 

Figure 2.3 

System Objectives 

SIMPLIFIED FIRE SAFETY SYSTEM 
FOR CORRECTIONAL FACILITIES 
Similar to Figure 2.3, except include 
definitions of each goal. Allow writing 
space for defining each fire safety 
objective and for writing methods 
related to each goal. 

SIMPLIFIED 
FIRE SAFETY 

SYSTEM 
Note: Direct students to underline 
key words when you are reading the 
definitions of each goal and to write 
in the definitions of each fire safety 
objective and each method as they 
are discussed. 



LIFE SAFE'ry I SECURITY I 
-- - - - - - - 1" - - - - - - -

PROPERTY LIMITED 
PROTECTION I DOWNTIME 

I I 
.~ 
Y I I 

DETECTION PLANNING 
IGNITION FUEL OCCUPANT AND AND 
CONTROL CONTROL PROTECTION SUPPRESSION TRAINING 

ACTIVITIES OPERATIONS 

I I I I I 
1. Control smok- 1. Control 1. Provide 1. Provide early 1. Provide staff 

ing materials quantity of reliable warning education and 
2. Control fuel evacuation to detection training 

electrical 2. Control types secure area 2. Provide 2. Provide 
ignition of fuel 2. Provide reliable alarm inmate 
sources 3. Control fuel features for system education 

3. Use alternate arrangement "defend in 3. Provide 3. Plan 
grievance place" reliable emergency 
procedures occupancy suppression procedures 

4. Provide 
manual 
suppression 

Figure 2.3 Simplified Fire Safety System for Correctional Facilities 

BASIC 
COMPONENTS 

10. LEVEL I Briefly show how the 
Simplified Fire Safely System IS 15 
derived from the Fire Safety Con· 
cepts Tree. 

RATIONALE 

A careful study of the Simplified Fire Safety System (see Fig. 
2.3) will show that the system, although simplified, is derived 
directly from the fire safety system that is represented by the Fire 
Safety Concepts 'rree. It consists of the same basic compo
nents: objectives, goal events, decisions, and method events. For 
simplification, the terminology in Figure 2.3 has been altered 
slightly, as will be explained later. 

The rationale for presenting a Simplified Fire Safety System 
is one of utility. Because the Fire Safety Concepts Tree was 
designed for use by fire protection engineers, its application pur
posely includes all types of structures. On the other hand, the 
simplified system presented here is designed to be used by correc
tions managerial/supervisory personnel responsible for fire safety 
in correctional facilities. Of course, it is good practice to consult a 
qualified fire protection engineer during the planning stages of 
any fire safety system, especially when objectives are being set 

16. Impress upon students the 1m· 
portance of consulting a fire protec· 
lIOn engineer, especially dUring the 
planning stages of deslgnmg a fire 
safety system for their parllcular 
faCilities. 16 and quantified. 

OBJECTIVES As with any system, the Simplified Fire Safety System for 
Correctional Facilities has objectives. In this case, there are four 
objectives: life safety, property protection, limited downtime, 
security. 
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According to the definition of a system, how are these objec
tives attained? 

The components of the system interact, that is, they work 
together, to attain these fire safety objectives. As mentioned 
previously in the discussion of the Fire Safety Concepts Tree, 
much time can, and should, be spent defining and quantifying 
these fire safety objectives. However, for now it is sufficient to 
understand the need for these objectives in fire protection. 

Life safety relates to the protection of individuals from death 
or injury by fire. Property protection includes protecting both the 
facilities themselves and their contents from fire. Downtime in
dicates a break in the continuity of operations. It is comparable to 
the term "business interruption" which is used by the insurance 
industry. Limited downtime means restricting the loss of use to a 
portion of the facility whose services can be replaced relatively 
easily. For example, the services of a kitchen can be replaced tem
porarily by outside food vendors. On the other hand, inmates may 
not be able to be taken outside the facility if the services of a 
recreational hall are damaged or destroyed. 

Which fire safety objective relates specifically to the needs of 
correctional facilities? 

As the number one priority of correctional officials, security is an 
integral objective of the Simplified Fire Safety System although it 
is not an objective of other fire safety systems. However, the im
pact of security on the other objectives - and on the fire safety 
system as a whole - is significant. Fire safety must be maintained 
without jeopardizing the loss of inmates through escape, suicide, 
murder, or related security problems. 

What special problems must be considered in designing means 
of egress from inmate housing areas? 

-~~------
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17 

17. Use this question as a means 
of generating class response. 



GOALS 

18, Have students suggest their 18 
Idea of equivalent proteclion nnd 
give examples of trade-ofts they may 
have had to rnal(e on the job, 

Ignition Control 

During a fire, inmates need to be evacuated to a secure area or 
defended in place. Clearly, most aspects of fire protection in cor
rectional facilities must take into consideration problems related 
to security. 

Now let's consider how the fire safety objectives of this 
system are achieved. The Simplified Fire Safety System for Cor
rectional Facilities has five major goals*: ignition control; fuel 
control; occupant protection; detection and suppression activities; 
and planning and training operations. 

As the diagram indicates, the ways in which these five goals 
must interact is signified by an "and" gate - z+. The use of 
the "and" gate shows that for the fire safety objectives to be 
achieved, all goals must be successful. Each of the five goals 
becomes, in turn, the single goal for a number of events which are 
referred to as "methods." To keep the system and the diagram 
simple, neither "and" nor "or" gates are used to relate the 
methods to attain each goal. Because the fire protection needs of 
correctional facilities vary widely, it is assumed that each facility 
will, with possible assistance from a fire protection engineer, 
design and develop a fire safety system that specifically addresses 
the needs of that facility. 

It must be emphasized that the different goals do not impact 
equally on the ultimate level of protection. This means that 
"trade-offs" must be made. For example, higher flame spread 
materials can be used for interior finish if automatic sprinklers are 
provided; or, the allowable floor area limit can be increased if fire 
resistive rather than protected, noncombustible construction is 
used. "Trade-offs" will be discussed in more detail in later 
chapters of this manual. 

Let's discuss briefly each goal of the Simplified Fire Safety 
System for Correctional Facilities. Subsequent chapters will cover 
each goal in greater depth. 

Ignition control is the concept of eliminating uncontrolled 
heat sources so that a fire cannot be ignited either accidentally or 
intentionally. The methods for achieving the goal of ignition con
trol are: (1) control smoking materials; (2) control electrical igni
tion sources; and (3) use alternate grievance procedures. 

What are the method events of ignition control (or prevent fire 
ignition) as indicated by the Fire Safety Concepts Tree? 

*In the Fire Safety Concepts Tree, these goals are termed goal cuellts. 
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The method events required for successful control of ignition in 
the system represented by the Concepts Tree are: Control Heat
Energy Source(s), Control Source-Fuel Interactions, and Control 
Fuel. In a similar manner, other goals of the Simplified Fire Safety 
System (especially fuel control and detection and suppression ac
tivities) can be referred back to the original Fire Safety Concepts 
Tree. 

Fuel control is the second goal of the Simplified Fire Safety 
System. Fuel control is the concept of controlling the type, ar
rangement, and burning characteristics of potential fuels. Three 
methods for achieving fuel control are: (1) control quantity of fuel, 
(2) control types of fuel, and (3) control fuel arrangement. Assum
ing that fires are going to be ignited one way or another, then fuel 
control becomes the first effective step in fire defense. Ignition 
control, however, should continue to be practiced. 

The third goal of the Simplified Fire Safety System is occu
pant protection. Occupant protection is the concept of providing 
life safety in the event of fire either by evacuation to a secure area 
or by defending in place. Methods for this goal include: provide 
reliable evacuation to a secure area and provide features for a "de
fend in place" occupancy. Evacuation (which understandably is 
equated with means of escape by corrections personnel) is the 
most controversial and difficult portion of the fire safety system 
because it impacts directly on the objective of security. 

Detection and suppression activities is the fourth goal of the 
Simplified Fire Safety System. Detection and suppression ac
tivities is the concept of automatically or manually detecting the 
presence of a hostile fire, sounding an alarm, and then suppressing 
the fire. Methods for this goal are: provide early warning detec
tion, provide reliable alarm system, provide reliable suppression. 

The fifth and last goal of the Simplified Fire Safety System is 
training and planning operations: the concept of conducting 
training activities and planning emergency operating procedures. 
Methods include: provide staff education and training, provide 
inmate education, and plan emergency procedures. This phase of 
fire defense is extremely important because it may require little 
capital investment in equipment. Moreover, training and planning 
operations can help to maintain a high level of security during a 
fire, and to make a marginal fire safety system effective. When 
fire defenses are basically weak, training and planning operations 
can help reduce the impact of a potentially disastrous fire. 

r t should be obvious that there are no simple answers to the 
problem of fire safety in correctional facilities. As in any occupan
cy, the level of fire safety depends on the effectiveness of the 
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Fuel Control 
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Detection and 
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Training and 
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1 fl, Sine!' most of ttw mlormatlon 
containod In ttliS ctmptm I~; COlli
plptHly now to HIP studtmt'i and uses 
unfarTlltlHr Goncepts and jafllon, sum
InClrlW the maturial Clnd allow tHlll! 

for <IllY questltlfl~; 

19 overall fire safety system. No one goal or method can, by itself, 
free a correctional facility from potential fires: many facets com
bine to determine the degree of fire safety. 

Before moving on to the next chapter which discusses ignition 
control, the first goal of the Simplified Fire Safety System, let's 
review. 

;!O f'ollow the InstructIOns 

CHAPTER REVIEW 20 specified for ttHl Chapter Review of 
Chapter Or1l1, 

Answer the following questions. Check your 
responses by referring back to the appropriate sec
tion in the chapter. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

Define a system. 

List the three attributes of a system. 

a. 

b. 

c. 

The basic rationale for using a systems ap
proach is: 

a. 

b. 

c. 

That the analysis is not sub
ject to error. 

That a systems approach 
permits detailed investiga
tion of a large number of 
elements on a broad scale. 

That a systems approach is 
based on the concept of a 
computer system. 

4. 

5. 

6. 
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ldentify the parts of the basic system model 
in the appropriate boxes. 

The systems approach provides three ad
vantages for solving problems. They are: 

a. 

b. 

c. 

Briefly explain what the Fire Safety Con
cepts Tree represents and how it works. 
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7. 

8. 

Which of the following are included in a 
total fire safety system? 

a. Components related to pre
vention and detection of fire 
but not suppression of fire. 

b. Reduction of downtime. 

c. Preservation of property. 

d. Safeguarding of human life. 

e. All components related to 
the prevention, detection, 
and suppression of fire. 

The diagram below represents a portion of 
the Simplified Fire Safety System for Cor
rectional Facilities. Identify the fire safety 
objectives and the goals of the system by 

9. 
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filling in the appropriate boxes. Also, in
dicate the interaction of the goals by put
ting in the symbol for the appropriate "and" 
or "or" gate. 

What impact does the security objective of 
the Simplified Fire Safety System have on 
the other objectives and on the system as a 
whole? 



IGNITION 
CON'l'ROL 

I 
1. Control smok-

ing materials 
2. Control 

electrical 
ignition 
sources 

3. Use alternate 
grievance 
procedures 

OVERVIEW 

Ttlo relatl()rH;tllP ~Hl(j interaction 
,unun<} (Jouls ilnd ttWlr Impact on ttle 
flF,.) ~;dfoty objoo.:tlves of tho 
::JlrllpllflOd Fir!! Safety System are 
tlrlluqtlt up rThHly tltnes Itl thlll and 
the: !Wxt fnur ct13pters Bncau50 
h!vulf; of !irt' c~afety vury Widely 
timon!) c.UrrnctHJIlIiI facllitlt),; -. as 
do m,,('WCf)[j 0.. !tIl'!;!) POlll\S ~;hould 
bt' ~;tro,;:a;d wt\enevm they am 
dISCUSSI~d HI the tt)~t 

Chapter Three 

THE FIRST GOAL: 
IGNITION CONTROL 

This and the next four chapters take an in-depth look at each 
of the goals of the Simplified Fire Safety System for Correctional 
Facilities. This chapter, which examines the first goal, ignition 
control, includes case histories of failure, reliability, the methods 
for achieving ignition control, related fire protection technology, 
and information pertinent to inmates' rights. 

Although each of the five goals will be studied individually, 
emphasis will be placed on their relationship to or interaction with 
other goals in order to demonstrate how the goals function 
together to reach and maintain a prescribed level of fire safety. In 
addition, the goals will be consider;~d in terms of their relation to 
the objectives of the Simplified Fire Safety System. 

In this and the following chapters, you will use the informa
tion you have learned about the different goals of the fire safety 
system to complete a chart. The format of the chart will allow you 
to easily compare and contrast the goals of the system. Further, it 
will serve as a review of the information you have learned. 

Before continuing, remove Table 3.1 and place it alongside 
this manual. As you can see, the chart is divided into five main 
sections: Goals, Case Histories, Methods, Available Technology, 
and Additional Factors. As each section is discussed in the text, 
fill in the appropriate information in the space allotted to it on the 
table. 
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After reading this chapter and completing the exercises as 
directed by the text, you will be able to do the following: 

III Define the term "ignition control." 
• Describe the relationship of ignition control to the rest of 

the Simplified Fire Safety System. 
• List three methods for achieving ignition control. 
• Identify the fire protection technology involved in igni

tion control and explain how its application contributes to 
fire safety. 

• Describe how inmates' rights may affect implementation 
of methods used to achieve ignition control. 

Before beginning this chapter, you may want to use the 
glossary to review any of the following terms with which you are 
not familiar. 

combustible 
incendiary 
listed 

Ignition control is the concept of eliminating uncontrolled 2 

heat sources so that a fire cannot be ignited either accidentally or 
intentionally. 

Anytime there is a fire, by definition, ignition control has 
failed. Because the human error factor, whether delibera~e or ac
cidental, is inseparable from the concept of ignition control, this 
goal is probably the least effective of all fire defense measures. 
The large number of fires in correctional facilities attests to the 
low reliability of ignition control. However, this does not mean ig
nition control should be disregarded. Any success in reaching the 
goal of ignition control will improve the overall fire safety system. 

Prom your experience in corrections, why would you expect ig
nition control to be the least effective fire defense measure? 

Most fires in correctional facilities are set intentionally, that is, 
they are incendiary. 

According to the study conducted by the National Fire Protec
tion Association cited in Chapter One, what percentage of fires 
in correctional facilities are incendiary? 
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DEFINITION 

RELIABILITY 
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IGNITION CONTROL 
Definition 
Case Histories of Failures 
Methods 
Available Fire Protection 

Technology 
Additional Factors 

Note: Instruct students to fill in their 
workbooks while you are discussing 
ignition controL 



Table 3.1 

REVIEWING COMPONENTS OF THE SIMPLIFIED FIRE SAFETY SYSTEM 
-

CASE AVAILABLE ADDITIONAL 
COMPONENT METHODS HISTORIES TECHNOLOGY FACTORS 

IGNITION 
CONTROL 

FUEL 
CONTROL 

OCCUPANT 
PROTECTION 

DETECTION 
AND 
SUPPRESSION 
ACTIVITIES 

--

PLANNING 
AND 
TRAINING 
OPERATIONS 
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According to A Study of Penal Institution Fires, a study con
ducted by the National Fire Protection Association (see Chapter 
One), 87 percent of all fires in correctional facilities are incendiary 
in nature. The accuracy of this figure is supported by the eleven 
case histories of fires in correctional facilities, summarized in 
Table 1.1. 

It is well established that if an inmate decides to set a fire in 
most situations he or she will find a way to do so. It is extremely 
difficult to prevent a determined inmate from setting a fire or 
from committing murder or suicide by fire. Many times, after ex
tensive searches (including strip searches), inmates have managed 
to start fires. 

Which fire safety objective does this problem affect most 
severely? 

An inmate determined to use fire as a means for murdering, or 
committing suicide, or protesting what he or she considers to be 
an unsatisfactory condition, directly affects the objective of 
security. There is a significant effect on the other fire safety ob
jectives if a fire is started. Due to the low reliability of ignition 
control, the other goals of the fire safety system, for example fuel 
control and occupant protection, playa more significant role in 
fulfilling the fire safety objectives. 

There are three methods related to achieving the goal of igni
tion control: control smoking materials; control electrical ignition 
sources; and use alternate grievance procedures. The emphasis on 
which methods of control are implemented will vary with the type 
of facility in question: a facility housing convicted inmates or one 
housing pre-trial detainees. You may not find a grievance pro
cedure in a jail that provides only overnight or pre-trial facilities. 

Although controlling ignition sources is the least reliable 
defense against fire, there is fire protection technology available 
that can help relieve the problem. The approach is generally one of 
open flame versus smoldering ignition sources. 

Most fatal fires in all occupancies result from smoldering-type 
ignitions. These include ignitions from overheated electrical 
equipment as well as from cigarettes or smoking materials. In cor
rectional facilities, however, 87 percent of all fires are incendiary, 
an indication of open flame ignition sources such as matches and 
cigarette lighters. 
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ConC(Jpt All c~orrectlons personnel 
should be famlll(u with the operating 
principle" of an effective grievance 
mechanism 
Activity' 

(1) Ir.struct each group to give a 
brtef dm;cnptlon of tM operation of 
ttm grievance mechanism for In
matHs of U1Hlr facIlity. TI)ls descnp
lion should include the organization 
of any committees, members, and 
communication lines for airing the 
grievances, If your faCility does not 
yet have a grievance mechanism, 
groups can discuss how one should 
operate in their facility for maximum 
effectiveness, 

(2) Instruct each group to arrive 
at a consenSU8 of t10W they view tM 
effectiveness of a grJevance 
mechanism 

(:3) Finally, ask each group to sug
gest how the gnevance mechanism 
at their facility can be improved. 

Which type of ignition source, smoldering or open flame, makes 
it easier to ignite combustible materials? 

The thermal energy output of an open flame ignition source is 
substantially higher than a smoldering ignition source, thus mak
ing it easier to ignite commonly found combustibles such as 
polyurethane foam mattresses. With the technology that is 
available today, polyurethane mattresses can be constructed to 
resist smoldering ignition sources. However, the energy supplied 
by a paper match would still be sufficient to produce a fire in this 
type of mattress. 

Although it is impossible to eliminate open flame sources of 
ignition, one means of controlling them is through use of quick ex
tinguishing matches. Such matches are designed to burn with 
lower heat output and to self-extinguish after burning through 
one half of the match stick. Another alternative control is to in
stall wall-type cigarette lighters? similar to automobile cigarette 
lighters, that can be permanently mounted. 

Ground fault circuit interrupters (GFCI) can be used to con
trol electrical ignition sources. Any leakage of current to ground, 
such as through an altered electric appliance, would trip the cir
cuit breaker. Limiting the use of electrical appliances becomes a 
management function. Use of listed appliances and installation of 
proper distribution wiring, however, will help to reduce the 
chances of overheated electrical equipment and short circuits. 

3 Because incendiary fires are so common in correctional 
facilities, the use of alternate grievance procedures is perhaps the 
most effective method for achieving ignition control. In some 
facilities there are means by which irate inmates can make their 
particular complaints or grievances known without resorting to 
setting fires. For example, organized grievance committees, direct 
communication lines between inmates and administrators 
(decison makers), and even petitions have effectively reduced the 
potential for incendiary fires. The latest standards from the 
American Correctional Association (ACA) state that any local, 
state, or county correctional facility will have an established 
grievance procedure. 

The courts have also recognized the importance of the 
grievance mechanism within a facility. The trend of the courts is 
to insist that inmates exhaust internal mechanisms before coming 
to court. In situations lacking an organized procedure, the courts 
have recommended its establishment or utilization before permit
ting the hearing of corrections-related cases in court. The 
American Arbitration Association (AAA) has assisted some 
facilities in implementing these procedures. 
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A correctional facility is usually considered a very closed 
system. During the past two decades, however, its practices have 
come under increasing scrutiny by the courts, as well as by the 
media. One underlying principle that has been upheld by a number 
of court cases is that an inmate retains his constitutionally in
alienable rights even though his statutory rights remain outside 
the prison walls. * 

What are some of an inmate's inalienable rights which you are 
required to safeguard on a daily basis? 

How recent court decisions influence methods for achieving ig
nition control hinge on what anyone inmate may construe as a 
violation of his right to life, health, and the pursuit of happiness, 
for example, restrictions on cigarette smoking or the number of 
electrical appliances in an inmate's cell. It must be left up to the 
seasoned judgment of individual superintendents to strike the 
delicate balance between necessary controls for safety and trans
gression of rights. 

As most corrections administrators know, the routine of con
finement provides a sense of security for inmates. Each inmate 
develops his own schedule and resents any change in routine. Thus, 
any actions taken to control ignition must be considered from the 
inmates' standpoint in order to prevent or reduce potential inmate 
unrest from developing. Changes must be introduced slowly and 
one at a time, with ample time provided for adjustments in the 
correctional routine. Each of these factors should be taken into con
sideration before making decisions or taking actions related to igni
tion control. This careful choice of ignition control methods in light 
of inmates' rights and inmate behavior may prevent problems, in
cluding debilitating lawsuits, from developing. 

*E.Eugene Miller, Jail Management, Lexington, Massachusetts: D.C. Heath and Com
pany, 1978, pp. lOH12. 
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4. 

ADDITIONAL 
FACTORS 

LEVELl 

Concept: Supervisory personnel 
should know what special problems 
in correctional facilities affect im
plementation of ignilion control. 
Activity: 

(1) Before diSCUSSing thiS section. 
ask groups to brainstorm on whut 
other conSiderations (besides those 
mentioned) can Impact on ignition 
control. Do not let this discussion ex
ceed more than two or three 
minutes. Instruct the groups to sum· 
marize and then report their sugges· 
lionS. 

(2) Write the group suggestions on 
a chalkboard and ask for comments 
from other groups. 

(3) If the following points do not 
come up, bring them up for com· 
ment: 

• inmates' rights (constitutional 
inalienable rrghts, personal 
comfort, need for recreation, 
preserving routines) 

• Inmate behavior 
• legal aspects 



FIRE SAFETY 
CHECKLIST 

LEVEL II 

Concept Corrections officials 
should be aware of the problHm 
areas In controlling sources of igni
tion In their facility. 
Aclivlty 

(1) Asl< each group to conduct an 
Inspection or survey of a particular 
cellblock, floor, or bUilding (try to 
give EJach group an area with which 5 
they arB likely to De familiar) 

(?) USlIlg the checklist (tailored to 
each IndiVidual facility), each group 
conducts a dHtailed IIlSpectlon of the 
area for which it IS responsible and 
writes a report of its findings. 

(:~) Each group's report should in
clude areas where the problem of ig· 
mtlon control has been Improved 
lately, the methods and teChnology 
used for the improvement. and 
speCific sUfjgeslions for rectifYing 
!tie problems its Inspection has un
covered 

(4) Use overhead transparencies 
or a ctmll<board so that other 
students can see and comment on 
IhB work !tWlr fellow workers have 
accomplished. 

NO 
DON'T 
KNOW 

(5) ThiS activity Will bfJ repeated 
for fuel control and occupant protec
tion (Chaoters Four and Five). ThLlS. 
you may want to walt until the com
plelron of Chaptor Five before actual
ly aScllgnlng tho aclrvily. However, at 
IHast lilt roduco th8 problem so that 
student£; can begin thinking about 
Whill Will tm expected of Itmm. Ttm 
InspflctiollS can be conducted dUring 
Hie normal routines of thfJir Jobs. 

'l'here are many elements that impact on the level of fire safe
ty in correctional facilities. One way of organizing and reviewing 
some of these more critical elements is to use a checklist. With 
this chapter, we will begin developing a checklist which addresses 
methods affecting each goal of the fire safety system. Although 
the checklist will help you to review the level of fire safety in your 
facility, it will not help you to accurately evaluate the level of fire 
safety. Evaluation is the job of a fire protection engineer using the 
original fire safety system. Nor is the checklist meant to be used 
as a design tool. However, use of the checklist can provide a prac
tical awareness of the more critical elements related to each goal 
of the Simplified Fire Safety System. 

Ask yourself each of the following questions and check the ap
propriate answer. 

• A "Yes" answer to the questions indicates that the prob
ability of a disasterous fire occurring is reduced. I t does 
not, however, mean that a fire will not occur. It is im
portant that, once an acceptable level of fire safety is 
achieved, it is maintained at that desired level. 

• A "No" or "Don't Know" answer to any of the following 
questions indicates an area that requires your attention, 
and which may ultimately affect the level of fire safety in 
your facility. 

1. Are special, supervised areas provided for smoking? 

2. Is inmate access to smoking materials and matches controlled? 

3. Is the use of extension cords prohibited? 

4. Is there proper electrical distribution wiring? 

5. Are all electrical appliances listed? 

6. Are electrical appliances inspected regularly? 

Before going on to the next goal of the Simplified Fire Safety 
System, let's review. 
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1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

---~---~ -

What is ignition control? 

The reliability of ignition control in correc
tional facilities is: 

-~~-"---~ 
a. low 

.. ---.---~ b. average 

-~ .. ---~~-~~--..~ c. high 

Why is ignition control the least effective 
defense against fire? 

List three methods for controlling ignition 
sources. 

a. 

b. 
~-.. ~~-~--.---.'~-------

c. 

Briefly describe the use of an alternate 
grievance mechanism as a potential method 
for controlling ignition. 

Which type of ignition source has the 
greater thermal energy output? 

a. Smoldering ignition sources. 
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7. 

8. 

9. 

b. 

c. 

Open flame ignition sources. 

Both smoldering ignition 
sources and open flame igni
tion sources have equal ther
mal energy outputs. 

Technology is available so that polyure
thane mattresses can be constructed to 
resist: 

a. Smoldering ignition sources. 

b . Open flame ignition sources. 

c. Both smoldering and open 
flame ignition sources. 

Name one means for controlling open flame 
ignition sources and one means for controll
ing smoldering ignition sources. 

Open flame ignition source: 

Smoldering ignition source: 

Which rights does an individual retain when 
incarcerated? 

a. statutory 

b. constitutional 

c. both 

10. What factors must be taken into considera
tion before making decisions related to igni
tion control? 



FUEL 
CONTROL 

I 
1. Control 

quantity of 
fuel 

2. Control types 
of fuel 

3. Control fuel 
arrangement 

OVERVIEW 

1. As a review of how fire IS 

eliminated or controlled, briefly ex· 
plain the tetral1edron of fire (see, for 
example, Chapter 4 of Section 2 of 
NFPA's Fire Protection Handbook 
14th Editioll). An alternative is the 
film. FJ(e' Concepts and Behavior, 
available for rental or purchase from 
the National Fire Protection Associa
tion. Your facility's fire brigade would 
probably benefit greatly from seeing 
this film. 

Chapter Four 

THE SECOND GOAL: 
FUEL CONTROL 

When the problem of controlling fire is discussed, a number of 
elements must be considered: heat, fuel, oxygen, and an 
uninhibited chain reaction. When anyone of these four elements is 

1 either controlled or removed, fire is also controlled or eliminated. 
Chapter Three presented a number of means for controlling 

heat (the ignition source). Chapter Four deals with the control of 
potential fuels, a problem which has increased significantly with a 
rise in the amount and variety of synthetic materials produced for 
commercial use. Any attempts at controlling fuel must compare 
the convenience and availability of new products with the poten
tial hazards that using them may create. 

This chapter will provide sufficient background information 
regarding methods for achieving control, fuel types, case histories 
of failure, and up-to-date technology which will enable you to 
make decisons regarding fuel control at your facility. Remember 
to continue completing Table 3.1, in order to compare aspects of 
the system and provide yourself with a readily available sum
mary. 

After reading this chapter and completing the exercises as 
directed by the text, you will be able to do the following: 

• Define fuel control. 
• List three methods for achieving fuel control. 
• Describe three ways in which the behavior of natural and 

synthetic fuels differs under fire conditions. 
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• Name one correctional facility fire in which fuel control 
failed for each of the following categories of fuels: build
ing materials, interior finish, contents or furnishings. 

• Identify a preferred fuel for optimum safety during a fire 
for each of the above categories. 

• Explain any impact the inmates' rights issue may have on 
methods for achieving fuel control. 

Before beginning this chapter you may want to review any of 
the following terms found in the glossary of this book with which 
you are not familiar. 

building materials 
carboxyhemoglobin 
contents/furnishings 
fire-resistive 
flashover 
interior finish 
neoprene 
obscuration 
polyurethane 
styrene-butadiene foam rubber 
untenable 

Fuel control is the concept of controlling the type, arrange- 2 

ment, and burning characteristics of potential fuels. If we assume 
(as we should) that fires are going to be ignited one way or 
another, then fuel control becomes the first effective step in the 
prevention of fire. 

Does this mean that control of ignition sources should not be 
practiced? 

No! It is necessary for every facility to practice ignition control. It 
is important to accept the reality that fires will be ignited. This 
means that the burden for defense against fire falls upon control
ling the fuel, as well as implementing the remaining goals of the 
Simplified Fire Saf8ty System. 

As you will recall, fuel control was a maj or problem in many of 
the tragic incidents we discussed in Chapter One. These case 
histories can be categorized according to the area in which fuel 
control failed: contents or furnishings, building materials, or in
terior finish. For example, failure of fuel control for contents or 
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DEFINITION 

FUEL CONTROL 
Definition 
Case Histories of Failure 
Methods 

COMPARISON OF FUEL TYPES 
Table 4.1 
(leave spaces for students to take 
notes) 



furnishings contributed to the tragedies of the Seminole County 
Jail in Sanford, Florida; the Youth Correctional Center in 
Cranston, Rhode Island; and North Carolina State Prison at 
Marion, North Carolina. 

Failure to control the fuel hazard presented by building 
materials took a heavy toll of life: 320 inmates in the Ohio State 
Prison Fire in Columbus, Ohio and 37 in the fire at Berrydale, 
Florida. 

:1 Alttlougtl this question ad· 3 Name three fires where interior finish contributed significantly 
to property losses. dresses only Ifltenor flnlt;!l, asking 

l;\udonts to wcall film; In wtlll~h any 
\loal of tllH systom failed sorves m, n 
good review. 

RELIABILITY 

4. Generate class response by ask· 
Inn students what factors Impact 
most tleavlly on the reliability of fuel 
control. As factors are given, write 
them on a chalkboard. Try to have 
students arnve at the three factors 
by reaching a consensus. 

Failure of fuel control for interior finish was evident in the fire at 
the City Detention Center in St. John, New Brunswick; the Maury 
County J ail in Columbia, Tennessee; and the Federal Correctional 
Institution in Danbury, Connecticut. 

As has been illustrated, the failure to adequately control fuel 
has contributed significantly to death and destruction in correc-

4 tional facilities. Three factors impact most heavily on the reliabili
ty of fuel control: the ease of control of some fuels compared to 
others, the impossibility of eliminating fuel, and the consideration 
of inmates' rights. 

The goal of fuel control is to keep fuel quantity to a minimum, 
to provide spatial separation between combustibles and potential 
ignition sources, and to use materials that will burn slowly. A 
slow-burning fire gives people and fire protection equipment time 
to react to a fire incident. "Fast" fires have been the traditional 
killers in correctional facilities - "fast" rate of smoke production, 
"fast" flame spread, "fast" toxic products of combustion develop
ment. "Fast" fires can be caused by ordinary combustibles, such 
as low density fiberboard ceilings and thin plywood paneling. 
They can be produced by plastics such as polyurethane and by 
synthetic rubbers such as styrene-butadiene foam. 

If it were possible to build everything of concrete, then the 
control of fuel would be virtually foolproof. Realistically, of 
course, the everyday necessities of life require that combustible 
materials be used for clothing, bedding, room furnishings, and in
mates' personal property. 
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What particular combustible materials have made fuel control 
difficult? 

Plastics have added a new dimension to the fuel control problem. 
Pound for pound, plastics have approximately twice the potential 
heat output of cellulosic material, such as wood and paper. 
Moreover, under fire conditions, some plastics may release this 
heat at a much higher rate, producing large amounts of smoke and 
other toxic products of combustion. These characteristics have a 
significant effect on whether a fire is fast-burning or slow-burning. 

Finally, a significant problem in the reliability of fuel control 
concerns inmates' rights. Recreational articles, law books, and 
other reading materials contribute to a fuel load that is difficult to 
control. 

The case histories related in Chapter One illustrated how fuel 
control failed in one of three areas: contents or furnishings, 
building materials, or interior finish. The methods of fuel control, 
then, reflect a concern with these three areas: control type of fuel; 
control arrangement of fuel; and control quantity of fuel. 

What is the major problem in limiting inmates' personal prop
erty from the point of fuel control? 
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nishings, combined Wit/I an In
mate's personal property, e.g., 
television, stereo, papers, books, 
and clothing, contribute sig
nificantly to the fuel load of /lvlng 
areas. 
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Table 4.1 

COMPARISON OF FUEl TYPES 

FUEL TYPE HEAT RELEASED RATE OF TOXIC GASES 
HEAT RELEASED PRODUCED 

Natural 
8,000 Btu's lb. 1x CO, CO2 (Cellulosic) 

Synthetic 16,000 Btu's lb. 5x to 100x 
CO, CO2 

(Petroleum-based~ HCI, HCN 

DESCRIPTION OF 
FUEL TYPES 5 

') U'VLL II. hnpthlSllf> tlill,lrds of 
:;yn!tIptlc flWI~i tlY Slll)Wlnn slioH-tape 
pru'1ral11 f Ifllf",t/wr and l'ltls//cs, 
.tvdildtlll) from HIEl National Flro f'ro 
I'H:tl(Hl A;SOGkltIOil TIll' package 
waf; (jl'yploppd ort\llf1ally for firf' 
fl'lllt.)r:; but HIP Itlforrn,ltlon 1$ Vt~ry 

muc:ll appllGdt)ln to ,my enVtronrnent 
,;wltiilllln'l pld::tICS In addition, many 
(/f nl'~ '>tUd'HW; probably am 
flIPrnt)I)(:; of the faulllly!; fire tlriqadr. 
amJ :;boulo bo madn ilWdro of H18 
'it'Vf'[(-) hillarc1:, 111 a flm ()rn(>r~loncy 
tnvulvltlp :;ynttrPIIC hwl:;. 

-~ -(OMPAHISON OF f'Uf'l TYPES 
I ,,1t>1f) .l I 

f\uep thiS dISCUli:;lon briflf and not 
too Ipct1f\ICal for l.pvel II slut.Jents 
l.hi., Tdtlle 4 1 and ttll' tubinG wlllCtl 
loi/ow It to emprl<l:ilZt' tile dangers of 6 
';yntt1l.lIIC hlPI:; 

Most of the inmates' items of personal property are ordinary com
bustibles (for example, clothes, papers, books) that contribute 
significantly to the fuel load of living areas. The issue of inmates' 
rights has made the limitation of inmates' personal property a 
considerable problem from the point of fuel control. 

How the various fuel types behave under fire conditions is of 
primary importance in determining levels of fire protection. This 
factor serves to emphasize the contribution of the newer man
made or synthetic fuels to the problem of fuel control in correc
tional facilities. As the next section of this chapter will discuss, 
much of the available technology, especially in the areas of con
tents or furnishings and interior finish, is aimed directly at con
trolling synthetic fuels. 

Basically, there are two types of fuels: natural or cellulosic 
and synthetic or petroleum-based. Cotton (such as cotton batting 
in mattresses), wood, and wool are examples of natural or 
cellulosic fuels. 

What are some examples of synthetic or petroleum-based fuels 
found in correctional facilities? 

Man-made petroleum-based fuels, such as polyurethane, styrene
butadiene foam rubber, and neoprene foam are used extensively in 
mattresses, other cell furnishings, and cell padding. 

In discussing the fire behavior of these fuel types, we'll com
pare them in terms of heat released, rate of heat release, and toxic 
gases produced. Table 4.1 illustrates the basic differences in the 
fire behavior of natural and synthetic fuels. 
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Heat released refers to the amount of fuel contributed by a 
substance, usually measured in British thermal units (Btu's) per 
pound. Table 4.2 shows that the heat of combustion of most syn
thetic materials (e.g., polyurethane, vinyl chloride, etc.) is approx
imately 16,000 Btu's/lb. This is twice that of common cellulosic 
fuels such as wood! For cells and cell block areas high in concen
tration of synthetic combustibles (e.g., mattresses and other fur
nishings, foam padded walls, and plastic paneling)/ the potential 
hazard to inmates and fire fighters during fire conditions becomes 
severe. Unless designed for this type of fuel load, structural 
elements and fire protection systems can be rapidly overwhelmed 
by the intense fire. 

As critical as the amount of heat release of various com
bustibles, equally critical is the rate of heat release. 'fhe higher the 
heat release rate of a material, the more rapid the fire growth. 
Table 4.2 compares the rate of heat release in Btu's per minute of 
identical weight samples of nylon upholstery materials padded 
with either urethane foam or cotton batting. This test was con
ducted at room temperature to simulate the ignition and smolder
ing stages of a fire. The maximum rate of heat release (after two 

HEAT RELEASED 

7 7, LEVEL I 

RATE OF HEAT RELEASE COM· 
PARISON Table 4,2 

RATE OF HEAT 
RELEASE 

Table 4.2 

RATE OF HEAT RELEASE COMPARISON 
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TOXIC GASES 
PRODUCED 

8, LEVf:L II Use this discussion to 
emphasize ttle need for all correc
tions officials to wear self·contall1ed 
breattllng apparatus (SCBA) dtHing 
any flro omergency, Hie fact ttlat 
plastics may not be InvOI\l~d in a fire 
does not Hllrninate tho ddngers of 
tOXIC !Janos ~.- ospeclully carbon 
monoxide 

Table 4.3 

PHYSIOLOGICAL RESPONSE TO VARIOUS 
CONCENTRA TIONS OF CO* 

Threshold limit value 
Concentration which can be 

inhaled for 1 hour without 
appreciable effect 

Concentration causing unpleasant 
symptoms after 1 hour of 
exposure 

Dangerous concentration for 
exposure of 1 hour 

Concentrations that are fatal in 
exposures of le!ils than 1 hour 

Parts of CO per 
million parts of air 

50 

400 to 500 

1000 to 1200 

1500 to 2000 

4000 and above 
*K. Sumi and Y. Tsuchiya, "Toxic Gases and Vapors Produced at Fires," Fire 
Service Information, (Iowa State University Bulletin), Vol. 5, No.1, (February 
1974), p. 5. 

minutes) of the urethane foam padding is five times that of the 
cotton batting padding. Clearly, mattresses using the same pad
ding materials could have been substituted with no difference in 
comfort but with far greater fire resistance. Depending on the sur
face area, texture, and fire exposure conditions, the rate of heat 
release for furnishings of man-made materials can be up to 100 
times that of furnishings made of natural materials. 

Finally, natural and synthetic materials are compared accord
ing to the primary toxic gases produced. * The danger of toxic 

8 gases is their adverse effect on body functions. As indicated by 
Table 4.2, both types of fuels produce carbon dioxide (C02) and 
carbon monoxide (CO). Both of these gases produce a significant 
hazard in many fires. 

Carbon dioxide (C02), a normal by-product of respiration, is 
produced in most fires. Inhaling this colorless, odorless, and 
tasteless gas stimulates respiration. This, in turn, increases in
halation of oxygen as well as toxic gases produced by the fire. 
Breathing as little as five per cent concentrations of carbon diox
ide can produce an intoxicating effect after 30 minutes. Higher 
concentrations can eventually result in unconsciousness. 

*The term "primary" is used here because many other toxic gases, usually in smuder 
concentrations, are produced by fuels. For example, burning wood and wood prodUcts pro
duce a wide range of aldehydes, sulfur dioxide (802), acids, and other gases that may be 
severe irritants. Hydrogen sulfide (H2S), a lethill gas in high concentration, is produced 
from burning leather and wood. 
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Briefly, carbon monoxide (CO) is produced as a result of in
complete combustion of materials containing carbon, whether in 
natural or synthetic substances. Carbon monoxide is colorless, 
odorless, tasteless, and present in large quantities at most fires. 
When inhaled, it causes asphyxiation by combining with 
hemoglobin (protein substances carried in red blood cells) in a 
reversible reaction to form carboxyhemoglobin. This action 
reduces the availability of oxygen for all cells of the body. In other 
words, the body is asphyxiated due to the blood's inability to 
carry oxygen. Table 4.3 shows how the body responds to various 
concentrations of carbon monoxide. As it indicates, exposure to 
high concentrations of carbon monoxide (4,000 parts of CO per 
million parts of air) can be fatal. 

As mentioned previously, both natural and synthetic fuel 
types produce CO2 and CO. Extremely dangerous is the hydrogen 
chloride (HCI) gas that is produced by many synthetic materials 
(for example, common plastics), including polyvinyl chloride 
(PVC) and vinylurethane, as well as common materials in 
upholstery for chairs and sofas. Table 4.4 shows the physiological 

Table 4.4 

PHYSIOLOGICAL RESPONSE TO VARIOUS 
CONCENTRA TIONS OF HCI * 

Threshold limit value 
Maximum concentration allow

able for short exposure (% to 
1 hour) 

Dangerous for even short exposure 
"'K. Sumi and Y. Tsuchiya, p. 5. 

Parts of Hel per 
million parts of air 

5 

50 
1000 to 2000 

response to various concentrations of hydrogen chloride. Even 
low concentrations of HCI (5 parts of HCI per million parts of air) 
cause coughing, choking, and irritation of the eyes. Higher con
centrations - even for a short period of time - can damage the 
upper respiratory tract and lead to death. 

From what has been discussed, it is clear that the problem of 
fuel control is made even more acute by the use of many types of 
synthetic materials. Unfortunately, the answer is not simply to 
remove all mattresses, furnishings, and other items made of syn
thetics, However, limiting their use is a step in the right direction. 
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AVAILABLE 
TECHNOLOGY 

11. 

ri . .,;t? 
I~~_~ __ . 

FUEL CONTROL 
Available Fire Protection Technology 

• Contents and furnishings 
• Building materials 
• Interior finish 

Additional Factors 

CONTENTS OR 
FURNISHINGS 

11 Substantially more fire protection technology exists for fuel 
control than for ignition control. 

Why do you think this is SO? 

One reason there is Ill.ore technology available for fuel control is 
that any technology related to ignition control is affected by a 
significant human factor: the determined inmate who wants to 
start a fire. Smoke development and the toxic products of combus
tion - the real killers in correctional facilities - are controllable. 
Moreover, the technology that goes into controlling the smoke 
and toxic products of combustion is not as easily subject to the 
whim or grievance of an inmate. 

Another reason for substantial technology related to fuel con
trol is simply that fuels, primarily the synthetics, are a major 
problem for all occupancies. The research that is going into smoke 
development and the toxic products of combustion applies to all 
structures - high-rise office buildings, homes, schools, as well as 
correctional facilities. However, it is still important to face the 
facts: neither ignition nor fuel can be controlled with 100 percent 
effectiveness. 

Contents or furnishings include mattresses and bedding 
materials. These are the fuel sources most readily available to in
mates and thus most frequently involved in fires. 

Many types of mattresses can be made to resist ignition by 
cigarettes, a smoldering type of ignition source. Flammability 
Standard for Mattresses (FF4-72) specifies a test for mattress re
sistance to cigarette ignition. (Note that this standard does not in
clude how a mattress reacts when exposed to open flame ignition.) 

What type of ignition source is responsible for the majority of 
fires in correctional facilities? 

I 
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The majority of fires in correctional facilities are incendiary in I 
nature, which indicates that open flame ignition sources (matches 
or lighters) are used. Although it is not realistic to expect a mat-
tress to resist open flame ignition, mattresses that burn at a much I 
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slower rate will permit more time until untenable conditions 
develop. This time allows people to react. 

In September 1977, The National Bureau of Standards (NBS) 
completed a testing program aimed at the eventual development 
of fire performance standards for institutional mattresses. Report 
No. NBSIR-77-1290, Combustion of Mattresses Exposed to Flam
ing Ignition Sources/Part I - Full Scale Tests and Hazard 
Analysis, described the program in which ten mattresses were 
tested. Included were those with polyurethane, latex (styrene
butadiene foam rubbers), neoprene foam, and fire retardant 
treated cotton batting materials. The mattresses were evaluated 
on the basis of their capability to cause room flashover (all com
bustibles in the room igniting at once), and to make a room unsafe 
for people because of heat, smoke, and toxic gas concentration. 
The results of the test revealed that the test mattresses could be 
categorized into four distinct groups, in order of safety.* 

Group A Mattresses that did not exceed any of the tenability 
criteria for the duration of the 30-minute test. This 
group included two treated cotton batting mat
tresses. 

Group B Mattresses that only exceeded the smoke obscura
tion criterion. Two neoprene mattresses were in this 
category. 

Group C Mattresses that exceeded all tenability criteria but 
did not cause full room involvement. This group in
cluded three polyurethane foam core mattresses 
and one of mixed fiber construction. The best per
forming of the polyurethane mattresses was 
associated with a multiple life loss prison fire. 

Group D Mattresses that exceeded all criteria. Included were 
one styrene-butadiene latex foam core and one 
polyurethane foam core mattress. The latex mat
tress was associated with a mUltiple life loss, health 
care institution fire. 

Which mattresses are shown by the NBS tests to be the best? 

Due to the lack of a national standard for mattresses exposed to 
open flame ignition sources, many jurisdictions throughout the 

*The study is available from: Center for Fire Research, National Bureau of Standards. 
Mail Building 225, Room A·07, Washington, DC 20234. 
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12 12. The detailS of this study, briefly 
presented in this section, are pro
bably of Interest only to supervisory 
personnel. 



13. LEVEL II: Emphasize that mat· 13 
tresses made of fire· retardant con· 
struction will still burn. Thus, the fire 
problem is not eliminated, only con· 
trolled to a certain extent. 

United States have developed their own evaluation method for 
prison mattresses. All have come to the same conclusion as the 
NBS: at the present time, the best mattresses for use in correc
tional facilities are those that have padding material of cotton 
treated with boric acid (Group A in the NBS study). The cotton 
treated with boric acid mattress was originally developed to pass 
Flammability Standard for Mattresses (FF4-72). 

What does FF4-72 specify? 

FF4-72 specifies a test for a mattress' resistance to a smoldering 
ignition source. It was found that the mattresses of cotton treated 
with boric acid not only pass FF4-72, but also perform well when 
exposed to open flame ignition sources (provided the boric acid 
treatment is not limited to the surface layers of padding). 

A note of caution about fuel control as it relates to mattress 
materials: because the mattresses in a correctional facility are of 
the fire retardant-treated cotton type does not mean that the fire 
problem is eliminated. Other fuels can be involved and cotton mat
tresses treated with boric acid will burn. However, they will burn 
at a much slower rate, resulting in a lower probability of a fatal 
fire involving bedding materials. 

Although the cotton treated with boric acid mattresses seem 
to be the best materials available from the standpoint of fire pro-

14. LEVEL II: Request students to 
come up with the disadvantages of 
cotton batltng mattresses from their 
point of view as corrections person· 
nel. 

14 tection, they do have several drawbacks. First, with continual use, 
cotton batting mattresses tend to lump up. This results in ':t 

significant deterioration in comfort. Second, this type of mattress 
cannot be sterilized as readily as ones made from synthetic 

A building classified as fire
resistive, such as the one shown 
here, can withstand considerable ex
posure tofire without ma}ordamage. 
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materials. Third, cotton batting mattresses present a security 
problem because objects such as contraband and drugs can be 
more easily hidden deep within the material. Polyurethane foam 
mattresses, on the other hand, are a solid piece of material. This 
makes the hiding of objects within them more difficult and more 
easily detected. 

Technology continues to search for the perfect mattress 
material. In the near future, a comfortable, low-cost, and fire
retardant synthetic mattress (able to be sterilized) will no doubt 
be produced. In fact, a mattress made of low-smoke neoprene 
shows significant promise. 

Although mattresses and bedding materials are involved in 
most fatal fires in correctional facilities, other contents and fur
nishings also contribute to the problem of fuel control. Chairs, 
desks, and other furniture items are often composed of significant 
amounts of plastics and other synthetics. Where possible, it is 
best to furnish cells, recreational areas, cafeterias, libraries, and 
classrooms with items constructed of materials such as wood or 
metal, that have slower burning characteristics, and produce less 
smoke and toxic products. 

Building construction and materials have come a long way 
from the hazards presented by wood frame construction. 
However, facilities which are of true heavy timber construction 
exhibit good structural integrity under fire conditions. 

New correctional facilities should be built of fire-resistive con
struction. * Briefly, a building classified as being of fire-resistive 
construction has greater ability to resist structural damage from 
fire than any other building construction types. Critical structural 15 

members (for example, bearing walls or bearing portions of walls, 
columns, trusses, and girders) are required to be more resistant to 
fire damage than are secondary structural members (those sup
porting a floor or roof) which, in the event of failure, would not af
fect the overall structural stability of the building. These too, 
however, must have considerable fire resistance. As a result of 
such standards, a building classified as fire-resistive can with
stand considerable exposure to fire without major damage. 

In fire-resistive construction, only noncombustible (and, in 
some cases, limited combustible) structural materials are permit
ted. Matprials such as steel, iron, brick, tile, concrete, slate, glass, 
and plaster are examples of traditionally noncombustible 
materials. Other materials, such as gypsum board, fall under the 
less restrictive definition of limited combustible. These materials, 
while not completely noncombustible, provide significant protec
tion from fire. 

"See NFPA 220, Standard Types of Building Construction, 1979, for detailed re
quirements on these types of construction. 
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MATERIALS 

15. Ask students if they know the 
type of construction used in their 
facility. 



Although the materials in noncombustible/limited-combustible construction may 110t contribute fuel to the fire, the un
protected structural members may be damaged by heat. 

Construction of noncombustiblellimited-combustible 
materials does not qualify as fire-resistive construction, even 
when the walls, partitions, and structural members are of noncom
bustible or limited-combustible materials. In this type of con
struction, the materials may not contribute fuel to the fire; 
however, the unprotected structUl'al members may be damaged 
by heat. Buildings of noncombustiblellimited-combustible con
struction are more likely to be used for repair shops or industrial 
operations rather than for inmate housing. 

The main feature of noncombustiblellimited-combustible con
struction is its inability to spread fire. This, of course, assumes 
that the noncombustible or limited-combustible structural com
ponents are not nullified by use of combustible materials for other 
purposes. For example, materials such as asphalt and felt vapor 
barriers on metal roof decks can spread fire rapidly in an other
wise noncombustible building. 

A third type of building that offers good resistance to fire is 
heavy timber or mill construction. In fact, under fire conditions 
heavy timber construction performs in a superior way to un
protected noncombustible structures. Due to the size and mass of 
planks and timbers, heavy timber construction provides a slow
burning building because the ratio of the exposed surfaces to the 
total volume of the combustible members is small. In addition, 
because heat conduction through the planks and timbers is 
relatively slow, failure under heat and flame attack is retarded. 
When the exposed wood surfaces char in a fire, the insulating ef
fect of the charred wood further retards heat penetration. 
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Building materials are a good example of problems faced by 
older facilities. Many correctional facilities built of ordinary or, 
worse yet, wood frame construction are still in use. Although addi
tions and renovations to these structures may be carried out with 
noncombustible or limited-combustible materials (for example, 
masonry, brick, gypsum board), the ability of the structure to 
withstand an interior fire and confine fire spread to one area is no 
better than the degree of protection of its combustible structural 
components. 

One of the concepts of modern fire protection systems holds 
that the building itself should contribute to its own fire 
safety: a problem in these older ordinary and wood frame cor
rectional facilities. What are some alternatives for providing 
adequate fire protection in these structures? 

Where construction materials cannot be changed, it is necessary 
to place greater emphasis on other goals of the system. For older 
facilities, the alternatives for fulfilling fire safety objectives are 
clear: limitation of combustible contents, installation of 
sprinklers, an effective fire brigade or municipal fire department, 
and emergency planning. In addition, inadequate exit systems 
must be redesigned and effective locking systems installed. 

Such alternatives for fire protection clearly indicate the role of 
trade-offs (or equivalent protection) in assuring that the 
Simplified Fire Safety System fulfills its objectives. You should 
recall that a vital aspect of the system is the interaction among 
goals. Each goal affects all other goals. With trade-offs, this in
teraction means that a predetermined combination of methods 
will provide the desired level of fire safety. 

Interior finish is generally considered to consist of those 
materials or combination of materials t.hat form the exposed in
terior surface of wall, ceiling, and floors. Combustible interior 
finishes, for example, fiberboard, foam plastic, thin paneling, and 
untreated plywood, have contributed significantly to multiple
death fires. 
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Alternatives for 
Older Facilities 

The following group discussion 
has greater relevance to older 
facilities, but offiCials of newer 
facilities should be interested, 
especially because it illustrates the 
role of equivalent protection. 
Concept: It is important to realize 
that adequate fire protection can be 
provided for older structures. 
Activity: 

(1) Describe an older facility (real 
Of fictitious) that does not have ade
quate lire protection. 

(2) Have each group list alter
natives for providing adequate fire 
protection. 

(3) As each list is reported, write it 
on a chalkboard. Judge each item 
according to its feasibility (especially 
monetary). 

(4) Point out to students that such 
alternatives illustrate the concept of 
trade-ofts (or equivalent protection) 
which will become clearer as the 
course progresses. 

INTERIOR FINISH 



11. Ask students to list the prin· 1 i' 
clpnl fire hazard characteristics Of 
Interior finishes. 

I 
Why could the problems related to interior finish be more I 
critical in correctional facilities? 

In correctional facilities the security factor increases the potential 
for combustible interior finish contributing to the death of in
mates. Although interior finishes are not usually the first items ig
nited, a developing fire can easily involve the interior finish, 
thereby contributing extensively to the spread of fire. 

The characteristics of interior finishes are among the principal 
elements which determine the fire hazard of a building. Most rele
vant to fire problems include the ability of interior finish materials 
to (1) spread fire, (2) contribute fuel to the fire, and (3) develop 
smoke and noxious gases when burning. Thus, materials which ex
hibit high rates of flame spread, contribute substantial quantities 
of fuel to the fire, or produce hazardous concentrations of smoke 
or noxious gases are undesirable. 

Interior finish plays an important role in the occurrence of 
flashover. Flashover is usually defined as the sudden and 
dramatic simultaneous ignition of most combustible materials in a 
room or area. It occurs when room temperatures near the ceiling 
rapidly rise to between 800 to 1,200 OF. The time between the igni
tion of fire in a room (or cell) and flashover is critical to the safe 
evacuation of room occupants and to effective rescue and suppres
sion operations. An interior finish that absorbs heat readily and is 
not combustible, such as concrete, would increase the time to 
flashover. If the finish material is combustible, it will also serve as 
a fuel source for the fire. 

Once a room fire reaches the stage of full involvement or 
flashover and openings to adjoining spaces allow escape of heat, 
smoke, and combustion gases, combustible interior finish of any 
kind or quantity becomes a significant factor in the spread of fire 
to other areas. Because of this fact and the wide variety of interior 
finishes that are available, interior finishes are classified accord
ing to their flame spread and smoke development. One method by 
which classifications are determined is the Steiner Tunnel Test. 
This test has been adopted by the National Fire Protection 
Association (NFPA 255, Method of Test of Surface Burning 
Characteristics of Building Materials, 1972), by the American 
Society for Testing and Materials (ANSIIASTM E-84-792a, Stan
dard Method of '['est for Surface Burning Characteristics of 
Building Materials), and by Underwriters Laboratories Inc. (UL 
723, List for Surface Burning Characteristics of Building 
Materials, 1977). The test rates, on a relative scale, the flame 
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Figure 4.1 Steiner Tunnel Test Apparatus 

spread across the surface and the obscuration (not toxicity) of the 
smoke developed from interior finishes. 

Briefly described, the test places a 20-inch wide by 25-foot 18 

long test sample on the underside of a removable top panel of a 
tunnel, as shown in Figure 4.1. One end of the 8ample is ignited by 
gas burners. The surface burning characteristics are then ob
served through side window openings. The test is designed to 
simulate a fire exposure of about 1,400 of in the area of the flames. 
Flame spread rate (that is, the time for flames to travel down the 
length of the tunnel or to cease or recede) is compared both to 
asbestos cement board which is rated at 0 and to select grade red 
oak rated at 100 for the same test conditions. Asbestos cement 
board and red oak are also used as reference points for the "fuel 
contributed" and "smoke developed" ratings determined by the 
tunnel test. These test numbers are relative to the characteristics 
of red oak and cement asbestos board only. Table 4.5 lists the 
flame spread ratings for various interior finish materials. 

As Table 4.5 indicates, there is a wide range of flame spread 
ratings among interior finish materials. Generally, the higher the 
numerical rating, the greater the flammability hazard. In order to 
accommodate these variations, most building codes group interior 
finish materials into classes. Specifically, the classification set up 
in NFPA 101, Life Safety Code, is based on the following: 

CLASSIFICATION FLAME SPREAD /JMOKE 
RANGE DEVELOPED 

RANGE 

A 0-25 0-450 
B 26 .. 75 0-450 
C 76·200 0-450 
D 201 - 500 0-450 
E over 500 o ·450 

Flame spread requirements for interior finish materials are 
based on both the type of occupancy and the location within a 
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STEINER TUNNEL TEST 
Figure 4.1 
FLAME SPREAD RATINGS 
Table 4.5 



given occupancy. Although a high flame spread rating might be 
allowed in an isolated room, a low flame spread rating would be re
quired for an exit access in the same building. In the case of a cor
rectional facility, the interior finish requirements are even more 
strict. For purposes of the Life Safety Code, correctional facilities 
are a complex of structures with each serving a definite and usual
ly different function. For example, a recreational room or dining 
hall is classified as a place of assembly. Cells and cell blocks are 
classified as residential, similar to hotels. (However, the 1981 edi
tion of the Life Safety Code will have specific requirements for cor
rectional occupancies.) According to the Life Safety Code, interior 
finish materials that are to be used in both exits and access to ex-

Table 4.5 

FLAME SPREAD OF SOME BUILDING MA TERIALS* 

Material 

Ceilings 
Glass-fiber sound-absorbing blankets 
Mineral-fiber sound-absorbing panels 
Shredded wood fiberboard (treated) 
Sprayed cellulose fibers (treated) 

Walls 
Aluminum (with baked enamel finish on one side) 
Asbestos cement board 
Brick or concrete block 
Cork 
Gypsum board (with paper surface on both sides) 
Northern Pine (treated) 
Southern Pine (untreated) 
Plywood paneling (untreated) 
Plywood paneling (treated) 
Red Oak (untreated) 
Red Oak (treated) 

Floors 
Carpeting 
Concrete 
Linoleum 
Vinyl asbestos tile 

Flame Spread 

15 to 30 
10 to 25 
20 to 25 

20 

5 to 10 
o 
o 

175 
10 to 25 

20 
130 to 190 
75 to 275 
10 to 25 

100 
35 to 50 

10 to 600 
o 

190 to 300 
10 to 50 

·For a comprehensive list of flame spread and smoke developed, see the current edition of Building Materials Directory 
published by Underwriters Laboratories, Inc. 
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its for places of assembly must carry a classification of A. For 
these same locations in a hotel, the Life Safety Code permits in
terior finish materials with a B rating. In some occupancies, the 
addition of automatic fire suppression allows interior finish ma
terials of a higher class (for example, B rather than A) to be used. 

According to NF'PA 101, Life Safety Code, which materials 
would be permitted as interior finish in the exit of a cell block? 
Which would be permitted in the exit access of the dining room 
of a correctional facility? Refer to Table 4.5. 

As mentioned previously, the Life Safety Code classifies a cell 
block as a hotel and a dining room as a place of assembly. Where 
the Life Safety Code specifies that an interior finish material with 
a rating of A must be used, the choice of materials is limited. 
However, if an interior finish material with a rating of B is permit
ted, then a material with either an A or a B rating can be used. 

Society's views on incarceration have changed dramatically 19 

during the last few years. The previous chapter documented how 
recent court decisions dealing with the issue of inmates' rights 
have influenced the methods of achieving ignition control. But 
nowhere are these changes felt more than in the area of fuel con
trol. The significant changes have come in three areas: (1) living 
quarters, (2) personal comforts, and (3) recreation and education. 
Inmates' rights in each of these areas have a direct impact on fuel 
control. 

That inmates are entitled to a humane and habitable environ
ment is without question. Such an environment, however, is too 
often achieved at the expense of fuel control. Interior finishes, 
such as paneling (wood or plastic), cover harsh prison walls but 
create an environment that is easily vulnerable to the ravages of 
fire. 

Besides heat, smoke, and noxious gases, what additional danger 
do combustible interior finishes present during fire conditions? 
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LEVEL I 

Concept: Supervisory personnr,l 
Sllould be aware of how changes .11 
inmates' rights impact on the fuel 
control problem. 
Activity: 

(1) Explain to students that recent 
court descisions and the inmates' 
rights issue have impacted heavily 
on the problem of fuel control in cor
rectional facilities. 

(2) Request groups to compile a 
comprehensive list of the new fuels 
that have been developed and added 
to correctional facilities because of 
changes in the three areas: living 
quarters, personal comforts, and 
recreation and education. As an 
alternative, you can assign each 
group one area. In addition, each 
group's report should include: (a) 
the most feaSible methods of 
meeting the fuel control problem for 
each area, and (b) any control 
measure their facilities have taken or 
plan to take in the future. 

(3) Use the chalkboard or 
overhead projector to summarize 
reports. 

ADDITIONAL 
FACTORS 

LIVING QUARTERS 



PERSONAL 
COMFORT 

R.ECREA TION AND 
EDUCATION 

CHECKLIST 

20.~ 

iiiJlCr; 
LEVEL II 

Concept: Corrections personnel 
should be aware of the problem 
areas In fuel controL 
Activity: 

(1) Follow the instructions for the 
group discussion assigned for the 
checklist in Chapter Three. 

(2) For this checklist you may 
want to aSSign each group a different 
area (eg., one group covers con
t/:'lnts and furnishings, another group 
reports on building materials, and a 
third group covers interior finiSh). 

20 

As you will recall, the nature of the interior finish has a significant 
effect on the occurrence of flashover; and where the interior finish 
is combustible, the material also contributes fuel to the fire. 

rrhere are, however, some acceptable compromises that pro
vide improved fire characteristics (including increased time to 
flashover) and an environment that is habitable. For example, the 
Federal Correctional Institution in Danbury allows wall finishes 
that are painted masonry or gypsum board surfaces. Other in
terior finishes that offer a livable environment and still have 
relatively good fire characteristics are a treated paneling (Class A) 
and painted steel. 

Some measures used to create personal comfort can be deadly 
in a prison fire~ It has already been documented that mattresses 
and bedding materials are frequently involved in fatal fires. It is 
the extensive use of polyurethane, styrene-butadiene foam rub
bers, and other synthetics that has contributed most heavily to 
the multiple deaths from fires in correctional facilities. It is dif
ficult for any inmate to understand that one of the few comforts of 
incarceration might have to be relinquished for some improbable 
fire. 

Inmates' rights in the areas of recreation and education have 
added substantially to the problem of fuel control in correctional 
facilities. Most notably, the increased use of books, especially law 
books, has contributed significantly to the fuel load in cells, as 
well as in prison libraries. Rather than limit the use of books, it 
might be more practical to increase the amount of fire protection 
in those locations where large numbers of books are used. Another 
method may be to require that books be stored in metal cabinets 
or lockers so that they would not be exposed to fire. 

Inmates' rights concerning living quarters, personal comfort, 
and recreation and education are going to continue to impact 
greatly on the problem of fuel control. These rights are important; 
yet, safety from fire cannot be sacrificed either. Some of the 
methods for fuel control that have been discussed in this chapter 
are significant steps toward solving this problem. 

Here is a checklist for fuel control similar to the one in 
Chapter Three for ignition control. The checklist is divided into 
the three main areas that have been discussed in this 
chapter: contents or furnishings, building materials, and interior 
finish. It is important that you study it closely and then use the 
format to outline a more extensive checklist specifically suited to 
your facility. 

A "NO" or "DON'T KNOW" answer to any of the following 
questions indicates an area that requires your attention. 
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YES NO 
DON"!' 
KNOW 

Contents or Furnishings 

Building Materials 

Interior Finish 

1. Are the furnishings in use noncombustible? 
2. Are mattresses constructed, in whole or in part, of foamed 

plastics (polyurethane) or foamed rubber (latex or styrene
butadiene foam rubber)? 

3. Are furnishings padded with foamed plastics or foamed rubber? 
4. Are foamed plastic or foamed rubber padding on walls, ceilings, 

or floor (padded cell)? 
5. If any of the above furnishings are used, do you know the fire 

characteristics of the materials? 
6. Has any action been taken to alleviate the hazard created by 

materials which have been shown to have poor fire performance? 

1. Is the building of fire-resistive construction'? 
2. Is the building of noncombustible/limited-combustible construc

tion? 
3. Is the building of heavy timber or "mill" construction? 
4. Is the building of ordinary or wood frame construction? 

1. Are untreated plywood or wood, plastic, or laminated paneling 
used as interior finish in your facility? 

2. Are foamed plastics or combustible fiberboard used as interior 
finish in your facility? 

3. If any of the above materials are in use, do you know what the 
fire characteristics of these materials are (that is, flame spread 
and smoke developed ratings)? 

4. Has any action been taken to alleviate the hazard created by 
materials which have been shown to have poor fire performance? 

Before going on to occupant protection, the third goal of the 
Simplified Fire Safety System for Correctional Facilities, let's 
review. 
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CHAPTER REVIEW 21 ~~ 1 FOllow I he I rwt ruet luns 
f;peclflnd for tile Clwptpr Flevlow of 
CthlPter 01lt! 

1. Define fuel control. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

Briefly explain why fuel control is the first 
effective step in the defense against fire. 

Which of the following factors affects the 
reliability of fuel control? 

a. The impossibility of elim-
inating fuel. 

b. Some f.uels are controlled 
more easily than others. 

c. Inmates'rights. 

d. All of the above. 

For each of the following areas where fuel 
control has failed, list one application of 
technology. 

Area of Failure 

Contents or furnish
ings 

Building materials 

Interior finish 

Technology 

5. For each of the following materials, specify 
whether they are natural (N) or synthetic (S)" 

polyurethane 

nylon 

cotton 

styrene-butadiene 
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6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

wood 

neoprene 

polyvinylchloride 

Compare natural materials to synthetic 
materials as to: (a) heat released and (b) rate 
of heat release. 

Under fire conditions, which of the following 
gases are produced by natural materials (N), 
synthetic materials (S), or both (NS)? 

carbon dioxide (C02) 

hydrochloric acid (HCI) 

carbon monoxide (CO) 

From the standpoint of f.ire protection, 
which materials are best for mattresses? 

a. polyurethane foam 

b. late:x (styrene-butadiene 
foam rubber) 

c. neoprene 

d. cotton batting treated with 
boric acid 

Which statement best describes mattrosses 
made with cotton batting treated with boric 
acid? 

a. resists open flame ignition 

b. resists smoldering ignition 

10. What. type of building construction has the 
greate~'t ability to resist structural damage 
from fire? 
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11. 

12. 

Even though a building of ordinary COl)

struction is renovated with materials that 
are noncombustible, what factor limits the 
ability of the structure to withstand an in
terior fire or to confine the spread of fire to 
one area? 

In what ways do interior finishes contribute 
most to fire problems? 

. ~-"~ .. -- --- a . They con tri bu te to the 
spread of fire. 

--•• -~ •••• # .... ~ ---- b. They contribute fuel to the 
fire. 

, - ~~ - '-- c. They are usually the first 
item ignited. 

. -- - -_.~.- -.--_ .. d . They contribute to the devel-
opment of smoke and nox-
ious gases when burning. 

13. What is flashover? 

14. Why is the time between the ignition of fire 
in a room and flashover critical? 
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15. How is the Steiner Tunnel Test used in fire 
prevention? 

16. In which location would an interior finish 
with a high flame spread be most hazardous? 

a. in an isolated room 

b. in an exit or exit access 

17. Briefly discuss how inmates' rights have im
pacted on the fuel control problem in each of 
the following areas: 

Living Quarters 

Personal Comfort 

Recreation and Education 



OCCUPANT 
PROTECTION 

I 
1. Provide 

reliable 
evacuation to 
secure area 

2. Provide 
features for 
"defend in 
place" 
occupancy Chapter Five 

THE THIRD GOAL: 
OCCUPANT PROTECTION 

OVERVIEW 

1. Have a copy of NFPA 101. Life 
Safety Code. available for student 
reference while teaching this 
chapter. Some familiarity with the 
concepts presented i'l this chapter 
can be gained by reading NFPA 101 

Concepts involved in fire protection reflect the responsibility 
for safeguarding people. Whether that protection means helping 
people exit a burning building or protecting them while they re
main inside is the substance of occupant protection, the third goal 
of the Simplified Fire Safety System. Even when ignition control 
and fuel control fail, the occupants of a building can still be 
defended against fire if this goal of the system is effective. 

Chapter Five will introduce the concepts of a defend-in-place 
1 occupancy and means of egress. The chapter will also discuss 

methods for control, case histories of failure, and relat~d fire pro
tection technology in order to help improve occupant protection 
and thus the total fire safety system at your facility. 

After reading this chapter and completing the exercises as 
directed by the text, you will be able to do the following: 

• Define occupant protection. 
• List two methods for achieving occupant protection. 
• Name three correctional facility fires in which occupant 

protection failed. 
• Identify the fire protection technology involved in occu

pant protection and explain how its appJication con
tributes to fire safety. 

• Explain any impact the inmates' rights issue may have on 
methods for achieving occupant protection. 
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Before beginning this chapter you may want to use the 
glossary to review any of the following terms with which you are 
not familiar. 

compartmentation 
defend-in-place occupancy 
fire door 
fire partition 
fire resistance 
fire wall 
fire window 
hazard of occupancy 
HVAC system 
life safety 
means of egress 

Occupant protection is the concept of providing life safety in 2 

the event of fire either by evacuation to a secure area or by defend
ing in place. It is important to remember that fire safety must be 
provided while maintaining security. What this means in a correc
tions environment is that inmates must be evacuated from their 
cells to another secure area of refuge or reliably defended from fire 
in their cells. No other options exist. 

In relation to occupant protection, there are two general types 
of correctional facilities. The first is the larger institution that has 
an inner area, such as a courtyard, ball field, or other secure area 
of refuge. In this type of facility it is possible to evacuate inmates 
from a fire area to this secure area of refuge so that they will not 
be adversely affected by the fire and its products of combustion, 
and still maintain security. 

An area such as the ball field shown below may serve as a secure area of refuge for Inmates 
In the event of evacuation. 
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RELIABILITY 

The other type of correctional facility is the smaller institu
tion that has no separate area of refuge. In order to maintain the 
necessary level of security, inmates must be defended from the 
fire in place as there is no place to move inmates. This type of 
facility is referred to as a defend-in-place occupancy. 

Besides a correctional facility, can you think of another defend
in-place occupancy? 

A common defend-in-place occupancy is a nonambulatory patient 
hospital or hospital wing. In these hospitals, as in correctional 
facilities, the technology exists to defend occupants in place, so 
that only the room of fire origin needs to be evacuated. 

Failure to provide occupant protection in correctional 
facilities has had tragic consequences. At the Youth Correctional 
Center in Cranston, Rhode Island, two young boys lost their lives; 
at the Maury County Jail in Columbia, Tennessee, the toll was a 
more substantial forty-two dead; and at the Saint John City 
Detention Center, St. John, New Brunswick, twenty-one inmates 
succumbed to the intense heat and smoke. In these three fires 
alone, sixty-five people paid for the failure of occupant protection 
with their lives. 

What were the specific ways in which occupant protection failed 
for each of these fires? 

Cranston, Rhode Island: 

Columbia, Tennessee:. __ .. ~_ .. ~,-__ ~ _____ ._~ __ 

St. John, New Brunswick: __ ~. __________ .... _~. _____ ~. ___ ._. ____ . ~ 

As you will recall from the discussion in Chapter One, in both the 
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lems with keys delayed the release of inmates. In both of these 
tragedies and the St. John fire, the rapid buildup of smoke com
bined with inadequate ventilation contributed to the large loss of 
life. 

What these tragedies clearly point out is the absolute necessi
ty to provide reliable occupant protection. Occupan'c protection 
impacts directly on life safety. Even if the other four components 
of the fire safety system fail, successful protection of occupants 
can still save lives. In addition to the three fires mentioned above, 
consider some of the other fatal fires discussed in Chapter One. In 
nearly each one, some failure of occupant protection was a maj or 
contributor to the senseless deaths that resulted. There are no 
alternatives if there is a fire; therefore, occupant protection must 
succeed. 

Besides life safety, what other objectives of the fire safety 
system are affected by occupant protection? 

Occupant protection has a significant impact on all the objectives 
of the fire safety system. As this chapter will show, even if a facili
ty protects its inmates by evacuation to a secure area, the objec
tive of security need not be sacrificed. Nor will a facility jeapordize 
the objectives of limited downtime or property protection if it 
chooses to defend inmates in place. 

The methods of control for occupant protection are: to pro
vide reliable means of egress for evacuation to secure areas or to 
provide features for a defend-in-place occupancy. 

In the field of corrections, providing reliable means of egress in 
order to evacuate inmates is a controversial and difficult issue. 
Why? 

For some individuals in corr?ctions, means of egress and evacua
tion are equated with escape. While this assumption is not valid, 
means of egress does impact directly on security. 
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TECHNOLOGY 

4. To supplement your discussion 
of technology related to occupant 
protection, consult Appendix B of 
ttlis book for ttw proposed chupterR 
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MEANS OF EGRESS 

Today, the technology exists to defend inmates in place from 
fire or to evacuate them to a secure area of refuge. In some cases, 
it may be easier to achieve the high level of reliability with the 
defend-in-place option than with the evacuation method. 

The primary objective of the defend-in-place occupancy is life 
safety. If this is met, what other objectives will probably be ac
complished? 

If inmates are successfully defended in place, then property pro
tection and limited downtime objectives, along with the security 
requirements, will probably be accomplished. 

From the standpoint of providing a reliable means of egress 
for evacuation, two means of egress are critical in any occupancy 
during a fire emergency. Not only do means of egress provide 
paths for inmates to move to a secure area of refuge or to the out
side, but they also provide means of access for the fire department 
so that fire fighting efforts can take place. If the problems can be 
detected, and inmates notified and guided into movement to a safe 
place faster than the fire can develop intolerable conditions, then 
the objective of life safety will be achieved. 

Exits alone, however, are no guarantee of life safety from fire. 
Such situations also require the additional protection afforded by 
emergency lighting systems, fire-resistive compartmentation, 
smoke control, and, of course, reliable locking systems. A discus
sion of the available technology in each of these areas follows, 
beginning with means of egress. 

Most people assume that a means of egress means simply exit 
facilities. However, a means of egress should be designed and 
regarded as an integral part of the fire safety system which pro
vides reasonable safety to life from fire. In other words, exit 
design decisions should be based upon an evaluation of a 
building's total fire defense system together with an analysis of 
population characteristics and the specific hazard of the occupancy. 

In designing a means of egress for a correctional facility, what 
important factor must be considered? 

In designing a means of egress for a correctional facility, an impor
tant consideration is security. Many of the factors that affect the 
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Figure 5.1 Components 

0/ a Means 0/ Egress 

Exit 
Discharge 

2 - Hour 
Enclosure 

Shaded Areas Are Exits 

Fire Wall.--/' 

- requiring enclosure by construction having at least 2·hr fire 
resistance rating 

design of a means of egress, for example, human factors, move
ment of people, and hazard of occupancy, will not be discussed in 
this manual, but are set forth in NFPA 101, Life Safety Code. 

According to the Life Safety Code, means of egress is a con- 5 

tinuous and unobstructed way of travel from any point in a 
building or structure to a public way. There are four general 
criteria for an effective means of egress: (1) a continuous path to l;t 
safe area for the duration of the fire; (2) adequate capacity; (3) 
routes safe from intrusion by fire during evacuation; and (4) 
availability at all times. The Life Safety Code provides re-
quirements for designing means of egress that meet all four 
criteria. The Code also defines three separate and distinct parts 
for a means of egress: (1) exit access; (2) the exit; and (3) exit 
discharge. 

As Figure 5.1 shows, an exit access is that portion of a means 
of egress which leads to the entrance of an exit. The access to an 
exit may be a corridor, an aisle, a balcony, or a gallery. The length 
of the access establishes the travel distance to an exit. 

What is the importance of the length of travel distance to an exit? 

The length of travel distance to an exit is significant since ex
cessive time might unduly expose an occupant to a fire and its 
hazardous products of combustion. The average distance recom
mended by the Life Safety Code is 100 feet, but the length can vary 
with the occupancy, the potential fire hazard, and the physical 
ability and alertness of the occupants. 
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(without labels) 

Egress System - description and 
reqUirements 

• EXit access 
• EXit 
• EXit discharge 
• Emergency lighting 

Note: Instruct students to Identify 
the parts of a means of egress while 
each part is being discussed. 



Exit 

Exit Discharge 

Emergency 
Lighting 

A fundamental principle of exit access is the provision for a 
free and unobstructed way to exits. The access should not be cir
cuitous nor require travel through several rooms, long corridors, 
or many stairs. In most cases travel distance can be increased -
up to 50 percent - if the building is sprinklered. If the exit access 
passes through a room that can be locked or through an area con
taining a fire hazard more severe than is typical of the occupancy 
(for example, a storage room or trash room), the principles of exit 
access are violated. In addition, dead-end corridors are not good 
practice. Since there is only one access to an exit from a dead end, 
a fire in a dead end between an exit and an occupant can keep the 
occupant from reaching the exit. Also, dead ends can become 
smoke filled, trapping occupants who are traveling toward an exit. 
Designers have some flexibility in exit placement, however, since 
the Life Safety Code usually permits dead ends of twenty to fifty 
feet, depending on the occupancy. 

An exit is that portion of a means of egress which is separated 
from the building area by walls, floors, doors, or other construc
tion, thus providing a protected path to the exterior of the 
building. It may comprise vertical and horizontal means of travel 
such as doorways, stairways, escalators, ramps, corridors, 
passageways, and exterior stairs. Elevators are not accepted as 
exits. 

The Life Safety Code specifies that exits must be remote from 
each other. Why would you expect this to be a requirement? 

Exits should be remote from each other so that they cannot readily 
be blocked by a single fire. 

Exit discharge is that area between the termination of the exit 
and the exterior of the building at ground level. Ideally, all exits in 
a building should discharge directly to the outside of the building. 
For correctional facilities, however, security dictates discharge to 
a fenced yard, court, or compound area. Sufficient area must be 
provided to handle the expected occupant load far enough away 
from the building so that the inmates will not be exposed to fire in 
the building. 

An important part of the design of an egress system is 
emergency lighting. The Life Safety Code requires emergency 
lighting for the means of egress based upon occupancy criteria 
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which are applicable to most correctional facilities. Well-designed 
and reliable emergency lighting uses a power source independent 
from the normal building service and automatically provides the 
necessary illumination if the normal service is interrupted. Several 
ways to provide power for emergency lighting are: two sources of 
commercial power; standby power from electric generators; cen· 
tral bank of storage batteries; or battery units. 

Whether a facility evacuates its inmates to a secure area or 7 

defends them in place, compartmentation is an important aspect 
of occupant protection. Compartmentation means using building 
construction to confine a fire and the products of combustion to 
the area of origin. The walls, ceiling, and floors must be fire 
resisting and openings must be protected with self-closing doors. 
The fire protection given to these elements depends on the degree 
of hazard presented by the occupancy (fuel loading), the type of 
building construction (for example, fire resistive or ordinary), and 
the function served (for example, a load-bearing or non-load· 
bearing wall). In correctional facilities, as in any occupancy, the 
purpose of compartmentation is to limit the number of people ex
posed to a fire. 

Spaces are created within a building by constructing interior 
partitions. In order to protect certain areas more completely than 
would be possible with ordinary partitions, fire walls and fire par
titions are constructed. When properly constructed, these barriers 
provide effective protection against the spread of fire. 

A fire wall is a fire resistant barrier that normally extends 8 

through the roof to prevent the spread of fire from one side to the 
other. Fire walls must be structurally stable so they will remain 
standing and effectively stop the passage of heat and flames even 
when fire has engulfed the building on one side of the wall. To 
withstand heat expansion effects, fire walls are commonly made 
thicker than normal fire resistance ratings require. In industrial 
applications, self-supporting fire walls have traditionally been 
constructed of thick brickwork. Fire walls normally require four
hour fire resistance ratings, depending on the anticipated fire 
severity. In addition to brick, typical materials for fire walls in
clude reinforced concrete, concrete block, and gypsum plaster. 

A fire partition is an interior wall which serves to restrict the 
spread of fire, but does not qualify as a fire wall. Usually, a fire 
partition is used to subdivide a floor or an area. It extends from 
one floor to the underside of the floor above. Fire partitions are 
constructed of noncombustible or limited combustible materials 
and are attached to and supported by structural members having 
fire resistance at least equal to that of the partition. The fire 
resistance ratings of fire partitions are normally one to two hours. 
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Fig. 5.2 A fire wall prevents the 
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Compartmentation includes the protection of openings in fire
rated walls and partitions. Fire doors are the most widely used 
and accepted means for the protection of both vertical and 
horizontal openings. There are several types of construction for 
fire doors. Among these are composite doors, hollow-metal doors, 
metal-clad doors, and sheet-metal doors. Doors such as wood 
hollow-core and wood panel have no fire resistance rating and can
not be considered as fire doors, 

For purposes of identifying the various types of openings 
commonly encountered, NFPA 80, Installation of Fire Doors and 
Windows, classifies openings as A, B, C, D, or E. The openings are 
classed in accordance with the character and location of the wall in 
which they are situated. For example, doors at openings in a fire 
wall must retain practically the same degree of effectiveness as 
the wall. It is important to note that this classification applies to 
the opening and not the fire door. 

Floors play a critical role in the vertical confinement of fire. 
Floor construction must be able to maintain its structural integri
ty and stability at elevated temperatures. There are two common 
types of fire resistant floor constructions. One is a concrete slab of 
varying thickness and design. The second is a composite assembly 
consisting of a floor slab and ceiling membrane. 

Solid concrete slabs, either cast-in-place or precast concrete, 
offer inherent fire resistance. The degree of fire resistance depends 
on the thickness of the slab, type of concrete, and means of sup
port. Any type of ceiling can be placed below this type of floor 
slab. 

The composite floor-ceiling assembly consists of a noncom-
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bustible membrane ceiling with a floor construction above. The I 
floor construction generally consists of exposed steel framing 
with a thin floor slab. In the event of a fire, the ceiling acts as a 
barrier to protect the floor assembly above. It is critical that the I 
ceiling membrane be constructed in accordance with approved 
design and that its integrity be maintained at all times. 

This discussion of compartmentation has included only the I 
basic building elements involved in confining the spread of fire. 
Depending on the occupancy, other areas that might be con-
sidered are concealed spaces, corridors and stairs, and escalators. I 

9 Smoke control is another important application of fire protec-
tion technology for occupant protection. 

Why is the control of smoke a serious problem in correctional 
facilities? 
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In correctional facilities, as in other occupancies, smoke and the 
gaseous products of combustion are the number one killers in 
fires. Also, dense smoke severely hampers rescue and fire fighting 
efforts. 

Solving the problem of smoke begins with controlling the 
materials used in a building, those used in construction, and those 
comprising the contents. 

What are some of the items that contribute to the smoke prob
lem in correctional facilities? 

The use of synthetics in mattresses, furnishings, personal belong
ings, and finishes contributes significantly to the problem of 
smoke and toxic gases in correctional facility fires. A partial solu
tion is to follow the requirements for using materials with low 
smoke developed ratings as specified in the Life Safety Code, for 
example, using treated cotton mattresses. Besides reducing fire 
intensity, this solution also reduces smoke development. 

In addition to controlling the type of fuel, the control of 
smoke generalJly involves techniques of dilution, venting, or con
finement. Dilution means reducing the concentration of smoke by 
blowing massive quantities of uncontaminated air into a building. 
However, because smoke production is so great in some instances, 
dilution alone is not a satisfactory solution for protecting oc
cupants from smoke. For example, one square foot of flexible 
polyvinylchloride (PVC) will produce approximately as much 
smoke as 500 square feet of oak. 

A second technique for controlling smoke and the products of 
combustion is venting. In one- and two-story buildings, some 
relief from smoke can be achieved by the judicious use and place
ment of au tomacic-opening vents. Generally, several smaller vents 
are better than a single large vent, as it is more likely that one 
vent will be located over the fire. 

A third ~ethod of smoke control involves confinement, that 
is, providing a barrier to contain smoke in the area of fire origin. 
This is accomplished by one of two ways. One way involves a 
physical barrier such as a wall with self-closing doors and dampers 
which restrict smoke movement. However, no physical barrier will 
prevent smoke movement totally. The second method is the use of 
a pressure differential between the fire area and the rest of the 
building. By pressurizing the protected area and exhausting the 
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fire area, a pressure differential will be developed which will retard 
or prohibit smoke movement out of the fire area. A combination of 
physical barriers with pressurization is considered the most prac
tical method of smoke control. This type of smoke control is ad
dressed in NFPA 90A, Air Conditioning and Ventilating Systems, 
and NFPA 101, Life Safety Code. rrhe building HVAC (heating, 
ventilating, and air conditioning) system can be designed to pro
vide this pressurization. 

Locking systems comprise an area of occupant protection 
peculiar to correctional facilities. As discussed in Chapter One, 
problems with locks played a major role in many of the correc
tional fire tragedies. A reliable locking system is necessary for any 
correctional facility; yet, this same locking system must function 
in emergency situations, whether a facility evacuates its inmates 
or defends them in place. 

The technology of locking systems has advanced significantly 
since the days when a single ~arge skeleton key locked a dungeon 
door. Indeed, there are almost as many different types of locking 
systems as there are correctional facilities. The purpose of the 
locking systems, however, is to lock and unlock doors and in some 
cases to move sliding doors to the open position. In the case of 
swinging doors, it is important that the door swing away from the 
inmate in the cell so it can be opened readily when unlocked. Doors 
that swing in can be blocked intentionally or unintentionally by 
relatively small objects. In an emergency situation it is almost im
possihle to open a swinging cell door against the body of an un
conscious person. 

All sliding doors have four functions which apply to an 
emergency life safety situation in a detention institution. The 
functions are: (1) locking, (2) unlocking, (3) door movement open, 
and (4) door movement closed. Where sliding doors are used, door 
unlocking is not door opening, and door locking is not door clos
ing. From a life safety point of view, doors may be unlocked but 
not opened. From a security point of view, doors may be closed 
and still not locked. In many electric indication panels, a red light 
is often used to indicate "unlock" and it is assumed for security 
purposes that the door is also open. This may be a proper assump
tion for security but not for life safety. It is quite possible for a 
sliding door to be unlocked but not open to permit egress from a 
threatened area. The 1981 edition of the Life Safety Code 
recognizes this difference in the locking and opening modes of 
sliding doors. The Code requires that all sliding doors have a pro
vision for unlocking from a remote point away from the door. It 
also requires that manual mechanical means be provided at a 
remote point to move the doors to the open position as well as to 
unlock them in the event of a loss of power in electrically operated 
systems. 
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11 

Locking systems and locking and operating systems can be 11 

generally classified into mechanical, manual, electro-manual, 
electro-mechanical, and electric pneumatic. The systems for 
swinging doors are designed differently from the sy-stems for 
sliding doors. For example, a particular mechanical linkage may 

... 
AVA!l.ABU lH,~HNmllUY 
Lut:kl!lO SY:;!PIlI:, 
Cld:)::ifICdll(1I1:; uf 
(lpt'lalirlq :;y:;lt!llI:, 
1 

be advantageous for either security or life safety when applied to 
one type of door, but less advantageous when applied to another. 
For this reason, Table 5.1 applies to swinging doors and Table 5.2 
applies to sliding doors. Each type of locking system is listed 
according to its operational characteristics, major security advan
tages, and potential for safety or failure during fire situations. 

All locking systems are a combination of mechanical linkages 
coupled with some operating power. The term Hmechanical" in
dicates a mechanism that requires only the turning of a key or the 
throwing of a bolt to make it perform. The term "manual" in
dicates the use of manpower to pull a lever, turn a wheel, and so 
on. "Electro-manual" implies that the system receives its power 
from either an electrical power source or manpower. "Electro
mechanical" indicates that electric motors are the sole source of 
power, with a mechanical release provided as described above in 
"mechanical." "Electric-pneumatic" includes pneumatic power 
for door movement and electric power for door unlocking or elec
tric operation of relays which allow for pneumatic unlocking. 

Since the use of either swinging doors or sliding doors deter
mines the function provided in the various combinations of lock
ing and operating systems, Tables 5.1 and 5.2 are designed to 
compare the security effectiveness of a particular locking and 
operating system to its effectiveness during a fire situation. No at
tempt has been made to list all the security features of any locking 
or door operating system. Rather, the emphasis is on life safety. 
In order to achieve the objectives of the Simplified Fire Safety 
System, the same locking system or locking and operating system 
must be able to keep inmates contained under normal conditions 
while enabling their unobstructed removal during emergency con
ditions. The use of the system for handling the inmate population 
under normal conditions will occur with great regularity every 
day. 'rhe conditions for utilizing the system for removal under 
emergency conditions may occur only once in a number of years. 
The emergency operation needs to be learned and recalled easily 
regardless of the system used. 

Protection for occupants is most effective when it is included 
in the total design concept of a new or renovated facility. There is 
no reason why even the oldest facility should not be a.ble to pro
vide adequate protection for its inmates. The technology is 
available; the exact degree of occupant protection must be weigh
ed in terms of the other goals of the Simplified Fire Safety System 
and the fire safety objectives. (2) When groups report. use a 

problem·solutlon npproach, Have 
one group state what they consider 
to be a problem 'acWr Ask a dlf· 
ferent group for a proposed solution 
that Will alleViate or ellrrllnate the pro· 
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MdlllJill. Mpcllil"ICdl, [Ipctrle 

• Opnratlon 
• Sm:unty AdvanUillles 
• Potontlal FUlllHe m hre Sltua· 

tlons 

Operational 
Features 

1;!, ror LHvel I students, thoso two 
tables should be discussed In detUlI. 
t!Spl1CI(1l1y tho cntegorles purtaimng 
to fire <l;1d lifo safety emergencies. 
Your prt~Hentation shoutd Inctude 
transparencies (the table1; can be 
pr()sontod In s()ctlons) andlor caples 
of tubl()S for students. The tables can 
be used as a baSIS for students com· 
pleting an lflvonlory of the locklflg 
systems wlttlln \tw faCIlity. 

13. LEVEL II 

Concept Corrections offiCials 
f;hould understand tM locklr1O 
system at their faCIlity. 
AclJvlty (1) Instruct each group to 
bllefty describe the tocklng system at 
their faCIlity In terms of: type of 
system Gild operation, lock· 
lflg/unlocking; security advantages; 
and potential fHllure dUring lire 
mnergoncy, Tho doscrlptlon should 
be "poclflc. proferably In elMrt form 

(2) At1 each pomt IS mentioned. 
Wrtto 11 on the chalkboard 

(3) After each group reports. have 
Htudents comment on what can be 
done In a !ire emergency to over· 
corne tile limitations of the locking 
system 

14 LEVELl 

Concept Supervisory personal 
sl10uld be aware of all factors that 
may Jlnp(lct on occupant proteclJon. 
ActiVity 

(1) Have groups conSider some 
additional factors that may Impact on 
occupant protection With rcgard to 
recent court deCISions and the In· 
mates' rights Issue Mention ttlat 
some of the pOints may have been 

14 brought up 111 the diSCUSSions In 
Chapters Three and Four. but hera 
you are IOOkll19 for those factors In
volvll1g occupant protection, Stress 
that any paints btouSht up should not 
compromISe II1mates' TIghts or 
security. 



'I'YI'~:OI" LO('IONClI 
SYSl'f:M ImyS UNLO(,KING 

~~N~~_ 

I'tHlhnku II'n l.Qck By Hilmi 
Kt',V In l.ol'k 

I)(ltHlllllltJI: Nune Uy IInl1d 
MUuor 

(',1IlUlll'N:UlI 
Lurko(lt 

IrHHvidunJ nr lIy lIalld 
MU\\\1)\1: 

(",rRo 

tl\!t{\l\t\un huhvu.luillot l\y lhmd 
(J)cktl Multlpl. 

Keyed 

EI.E("I'IIIC' 

Hefnoto lfnlot'kcd 
Elertru K.y l.ock rlldll;llUOn 

Merhnnu'nl '" Uour ()mullork 
LTnlotklllK lndlcntlon 

Hemato 
Ell.'ctro lIult P(!lIlhun 

Mt:flulUl('tll K0,V IMI'IUII~ Ptlutllotk 
11011 Jnmh IndlcllUon 

Hoturn 

Ht1lrntu 
MI1l\unl& Key Lork lJt'lIdlllt'k 

Ell!ctrn 111 Jllmb 11.11 
Mcchlllllcill lit Unor I'lIIlIhon 

Bull 
Jtt!lrlldlf1n 

~('n:ASAlIll.I'l'Y FOIl 
'rYI'r.m' l;m;IIClf;N('Y 
SYSTEM EVA(,llNI'ION 

l'OW~;lt ONll'OIl'Elt (Wt' 

((h1lul) (HoUth 
d'.lln . t-llnll;l- IFnlrl 
1I'IIIIrl (Muumn" 

'Poorl 
MEI'lIANlI'AI. 

l'adlllrk" NA l'llllr 

1'l';ulll\)118 Nil Pllnt 

{'umml.'frlnl NA ~"null(l1 
I.ocklll't 

iMrRtllln NA Mllumal 
loll1ktl 

El.f:c"rHIC' 

Ht'lUut(' 
Elt'llru 

Mrt·hrtnu·"l Flllr I'd!!r 
l'nIUl'km~ 

Hl'IMlr 
Elt'lttn Olllld I"'or 

Mrtht'lIlItIII 
nulL l{durn 

nt'tnlltto 
Mnnut1l<'V. 
F:,drD Ciood (iuod 

Ml'C'hnt1uul 
lhllt 

Hf'tttHttl!n 

Table 5.1 
SWINGING DOORS 

SE('llllll'Y n:Al'tliIES lt~:MO'I'IlINllI('Al'ION 

Slmplt) NOM 

DQll in pusitlYU , .. difficult to brtnt:h Non .. 

i'ltkinll dl(fi,ult LoC'kinll Olct'inc only 
Nono wllh »l>w.t oIl 

Plcklnll dltfitull 
~.<6't1~fl\~\\ m kty B\l~ fur 0'1'" tum\nt; Lodc.Lttlt el«lrlc only 
boll fndlon or WltrlHIlI'iI No"" wHh pow~r ocr 

i-:\'ulun\lon U'!JUlll\:l'I tolcctm' d('\!\(ti" I'Irl) m 
tho ftullotk rumiJllon, It loC'krJ oro b\ull to 
Inll unlock. When p(\wcr I' luut 8~CUflt .... 1t1\'{l1 Unlocked mdkntwn 
1'1 nn'!1lly rl'tiufl.'d dUfU1g IIhort mnJlOtafY l)l'ndlO('k mdlt'uul,ln 
IlIlw~r outagl.',), belotu ltux,l!urv IlIlwcr 5UUrtti 
Illnl'U\atl,'t1 

~:\Olllunlli'll1 U'lSUfill'S I.'lt'ttrlc d(l\oIU'lll.lfO 11\ 
tho rlulllKk ~'ol\dlllon If lockB nro bUilt to 
rlUl unlock. wht'n !'OW!)f IIJ lost t!ctUrity Ic\d IMl pOllition dClldlul'k 
11 weatl .... r\!dui.'t'd durtllN ahoft. ~t'mpotllr~ illtlirlltlCln 
l1(Jwl'r butDSI.lB bcfOftl QuxllHlrv Ilower Muun'O 
III nl'l!\lIh,,1 

EVllhmtlO11 UlHJUmC!ll'k'{'tru~ dtl'o'It'(!' nrc an 
the Iml h)('k l.'omlilloll. H lo~;k!l nfll hUilltu Ul'fldlurk lltHntum tlt/trlltc 
flul ulllutk, when powl'r III lo.n !lPt:unt\' IIncl IXlllitlon l'OtUUOn8 till 
'" gtl'utlv n'tlul'('d durmg uhort lCItlPQrIlty IItthrtUl,ld vieNNeaU\' Of 
pawl'r uutu~()lI bdllro uuxlliary pt1\\W smmo mnnuully 
l'ltlrli\oo\t'll 

IlEM01'.: OPERATION MECHANICAL OVERRIDE 

, 

NOM None 

None None 

Nono Key nt door only 

Nune K(!y ttl door only 

.. 
~;le('tr1clllly IIlIowlI phyalt'al 
rctfllclwl\ or bnlt nt dour 

At door only 

f;ltctrknlly boll rl.'trnetl.!d 
tit door. lIomp orft'r pnrhlll 
i,loorollt!Ran", 

Al dOOf only 

~:Ircttit' or IIUll1uRI boll 
rctrnrt, BuUle ot{rt 11IIrhnt At duur lind lit IJlnt!tJJI!M.Y 
IJIJt'nintt or dout rt'll'llllc ('C,lnlltllt\ 

IN nll~; ANn I.U'~J SA n:1'Y ~:~u; ItG BN ('Y 

I'()SSllIIf,l'l'" (W UllMAN ~;III1()11 

l'()W.:tlUN I l'()Wt;tIOt'F 

IL'l\Vt 
Slnlt' IMl'{hulIll 

(Ht"hl 

~ -

NA IIt"h 

Ntl 1I,.h 

NA Ml'llium Ihlolh 

N,\ Mrchum 

1I1gh Vrr\' Ih~h· 

Mt,thum 1I1"h" 

~tl'(ll\Jm f.uw'·' 

• t\(!~ H"I(,lue In Hour 
Nt''\'' n ... lt'~ule In Jtlmb 

l'lIwcrUn 
f'owl'r"" 

PflwrrUn 

I'.)werurr 

l'llwt'r('n 

l'~lWfr ott 

Hrmole Munual 11t'1(';ul(lo At ~:lt1rrK(,lh'\I 
llt'tl"Ut!t·llnt/oute-

AnVhN'I'"m:s 

Nonf' 

UlIltl"lIrlrllll\(,lll1rtl 

ht'\IIlN' dlll'rn Illunl' kt'V 

\VIII nil' 111nd Ulldrt Ilnnr prt'IUIUrl,l 
IN\(lrnHt' 11f kf!Y £tIll" rt'lrallff 

Helenae rrOh, fin\, IO~'llhon 
l 'nlilt btl nt dOllrn with IIlnttll.' key 

nt'!t'IIi1~ I 'm b.., art'umplJllhcd (nlln nny 
Imtlhllh 
I It}l: & dt'lItibolt r"It'I\IIt'd hv kl'Y nt ~uor 

It.lt'lUUt ftln btl u('otnphlfhtd (r(,lm Bny 
lurnhon 
UOllr JlXk. dudlot,;k and or .h)('l'1(, dt'tuJ 
btllt I,'on be r~l('o.cd by mununl 
Int'(hl1mt'~l m(ltlnf from h l.!nlote pOint 
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I 1.IMlTNI'IONS 

LOlflt ur bu'o.krute or kl')'R r(lqulrl'8 lucklllK &. unloch.intt 
(It Jucntlon OrVnll'tJ(llllCV 

UollIlHlV bUHI und~r IlrC14l1uto 
tl\WtU\u "nly ,,\' twtne u€ \'mu"~\wy 

IIn'!lkllJ~p "r k(l\' or hll1t1m" {lr nhruJer 
KtI),liulu nturft:tl 

Kl.'V l,mtl)dunlf tl)u\t\ OCHlt tf})t'n\ttily 
Ktlyhnle- alurred 

PIlWl!rOrr Jtcpt'at~'(1 kt·y unlot'klllR (tfoll doo!/! 
required SCCUl1tv KtfY.)lly (educed If un 
ItltkmK O«'u,,. whl!n POWl!t 1.11I1it l.ow 
voltnlle IlOll!JIllld mDY flUl tu relrllrl bult 
If Joor I. under preliHiH when )lower Ie 
nchvnlml 

P.IWl!rlJn l.ow \'oltnK~ Iwlrnoul rnB)' (Ild to ttHrnct 
boll ,(donr Ii untler ptl'6I1Uf1! wh..,n fiuwet 
13n(h~nt(!d 

)JowerOrr !\t'~!:~:. unlocking or tAth d.mt by kt'V 

1)(}Wl!rorr MnnuAllnd"rtUol\ ot IOcklnt(" or unlock 
loll', or d{,,,trtlt!Rlle Not dill/lillY to follow 
nD !::[Cdl1l'lndtcnllOh 
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TYPB O~' 
SYSTBM 

MECHANICAL 

Pndlodtll 

[It'tcnUun 
Lockll 

MANilA!. 

I'(!Vt'r in 
Control 
('!thinel 

Wheel in 
Control 
('nbhllll 

Ell'ctro 
Mnnuul 

EIl'etro 
Ml'rhahlcui 

f:lt:clnc 
Pneulllnti(' 

r~ll'~·tri(' 
1}l!tl'ntion 

Lucks 

'I'Y".;(W 
SYSTlm 

MECIIANle'AI. 

PndlockB 

Detention 
Locks 

MANIlAI. 

l.ever in 
Control 
Cllbinct 

Whl'Clin 
Control 
(,,,blnet 

~;I.E("I'I!H' 

r~lectro 
Monunl 

Etl'<'tro 
MC(hanienl 

Electric 
Pneumnllc 

Electric 
D.tlention 

Lock. 

In:yS 

1 Per l.ut'k 

Largo 
Iudlvidunl or 

MuiUpl. 
Koyed 

Kl'yll'!lH 

KoylcK8 

I.nrl{l' 
Indh.'iduill 
Keys
Multiple 

LrOl'kli K(lYt,d 
to Ono K,'y 

NA 

NA 

NA 

NA 

Oood 

Oood 

f.'ntr 

!.OCK/NGI 
UNLOCKING 

By f1"nd 
Key in Lock 

Dy Band 

Selccll'd lit 
Control 
('ublm't 

Hl'll'ctl'd ilL 
Control 
CnbiMl 

Ono Motor 
Pl'rC(lU1.inl' 

Solcnoitlll or 
fo'rnctiQnnl 

JI,P. Mutors 
ntctlch 1'>oor· 
l.t'VerJ\cll'I\Sl' 
W'PIlWl'rOr( 

Sul(1uoid 
H(lINI6(1uCAir 
1 ....... t'rRt,JI.'I1Kt.· 
in I';wut at 

Powl'r 
Jo'OIlu(1 

Poor 

Minll",11 

Good 

Gond 

Gaoti 

Fllir 

Fair 

MmimaJ 

Table 5.2 
SLIDING DOORS 

DOOIt MOVEMI~Nl' 

By HlInd lit Door 

By Hund lit Door 

Oy J.UVllf 

(rom Control Cahillel 

Turning Whl'l'l 
ul Control ('ohinel 

OM Motor IH!rCeUliOl' 
pt'rrorms IflCklllJl nod 
dllor nlOVl'm(lnt 
functions 

(Jllt'molorlwrellch 
door unlot'klt nnd 
rnOVl't! Joor ptlWf'r 
ofr, door movement ill 
bv hand only Ilt L'uch 
dnor 

Ai .. 'lrtVt'h bYlll'pomtt' 
unll at \'rtch door 
I.e~'llt rpll'nsl.' (rom 
r-;JUtroll'lIhint't in 
(I\'L'nt ntllOWt'rfuilurtl 

By hnnd ut door 

SEClllll1'Y 
Ft:,\'I'UHt:S 

811111110 

Pickinlt difficult -
ItlVcrilf.:ll in key 1I1~1,i 
(or ovcreomin" bolt 
friction or WnnlaKO 

OPOflltcd from SU((I 
locution 

Guardl10t pxpollt'd to 

C~~i~~cl:;tr~~~i'~~:tltQ 
many d01J1'8 

Electric unlocking & 
movcment Qf duols 
or mnnulII unlocldug 
& mOVl'lltent o( doo"s 
In power' rnilurl' (ronl 
Imme control j,JIlCI 

f:ledric controls cnn 
bo loented aL ony 
point jl'dgt'd flilft'llt 

qultlt, low Illnin 
tennm'e, VUfHlblll 
torce IIPlllied tu door 
incml'rlofenry 

Unlocked (rom 
('leriric ('onllolo or b~' 
kl!Y at dflor 

INWmf.~!lflN 
!.OCI((NGI 

UNLOCKING 

Nonc 

gloctric only 
!'lime with 
power 0(( 

Nonc 

Mechnnir:nl 
tndtctll\on 

('onlltant 
mechanical 
indlcution 
withJloWl!7 
Oil or 0(( 

Electric only 
No mdicatlon 
with power 
off 

Eketnconly 
No Indicntlon 
with pOWer 
off 

Ele{'tric only 
No indication 
with IlOwer 
off 

OPEl'll 
CLOSE 

None 

None 

Door 8(11ector 
shows pOlU-
tion 

Mechnnlcnl 
tndknlion 

Constant 
mechllnicul 
indicntllm 
with powcr 
off 

Eluetrle vnly 
No indiclltion 
with power 
off 

glcc1ric only-
No indiclltion 
with pOWl)r 
off 

Nono 

MECHANICAL 
ltELt;ASB 

NOlle 

NOOfJ 

Uy Icvllr ilL control 
l'II"ll1ot 

From ullunl 
control cnblncl 

hll'l'llimlcu\ mi' 
i()ckinK in eV(lnt or 
pOWcr (nilur(l 

Doors r(llclllIed 
rromttHerllllttl 
emergency point 
other thun uflunl 
('ontrol ('uhanot 

Lever nt rontrul 
cubioct 

NOM 

IN 1,'llIt: AND I.rFg SA~'F:TY 1~~H:II(lI~NCY 

(lOSSIIHI.I'I'Y en' 1I0MAN ImllOIl 

NA 

NA 

NA 

NA 

(Low) 
Hrnlr ..... IMetit 

(IIigh) 

MrdiumlliKh 

l,ow 

l.ow 

None 

LtlvernQ:tl o( kl'Y ulds rel(lBMe ot bolt it bind InK oceura 

Uele980 ond move doors OJlon without elltenng nreR 

Hcl(lnHC and move door8 t)pen without entering nren 

IlBMO'fB CON-rltOL 

~n;CHANICAI_ 
DOOHMVM'I', 

None 

NOlle 

{<'rom control cnbim1t 
at end of (,l'IIUne -
door enn be opened 
nnd clOK",d (rom 
rl'mote point without 
electrie power 

I"rom control cl.Il,inct 
at end o( coli line -
door cnn be opened 
nnd closed without. 
electric power 

Doorll cun be mo\'ed 
opon or clOlll'<l by-
remoto mununl 
UllmnN In event o( 
IlQwer(llllurc 

lonn cnn 011 y be un· 
lucklXi Crall\tl!ll\\lle-\'(llnt 
In event ofpowtlr(IIUure· 
doors (nnnot be muved 
open (rom flllnflW IlOlnt by 
m~hunlrnl nlellllli In 
lnwflrfnlltu •. 

None (rum remote 
point 

Notie 

~~I_EC1'HlCAL 
ItELEASt: 

NOllO 

None 

None 

None 

glcctrlcul remotc 
runlrol (or n~rmnl 
operllUon 

From r(lgulnr 
('onlrolmhinel 

Pnt'umntic unit 
opL'rllwd by 
solenoid 

LIMITA1'IONS 

BI.EC'I'urCAI. 
DOOItMVWr, 

None 

None 

None 

None 

Doort! movt! open 
electricully by 
motor In control 
cnbilJd 

Switch In control 
cubinelllcttvotcs 
motor In ellch door 

Pncumntic unit 
atclll=h door 
uctlvf\ted hy 
'{Glenoid tram 
flwltch in {'ontrol 
cnbillet 

No 

,,1)814 or brl'nkugo or keYIl reiluin'ti unlocking IlIld 
upt'rntion lit locution of emergeotY 

Key unlocking mUllt ~ecur repout(ldly 
Key hold 8tuC(l!t1 

Mechlmlsrtl mny injure prisoner 
One jllrnmed door eQuId Jnm nil 

Jnmmt!il door must be releuscd lit door 

l,ow 
Door8 enn bl.! moved to (ull upun position rrom remote point 
('1t!clricnUy or by- mnntmllllcnnll m power outnge. Elcc:trie 
control" cnn bo locntlld ot Butesl PQlnl 

JllmnH~d door must be relcuHoo at door 

Low Low 

I .. w JAW 

Medium ~h.>(1ium 'lUgh 

Elec1rit' controtll cnn btl Jocuted ul ony point judged su(csl 

Pucumnti(' power relinblo /lnd Cl\lll1y vaned to provido 
additional pOWer (or opening in (lm("rgcncy 

Permit remote electric unlockin" in emergencies 

Emergency power o(f rclousC! cobino18 orton dll'ltunce (rom 
('ontHlI cnblnct& & require dlC(erent procedure to (lprntn. 
Ooortl cnnnot be moved open rrom remote point by mllnunl 
mechllnical meuns if power oft 

Doorll relcllsed trom control cnbinel mUllt be openl'<f by 
hnnd at door, Doors connol be moved open trom remote 
point by mnnuul mcchnnknl InMn8 when 'Jower is out 

Low voltuRe 80lenoida and motO(1I nre not strong enouRh 
to rell-Ist bind InK o( doors or IntcnUonnt blO(kndinR 

Credit: Southern Steel ('ompany. San Antomo. Te:(fu 
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CHECKLIST 15 

YES NO 

General 

DON'T 
KNOW 

The checklist is ,continued here for occupant protection. It is 
important to remember that this is not all-inclusive but is an aid 
to reviewing. Activity: 

(1) Follow the instructions for tho 
15 

~ 
LE:VEL II group discussion specified for the 

illl ::1["-, 1'1 checklist In Chapter Three, 
(2) For this checklist you may 

want to assign each group a different 
concept (e,g" one group covers Concept: Corrections officials 

should be aware of the problem 
areas in occupant proteclion, 

means of egress, another group 
covers locking systems), 

1. Can occupants be either defended in place or reliably evacuated to a 
secure area of refuge? 

Means of Egress (see Nl1'PA 101, Life Safety Code) 

Smoke Control 

1. Are there at least two remote paths of exit travel from each cellblock or 
area? 

2. Is travel distance to exits within the limits defined by the Life Safety 
Code? 

3. Are proper exits provided? 
4. Is the capacity of exits adequate? 
5. Are the exitways continuously illuminated? 
6. Is emergency lighting provided? 
7. Are the exits and paths to them marked clearly? 
8. Are exit accesses kept clear and maintained in usable condition? 

1. Are emergency vents, if provided, in working order? 
2. Is the HV AC system capable of exhausting some of the smoke or con

fining smoke to area of origin during a fire emergency? 

Locking Systems - Swinging Doors 

1. Do all swinging doors on cells and multiple occupancy rooms swing 
away from occupant? 

2. Are reliable means provided to permit the release of inmates from 
locked areas? 

3. Is prompt release of inmates assured by adequate correctional person
nel on duty continuously with keys available in case of loss or breakage 
during a fire emergency? 

4. Is more than one set of keys available in case of loss or breakage during 
a fire emergency? 

5. Can all inmates be removed from an area of refuge in less than three 
minutes? (See Appendix B examples.) 

6. Are only two keys required to release inmates and move them to an area 
of refuge? 
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7. Are electric powered locks equipped with manual mechanical release 
from remote point? 

8. Are solenoid operated bolts powerful enough (110 volts or greater) to 
retract bolt with pressure exerted on door due to intentional blockading 
or binding of door? 

9. Do cell door locks remain locked when power is interrupted? 

Locking Systems - Sliding Doors 

1. Regardless of normal operating power (manual, electric, pneumatic, 
etc.), are all keyless sliding doors equipped to be unlocked by a manual 
mecknical means operated from a remote point? 

2. Regardless of normal operating power (manual, electric, pneumatic, 
etc.), are all keyless sliding doors equipped to be moved to the open posi
tion by a manual mechanical means operated from a remote point? 

3. In a power failure, is there any indication at the control console that 
doors are locked or unlocked? 

4. In a power failure, is there any indication at control console that doors 
are open or stopped in transit? 

5. Is the manual mechanical means for opening doors located in or near the 
normally used control point? 

6. Can an operator select or control sequence of doors being released? 

CHAPTER REVIEW 16 

16. Follow the instructions 
specified for the Chapter ReView in 
Chapter One. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

Define occupant protection. 

--~-----~----

What are the two options for providing fire 
safety while maintaining security in correc
tional facilities? 

a. 

b. 

Occupant protection impacts upon which of 
the following fire safety objectives? 

a. life safety 

b. security 

c. occupant protection 

d. limited downtime 

4. 

5. 

6. 
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Which of the following are methods of con
trol for occupant protection? 

a. automatic extinguishment 

b. manual extinguishment 

c. evacuation to a secure area 

d. control type of fuel 

---- e. defend-in-place occupancy 

What Code provides requirements for 
designing exit systems? 

In the following diagram, label the three 
separate and distinct parts of a means of 
egress. 

II~~ 
J.. ...\ 

~~ '<' \" 'f 



7. 

8. 

9. 

10. 

11. 

What effect upon travel distance can the ad
dition of sprinklers make? 

Why should exits be remote from '-_ '.h 
other? 

Briefly, list the four criteria for an effective 
means of egress. 

a. 

b. 

c. 

d. 

What is the chief requirement for the source 
of power of emergency lighting? 

What are the principal building elements in
volved hI compartmentation? 

12. Differentiate between a fire wall and a fire 
partition. 

13. Which statement is true? 

a. 

b. 

NFPA 80, Installation of 
Fire Doors and Windows, 
classifies fire doors as A, B, 
C, D, orE. 
NFPA 80, Installation of 
Fire Door." and Windows, 
classifies openings as A, B, 
C, D, orE. 
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14. What is the most widely used and accepted 
means for protecting both horizontal and 
vertical op~nings? 

15. Match the reference to smoke control in Col
umn A with its description in Column B. 

16. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

A 

a. dilution 

b. exhaust 

c. confinement 

B 

Controlling smoke through the use of 
vents and, in some buildings, the 
HV AC system. 
Providing a barrier to the passage of 
smoke into certain areas; protect tem
porary refuge areas. 
Reducing the concentration of smoke 
by infusing massive quantities of un
contaminated air into a building. 

Name the four functions of sliding doors 
which apply to an emergency life safety 
situation in a corrections facility. 

a. 

b. 

c. 

d. 

17 . Name the five general classifications of lock
ing systems and locking and operating 
systems. 

a. 

b. 

c. 

d. 

e. 
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DETECTION 
AND 

SUPPRESSION 
ACTIVITIES 

I 
1. Provide early 

warning 

Chapter Six detection 
2. Provide 

reliable alarm 
system 

3. Provide 
reliable 

THE FOURTH GOAL: 
suppression 

4. Provide 
manual 
suppressiotl 

DETECTION AND 
SUPPRESSION ACTIVITIES 

To this point, only issues which will prevent ignition or lessen 
the hazardous conditions produced by a fire have been discussed. 
Detection and suppression act.ivities, however, deal directly with 
the fire itself - that is, sensing the fire's presence, alerting oc
cupants, and then inhibiting its growth and ensuring its extinc
tion - in short, keeping losses to a minimum. 

Chapter Six is basically an in-depth d~scussion of the available 
technology - tho substance of detection and suppression. Follow
ing the format for the Simplified Fire Safety System, reliability, 
case histories of failure, and methods for achieving control will 
also be presented. . 

After reading this chapter and completing the exercises as 
directed by the text, you will be able to do the following: 

• Define detection and suppression activities. 
• List three methods for achieving detection and suppres

sion activities. 
• Identify any special security problems involved in the im

plementation of these methods for control. 
• Compare the reliability of manual and automatic systems. 
• Name three correctional facility fires in which detection 

and suppression activities failed. 
• Identify the fire protection technology involved in detec

tion and suppressiori activities and explain how its ap
plication contributes to fire safety. 

• Explain any impact the inmates' rights issue may have on 
methods for achieving detection and suppression ac
tivities. 
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1 OVERVIEW 

1. Your presentation of this 
chapter should be altered somewhat, 
especially for Level II personnel. 
SpeCifically, the lecture format 
should be accompanied by a formal 
hands·on training program. Your 
local fire officials can provide you 
with a great deal of assistance with 
such a program. Level II personnel, 
at the very least, must have handS
on training in the proper use of por
table fire extinguishers, standpipe 
and hose systems (if Class II or III), 
and self-contained breathing ap
paratus. 

In addition, there are excellent in
formational and training films and 
Slide-tape packages that can (and 
should) be used in your presentation. 
Some, e.g., the 16·mm film, 
Automatic Sprinklers: The Myth and 
the Magic, are more appropriate for 
supervisory personnel. Others can 
be presented to both Level I and \I 
personnel, e.g., The A, e, C's, and 
D's of Portable Fire Extinguishers, a 
16-mm fUm. Information for obtaining 
these and other programs will be 
discussed when they are referenced 
in this chapter. 

Visuals, such as slides, are an 
asset to an~1 educational and training 
program. For this chapter they take 
on added significance, since we are 
talking about the operation and use 
of eqUipment and devices which of
ficials may actually have to use 
and/or Install. Equipment used in 
detection and suppression lends 
itself easily to slides. Overheads may 
come In handy where proper Installa
tion is a consideration. Also, many 
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RELIABILITY 

Before beginning this chapter, you may want to review any of 
the following terms with which you are not familiar. 

ambient temperature 
energized equipment 
eutectic metal 
Halon 
ionize 
margin of safety 
photoelectric 
protective signaling system 
self-contained br~athing apparatus 
standpipe 
trade-off 
untenable 

2 Detection and suppression activities involve the concept of 
automatically or manually detecting the presence of a hostile fire, 
sounding an alarm, and th,m extinguishing the fire. This defini
tion emphasizes the di.vision of detection and suppression ac
tivities into three distinct and separate stages, each of which can 
be performed automatically or manually (see Table 6.1). 

The reliability of detection and suppression is tied very close
ly to whether systems are manual, automatic, or both. A fire pro
tection system can involve a combination of systems, such as 

Table 6.1 

STAGES OF DETECTION AND SUPPRESSION 

STAGE MANUAL AUTOMATIC 

Detection Inmate or guard . Sprinklers detect 
detects fire fire 

Alarm Guard .verbally transmits Activates alarm 
information to other guards water flow switch 

Suppression Guards use extinguishers 
Sprinklers begin 
extinguishment 

to suppress fire immediately 
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automatic detection (smoke detectors) with manual suppression 
(fire brigade personnel using a standpipe hose). Although this 
type of protection was available at the time of the St. John City 
Detention Center fire and the system functioned as designed, 
twenty-one inmates died. 

Which goal of the Simplified Fire Safety System was not im
plemented at the St, John City Detention Center, thus helping 
to contribute to these deaths? 

Although the maj or reason for this gruesome tragedy was the lack 
of fuel control, the effects of fuel control problems were exag
gerated by the inclusion of manual suppression. The response 
time for manual suppression is not as immediate as for an 
automatic sprinkler system. Furthermore, the action of sprinklers 
allows for increased safety during evacuation by reducing the 
amount of heat and malting it easier to contain the fire. 

Automatic systems provide the greatest degree of reliability 
because the effectiveness of detection and suppression depends on 
the rate of fire growth and development, and the time from igni
tion to suppression. For example, if a fuel characteristically pro
duces a fast fire, the extinguishing agent must be applied rapidly 
in order to effect control and subsequent suppression. 

With what type of system is extinguishment likely to begin im
mediately upon detection? 

"---'-'--~"'-'-" .. -.-.. -.-------- .. -... -.• -.-.~----~.----.~- .----

With an automatic sprinkler system, the extinguishment phase 
begins almost simultaneously with detection and alarm. This kind 
of response is difficult to achieve with manual suppression, even 
when automatic detection is part of the system. 3 

Let's take a closer look at fire development to see how manual 
and automatic systems compare in five phases of detection and 

MARGIN OF 
SAFETY IN FIRE 

suppression: detection, alarm, response, application of agent, and MARGIN OF SAFEiY 

control. 3 Figure 6.1 
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Manual 
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Automatic 
Systems 

/ 

_tllllllllllllliiilll:l)'I!ll Cont'oJ 

Manunl h;:::<] 

Untenable 
Conditions 

Application 
of Agent 

The cUrve represents the boundary ,;'!:QT(' fire "onditions 
bl'come untenable. Simply. the longer it takes fordet('ctioll nnd 
suppn'ssion to begin nfter ignition. the grenter the probabUity 
thut conditions will hecoml' untenable. 

TIME 

Figure 6.1 Margin of Safety in Manua/us, Automatic Systems 

As Figure 6.1 shows, for manual systems there is a definite 
lapse from the time the fire is detected until the alarm is sounded, 
and again until there is a response to the alarm, and so on. The 
goal of manual detection and suppression is to keep the time lapse 
between phases as short as possible, never allowing conditions to 
become untenable. This requires rapid response and adequate 
training of personnel and proper equipment. 

In a fire situation, the first moments of fire development are 
critical. Unfortunately, this is the point at which human response 
is usually unreliable, unless training is continuous and intensive. 
In fact, under stress conditions, the actions of a fire brigade are 
often questionable. 

In terms of time, even the most efficient manual system is no 
match for a correctly operating automatic system. Standard 
sprinkler systems, for example, have devices which automatically 
give an audible alarm in case of sprinkler operation. 

What is the significance of early detection and warning to 
building occupants? 
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Early detection and warning are vital for providing adequate time 
for evacuation of building occupants. As Figure 6.1 shows, an 
automatic sprinkler alarm sounds virtually at the same time the 
fire is detected. Also, in that instant, a sprinkler responds and ap
plies water to the seat of the fire, permitting fire conditions to be 
checked immediately. Because there is little or no time lapse from 
detection through application of agent with an automatic system, 
the chance of a fire becoming untenable is reduced significantly. 

Only in rare instances have sprinkler systems failed to control 
fires. The failures are rarely caused by the sprinklers themselves, 
but rather by the lack of water to support the system. Some 
117,700 fires in sprinklered buildings have been reported to the 
National Fire Protection Association since 1897. Of these, 96 per
cent of the sprinklers showed satisfactory performance. 

The superiority of automatic systems becomes even more 
significant when the relationship of detection and suppression ac
tivities to the objectives of the Simplified Fire Safety System is 
examined. Because automatic sprinklers control the fire, they may 
allow more time for occupants to evacuate a fire area or remain in 
the building, Thus, the life safety objective is more easily achieved. 

Why is it important that an area remain tenable as long as 
possible? 

---~---'--'~----~--

--.---,------~-~-----

There are at least two advantages to this aspect of sprinkler pro
tection. First, occupants are less likely to panic in their attempt to 
evacuate the area. Less panic means more efficient egress. Second, 
there is a better chance for fire service personnel to begin rescue 
and extinguishment operations and, thus, to save occupants. 

Automatic sprinklers also provide a bett~r chance of reducing 
property loS's and limiting downtime. Effective application of 
water by sprinklers to the seat of the fire permits more rapid con
trol of fire conditions and minimizes water damage. Both aspects 
protect against destruction of property and limit downtime. 

Although it is not a fire safety objective, economics is an im
portant consideration that.impacts on the total system. Insurance 
companies often offer significant reductions in premiums for 
prl'3mises where sprinklers are installed. This savings may more 
than offset the initial cost of installation. Of equal economic im
portance are the many building code trade-offs allowed when 
sprinklers are installed. 
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METHODS OF 
CONTROL 

AVAILABLE 
TECHNOLOGY 

What trade-off is permitted for means of egress when splinklers 
are installed? 

As discussed previously, the Life Safety Code permits travel 
distances to be 50 percent longer in some instances if sprinkler 
protection is provided. 

When automatic sprinklers are used in correctional facilities, 
achieving the objective of security may present a potential prob
lem. First, becau.se sprinkler piping can be used as a support for 
suicide by hanging, all piping must be concealed or in other ways be 
made inaccessible to inmates. A second argument against 
sprinklers in correctional facilities is the problem of vandalism. 
However, the installation of sprinkler systems in many correctional 
facilities has proved that vandalism is not a significant problem. 
Three reasons automatic sprinklers present few vandal problems 
are: (1) peer pressure (other inmates do not want their personal 
property wet); (2) ease of vandal identification (the person setting 
off the sprinkler would be wet); and (3) personal discomfort (arising 
from a wet mattress and other wet personal belongings). 

The fact is that automatic sprinklers provide one of the safest 
methods of fire suppression and actually help to fulfill the security 
objective. In riot situations, for example, water can be discharged 
on fires without involving correctional personnel or fire fighters. 
Sprinklers have been and are being used very successfully in cor
rectional facilities throughout the United States and Canada, in
cluding: Orlando, Florida; Baltimore, Maryland; Nashville, Ten
nessee; Los Angeles, California; and Saint John, New Brunswick. 
In its one and a half years of existence at the Saint John City 
Detention Center, the sprinkler system has not once been van
dalized or subject to any other breach of security. 

As previously discussed, detection and suppression activities 
involve three distinct stages: detection, alarm, and suppression. 
Each stage can be manual or automatic. Methods of control 
related to this goal reflect these stages: provide reliable early 
warning detection; provide reliable alarm systems; provide 
reliable suppression. 

Imagine fighting a fire in a modern high rise with buckets of 
water. Although there may be some discussion about the current 
state-of-the-art in fire protection technology, there is no doubt 
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that modern building design would not be possible without 
automatic detection and suppression systems. They also make the 
job of the fire fighter easier and far more efficient. 

Of all the goals of the Simplified Fire Safety System, detec
tion and suppression activities offer the most technological alter
natives. Included are various types of detection and alarm equip
ment, automatic sprinklers, standpipes, water distribution 
systems, portable extinguishers, and self-contained breathing ap
paratus (SCBA). 

In any fire situation, early detection is necessary to ensure 
that occupants will be safely evacuated, the fire department rapid
ly notified, and suppression initiated. It has been stated that 
automatic sprinklers automatically provide detection, alarm, and 
suppression at the same time. There is, however, detection equip
ment that can be used in conjunction with either an automatic 
sprinkler system or manual suppression. Among this detection 
equipment, the most common devkes are three basic types of fire 
detectors: heat, smoke, and flame. 

Heat detecting devices fall into two general categories: (1) 
those that respond when the detection element reaches a predeter
mined temperature (fixed-temperature types), and (2) those that 
respond to an increase in heat at a rate greater th:an some 
predetermined value (rate-of-rise types). Some devices combine 
both the fixed-temperature and rate-of-rise principles. 

Fixed-Temperature Heat Detectors: The most widely used fixed
temperature heat detector signaling systems are thermostats of 
the bimetallic type. Bimetallic materials are made of two metals 
bonded together. Because each metal expands at a different rate, 
the bimetallic strip or disk will bend when heated, causing a move
ment which results in closing an electrical contact. This completes 
the circuit which activates an alarm for the detection system. 
Generally, fixed-temperature detectors alarm when the bimetallic 
strip or disk reaches a temperature of 125 OF (57.6 °C). 

Rate-of-Rise Heat Detectors: The second category of heat de
tecting devices is rate-of·rise detectors. These detectors alarm 
when the rate of temperaturl3 increase at the operating element ex
ceeds a stated rate (usually 15 OF per minute [8.3°C per minute]). 
Heat detectors that operate on the rate-of-rise principle offer 
several advantages. These are summarized in Table 6.2. 

Combined Rate-of-Rise and Fixed-Temperature Detectors: A 
type of heat detector that is finding increased application is the 
combined rate-of-rise and fixed-temperature detector. 
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L=-cc~_'i 
DETECTION AND SUPPRESSION 
ACTIVITIES 
Available Technology - Detection 
Systems 

Types Examples 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 

Location and Spacing 

DETECTION 
SYSTEMS 

Your discussion of detection 
systems should be augmented with 
slides showing photographs and 
schematiCS of the operation of each 
type of detector. Transparencies 
lend themselves well to schematics 
that diagram the operation of the 
detector, e.g.. bimetallic strip. 
Manufacturers of detection and sup-

4 pression equipment are a good 
source of schematics. Other 

Heat Detectors 
diagrams can be located in the 14t~ 
edition of the Fire Protection Hand 
book, published by NFPA. 

Contact 

TTe~ 

L:""l~ 
Fig. 6.2 A bimetallic, snap

action disc, fixed-temperature 
device. Heat causes the snap disc 
to bend until contacts close. 



I 
Which important feature of each type of detector makes the I 
combined rate-of-rise and fixed-temperature detector particula,... 
ly effective? 

'rhis type of detector takes advantage of the capability of the rate
of-rise feature to sense and respond rapidly to a fast fire, and the 
fixed-temperature feature to respond when the growth of fire is 
slow - so slow that the rate-of-rise capability might never come 

Table 6.2 

RA TE OF RISE DETECTORS us. FIXED-TEMPERA TURE DETECTORS 

ADVANTAGES 

Rate of Rise 

• Can be set to operate more rapidly. 
• Effective across a wide range of 

ambient temperatures. 
• Recycle rapidly and are more 

speedily available for continued 
service. 

• Tolerate slow increase in ambient 
temperature without giving alarm. 

Fixed Temperature 

• Operate at a pre rated temperature 
even if rate of rise is extremely slow. 

• Revert to original condition with 
decrease in temperature. 

• Not destroyed or permanently 
damaged by operation. 

DISADVANTAGES 

• Susceptibility to false alarms where 
there is rapidly increasing ambient 
temperature that is not the result of 
hostile combustion. 

• May fail to respond to fire which 
propagates very slowly. 
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• Nonadjustable from prerated 
temperature. 

• Susceptibility to false alarms 
(bimetallic strip) . 
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into play. Heat detectors are not recommended for life safety 
because they do not detect the presence of smoke and toxic gases, 
the principal cause of death in fires. 

The second basic type of fire detector is a smoke detector. 
Smoke detectors respond to both visible and invisible products of 
combustion. Common types of smoke detectors include photoelec
tric and ionization detectors (see Figs. 6.3 and 6.4). Photoelectric 
detectors operate on the principle that smoke entering a light 
beam either obscures the beam's path or reflects light into a 
photocell. 

In the ionization detector, air in the ionization chamber i3 
made electrically conductive (ionized) by alpha particles emitted 
by a minute source of radioactive material. A voltage applied 
across the ionization chamber causes a very small electrical cur
rent to flow as the ions travel to the electrode of opposite polarity. 
When invisible or visible combustion particles enter the ionization 
detection (or sampling) chamber, they interrupt the small current 
between the two electrodes. The reduced current flow increases 
the voltage on the electrodes, which at a predetermined level 
results in an alarm. 

Flame detectors are a third basic type of fire detector. A flame 
detector responds to the appearance of radiant energy, whether 
visible or invisible to the human eye. These detectors are sensitive 
to glowing ambers, coals, or actual flames that radiate energy of 
sufficient intensity and spectral quality to initiate response of the 
detector. Two common types of flame detectors are infrared and 
ultraviolet. 

The type of fire detector for an area or location should be 
chosen based on the anticipated fire hazard. For example, a 
photoelectric or ionization-type smoke detector might be the best 
choice where the anticipated hazard is smoldering ignition. On the 
other hand, where rapid development of open flame conditions 
might occur (for example, flammable liquid fires), flame detectors 
will detect the presence of fire in milliseconds, before smoke detec
tors would. 
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Detector 
Location and 
Spacing 

5. 

DETECTOR LOCATION and SPAC· 
ING 
Include diagrams of the follOWing 

• Wall and ceiling intersection 
• Peaked ceilings 
• Sloped ceilings 
• Bays 

6. Use a transparency to explain 
these points 

ALARM SYSTEMS 

Functions 

5 

6 

7 

Figure 6.5 Detector 
location at wall and 
ceiling intersection 

Ceiling 

Heat-
from----fire 

Best here 
Dead aIr ,::~., 

space 
Never here 

Acceptable here 

6 in. 

-! 

Side 
wall 

As important as the choice of the appropriate fire detector is 
its location and spacing. NFPA 72E, Automatic Fire Detectors, 
gives detailed requirements on both locating and spacing of detec
tors. It may be helpful to review several general guidelines from 
the Standard that relate to locating and spacing fire detectors. 

In locations such as living areas, cafeterias, and places of 
assembly, place smoke detectors on ceiling areas near the center 
of rooms, on upper wall surfaces within six to twelve inches of ceil
ings, or at tops of stairwells away from obstructions such as 
beams or large lighting fixtures (see Fig. 6.5). Wall locations are 
preferred where radiant panel ceiling heating systems will create 
thermal barriers at ceiling level. 

When placing detectors, consider the room airflow patterns 
from mechanical air distribution systems (see Fig. 6.6). Stagnant 
areas can occur which will prevent smoke from reaching detectors 
(for example, in corners of a room). Moreover, avoid locating detec
tors in or near the supply air stream from air registers or diffusers, 
or where smoke can be diluted by return airflow from other parts 
of a building where there is no fire (for example, near return air 
grilles located at the top of stairways). Placement in these loca
tions may purge detectors of smoke, thus preventing detection of 
fire. 

The advantages of early detection can be reduced unless there 
is a subsequent alarm warning. Alarm systems, or, as they are 
sometimes called, protective signaling systems, are another 
aspect of technology related to detection and suppression ac
tivities. 

An alarm system can be designed to serve many functions. 
These include: notifying occupants so they can evacuate the area 
when there is a fire; summoning organized assistance to under-
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take, or assist in, fighting the fire; activating fire control equip
ment; and supervising extinguishing systems to assure their 
operability when needed. The number of functions performed by 
an alarm system depends on the type of system. 

One important purpose of an alarm system is to notify oc
cupants to evacuate. Evacuation alarms range from simple elec
trically operated bells to intricate devices intended to warn the oc
cupants in large hotels, institutions, or multi-occupancy office 
bUildings. Since occupants of correctional facilities cannot initiate 
any self-preservation actions, it is important that emergency 
operating procedures be in effect. In this way, staff and inmates 
recognize that life saving procedures will be initiated with the 
alarm. Another method of maintaining control in an emergency 
situation is the inclusion of a voice annunciation with the alarm. 

There are two basic principles to follow in setting up an alarm 
system so that it will notify organized assistance. First, the 
system should be designed to transmit the alarm signal to the fire 
department or assistance agency as soon as possible. Alarm 
systems that use a local signal to alert an employee whose duty it 
is to summon the fire department often fail because the employee 
misjudges the extent of the fire or overestimates his or her ability 
to deal with the situation. The second principle to follow in setting 
up an alarm system that notifies assistance is to make certain that 
the signal received at the fire department or assistance agency 
specifically locates the site of the fire. or. as a minimum. localizes 
the source of the signal to a building or area so that the fire can be 
quickly located. 

Sophisticated automatic protective signaling systems are 
commonly used to monitor fire extinguishing systems, such as 
automatic sprinkler systems. Supervision implies that something 
can and will be done about an abnormality which the system 
signals. It assures that the system is continuously operable in all 
essential respects and that it can perform its intended function. 

I.v~~/ ,"]. 
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AVAILABLE TECHNOLOGY 
Alarm Systems 
Functions 
Important Considerations 
Equipment/Examples 

Manual 
AutomatiC 

Figure 6.6 Detector location in rooms with mechanical air distribution systems 

Air Conditioning Diffuser Air Conditioning Grill 
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Manual Alarm 
Systems 
8. As with detectors, you should 
augment your discussion of manual 
and automatic alarm systems with 
appropriate slides. Audiovisual 
materials about detectors are often 
available from detector manufac
turers. 

Automatic Alarm 
Systems 

Alarms and 
Margin of 
Safety 

9. --~ -ALARM AND MARGIN OF SAFETY 
(For Level I) 
Figure 6.6 

Alarm or signaling systems that activate fire control equipment 
are included in automatic sprinkler systems. When a heat
resistive component of the sprinkler reacts to the fire, the nozzle is 
opened allowing water to flow, an alarm is sounded, and suppres
sion begun all at the same time. The alarm system is activated by 
an electric water-flow alarm switch. Operation of the alarm signal 
may automatically summon assistance (either the fire department 
or the assistance agency) for fighting the fire and may activate 
evacuation alarms. 

8 Manual alarm systems employ the familiar fire alarm boxes or 
manual pull stations. Operation of the switch activates an audible 
alarm and may send a signal to either the fire department or an 
assistance agency. Manual alarm stations may be connected to 
systems with automatic detection. 

Automatic alarm systems involve some type of automatic fire 
detection for providing an alarm signal within the protected 
premises (for example, heat, smoke, or flame detectors, or water
flow alarms in automatic sprinklers). This alarm signal can also be 
connected to an assistance agency such as a central station. The 
central station has trained and experienced personnel continually 
on duty to receive signals, retransmit fire alarms to the fire 
department, and take whatever action supervisory signals in
dicate is necessary. Central stations customarily serve a number 
of properties of different ownership. An alternative to an 
assistance agency is a station that is managed locally by a full
time staff. The staff would function in much the same way as 
those in the central station. 

Earlier in this chapter, manual systems were compared to 
automatic systems (see the section "Reliability"). It was estab
lished that early detection of fire and subsequent alarm are vital 
for allowing occupants adequate time for evacuation. If the time 
needed to detect the presence of fire and warn building occupants 
can be reduced, a corresponding margin of safety can be provided. 
Using Figure 6.1, Margin of Safety, the detection and alarm 
phases can be combined in order to graphically represent this 

9 margin of safety (see Fig. 6.7). 

According to Figure 6.7, which type of detection and alarm 
system, manual or automatic, offers a greater margin of safety 
for occupants? 
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Untenable 
Conditions 

Fire detection and alarm warning Evacuation of Occupants 

Fire detection and alarm warning Evacuation of occupants 

*Fire 
Ignition 

TIME Margin of 
Safety 

~ Manual Systems Automatic Systems 

Figure 6.7 Revised Margin of Safety 

Figure 6.7 indicates that an automatic detection and alarm 
system is the most reliable option for providing occupants with a 
margin of safety for evacuation. Automatic suppression systems 
also exhibit a higher degree of reliability than manual suppression 
systems. 

The technology related to fire suppression is extremely broad 
and complex. Therefore, only those areas most relevant to correc
tional facilities will be discussed: technology relating to manual 
suppression (portable extinguishers, self-contained breathing ap
paratus, standpipes, and hydrants), and automatic suppression 
(automatic sprinkler systems). 

10. 

AVAILABLE TECHNOLOGY -
Portable Fire Extinguishers 
Selection Criteria 
1 
2 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
Placement 
Distribution 

SUPPRESSION 
SYSTEMS 

Portable fire extinguishers are the first line of defense against 10 

fires. In fire emergencies, seconds count and the first two minutes 
Portable 

Extinguishers 
are most critical. This is the time to use first-aid fire extinguish
ment. The effectiveness of first-aid measures depends upon two 
factors: the availability of the appropriate portable extinguishers 
and the availability of people who know how to use the equipment. 

The first factor involves considerations such as selection, 
placement, and distribution of portable extinguishers, criteria 
which are discussed in this section. The second factor relates to 
training. Although operational characteristics of various portable 
extinguishers will be discussed in this section, the proper use of 
extinguishers depends on hands-on training, which is clearly 
beyond the scope of this manual. However, it is important that 
you, as a corrections official, implement and maintain some type 
of organized hands-on training, including instruction on the 
proper use of portable extinguishers for all personnel in your cor
rectional facility. 
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11. Your primary reference in 
discussing the selection, placement. 
and distribution of portable ex· 
tinguishers should be NFPA 10. Por· 
table Fire Extinguishf::Jfs. You should 
also be aware that the Occupational 
Safety and Health Administration 
(OSHA) adopts the reqUirements of 
NFPA 10. As mentioned earlier. 
there" are several audiovisual pro· 

11 grams that deal with portable fire ex· 
tinguishers. A slideltape program. 
Portable Fire Extinguishers: Selec
tion, Placement and Use. provides 
an excellent way to supplement your 
presentation of the selection, place
ment. and use of portable fire ex· 
tinguishers Although the Information 
IS more appropriate for supervIsory 
personnel, all levels of corrections 
officials should benefit from the In· 
formation. This program is available 
from the National Fire Protection 
ASSOCiation, catalogue No. SL·47. 
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SUMMARY OF THE A. B, C, AND D's 
OF PORTABLE FIRE EX
TINGUISHERS 
Table 63 

12 

Selection of Extinguishers: Selecting the appropriate portable 
extinguishers for a fire emergency depends on six criteria: the 
kind of materials or the class of fire they would extinguish; the 
potential severity of fire; the capability of people using the ex
tinguishers; the extinguishers' relative "fire-killing" power; the 
particular extinguishing agent they contain; and their propellant 
system. 

It is important to be alert that certain kinds of extinguishers 
are obsolete and should be removed from service. These include 
the old inverting extinguishers made of copper or brass which 
may explode when suddenly pressurized upon inversion, and ex
tinguishers containing the toxic substances chlorobromomethane 
or carbon tetrachloride. 

Selection Criteria: Classes of Fire 

To facilitate the proper use of extinguishers on different 
types of fires, NFPA 10, Portable Fire Extinguishers, 
classifies fire into four types. 

• Class A: Fires involving common combustible materials 
such as wood, cloth, paper, rubber, and many plastics . 

• Class B: Fires involving flammable or combustible liq
uids such as oils, greases, tars, oil-base paints, lacquers, 
and flammable gases. 

• Class C: Fires involving energized electrical equipment 
where there is a shock hazard. (Where electrical equip
ment is deenergized, extinguishers for Class A or Class B 
fires may be used safely.) 

• Class D: Fires involving combustible metals such as 
magnesium, titanium, zirconium, sodium, lithium, and 
potassium. 

Some portable extinguishers are of primary value on only one 
class of fire; some are suitable on two or three classes; none is 
suitable for all four classes. 

Extinguishers are selected according to the class of fire for 
which the extinguisher is intended, that is, Class A, Class B, 
Class C, and Class D fires. A Class A fire involves ordinary 
combustibles - wood, paper, and cloth. Class B fires involve 
flammable liquids, such as paints, thinners, gasoline, and oil. 
Class C fires involve energized electrical equipment; and 
Class D fires involve combustible metals. 

Extinguishers manufactured today are labeled with a 
classification system so that the user may quickly identify 
the class of fire for which a particular extinguisher may be 
used. Table 6.3 summarizes the classification system con
tained in NFPA 10, Portable Fire Extinguishers. In addition 
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to the classification symbol and color, the type of fire, and 
description of materials, Table 6.3 lists types of extinguishers 
that are effective for each particular class of fire. 

Table 6.3 

SUMMARY OF THE A, B, C, AND D'S OF FIRE EXTINGUISHERS 

CLASSIFICATION TYPE OF DESCRIPTION OF TYPE OF 
SYMBOL FIRE MATERIALS EXTINGUISHER 

(Label Color in 
Parentheses) 

ORDINARY Ordinary Materials such as Water, foam, aqueous 

A 
Combustibles wood, paper, cloth, film forming foam 

fiber, and many (AFFF), soda acid, 
plastics. multipurpose dry 

chemical, Halon 1211. 

COM BUSTI BLES 

(Green) 

FLAMMABLE Flammable Liquids such as paint, Dry chemical, multi-

[§] Liquids paint thinner, gaso- purpose dry chemical, 
line, oil, tar, solvents, carbon dioxide, 
fat, greases, and Halon 1211. 
similar materials. 

LIQUIDS 

(Red) 

Electrical Energized electrical Dry chemical, multi-
Equipment equipment such as purpose dry chemical, 

ELECTRICAL overheated fuse boxes foam, AFFF, carbon 

(j and other electrical dioxide, Halon 1211. 
sources and wiring. 
Classification refers 
to source of ignition 

EQUIPMENT rather than to fuel as 
fires are classes A and 

(Blue) B in terms of fuel. 

COMBUSTIBLE Combustible Metals such as mag- Dry powder with 

* 
Metals nesium titanium, sodium chloride or 

zircC'nium, sodium- graphite base, agents 
potassium alloys, and specific to particular 
so on. metal hazards. 

METALS 

(Yellow) 
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Hazard levels (Description of each 
hazard level with space left to iden
tify level of hazard) 

For what class of fire would a dry chemical portable ex
tinguisher be effective? 

A dry chemical portable extinguisher, as well as a carbon dioxide 
extinguisher, is effective on both Class B and Class C fires. 

Selection Criteria: Hazards of the Area 

The initial selection of the type and capacity of a portable 
extinguisher is based on the hazards of the area to be pro
tected, that is, the potential severity of the fire. In order to 
provide a simplified method for determining the probable size 
of a fire, NFPA 10 has established three hazard levels. These 
hazard levels are different from those levels delineated in 
NFP A 13, Installation of Sprinkler Systems. 

1. Light hazards (low): the amount and density of combusti
ble materials is such that a fire might be expected to be of 
small size. This may include offices, schoolrooms, churches, 
assembly halls, telephone exchanges. 

2. Ordinary hazards (moderate): the amount of combustible 
materials or flammable liquids is such that any fire might be 
expected to be of moderate size. Examples here would be mer
cantile storage and display areas, automobile showrooms, 
parking garages, light manufacturing areas, warehouses not 
classified as an extra hazard, shop areas of schools. 

3. Extra hazards (high): the amount of combustible ma
terials or flammable liquids is such that any fire might be 
expected to be of severe magnitude. This would include wood
working operations, auto repair and aircraft service areas, 
warehouses with materials piled over fifteen feet high, or 
operations using paint, dipping, or other process involving 
flammable liquids. 

What level of hazard would you expect in cellblock areas in your 
correctional facility? 

Cellblock sleeping and living areas would probably represent only 
light hazard conditions. It is likely that storage areas containing 
cleaning and maintenance supplies, paints, and other solvents 
might be ordinary hazards. 
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Selection Criteria: Capabilities of Users 

The third criterion which demands consideration in selec
ting the appropriate portable extinguisher is the capabilities 
of people who will use the extinguisher. If, for example, the 
extinguisher cannot be lifted off the wall, its use for fire pro
tection is nonexistent. 

To increase user capability of portable extinguishers, a pro
gram to inform all relevant personnel of the location and 
operation of extinguishers should be mandatory. Only train
ing and self-confidence in the use of portable extinguishers 
will assure their proper usage in a fire emergency situation. 

Selection Criteria: "Fire-Killing" Power 

In addition to the letter code of A, B, C, and D, ex
tinguishers carry a numerical rating based on tests con
ducted by Underwriters Laboratories Inc. Thus, the letter in
dicates the class of fire on which the extinguisher is used, and 
the numeral (preceding the letter) signifies the relative "fire
killing" power, or extinguishing effectiveness. For example, 
the rating "10-A" signifies an extinguisher for ordinary com
bustibles with a potential five times greater than an ex
tinguisher labeled "2-A." Extinguishers for use on Class C or 
Class D fires are not required to have a numeral rating. 

For what materials would you use an extinguisher labeled 
"5-B"? How would a 5-B extinguisher compare to one labeled 
"40-B"? 

A 5-B extinguisher is intended for use on fires involving flam
mable liquids. A 40-B extinguisher would have eight times the 
"fire-killing" power on flammable liquids fires as a 5-B rated ex
tinguisher. 

Some extinguishers are rated for more than one class of fire. 
For example, dry chemical and carbon-dioxide are effective on 
both Class B and Class C fires. 

On what types of fires would an extinguisher labeled 10-B:C be 
used? 
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14. Hands-on training is the only 
way to assure proper use of ex
tinguishers in an emergency. Local 
fire officials and portable ex
tinguisher manufacturers can lend 
assistance training personnel in the 
proper use of extinguishers. A train
ing program for thiS purpose should 
be ol!icially instituted. 

As a means of familiarizing 
students with the operation and use 
of different types of extinguishers, 
you may wish to use the 16-mm film 
The A. B. C's and D's of Portable 
Fife Extinguishers, available from 
the Factory Mutual Engineering 
System. 



A 10-B:C extinguisher is effective on fires involving flammable liq
uids as well as energized electrical equipment. The "10" refers to 
the extinguisher's effectiveness on Class B fires only; there is no 
rating system for rating Class C effectiveness. 

Selection Criteria: Extinguishing Agent 

Table 6.3 lists many of the extinguishing agents used for 
the different classes of fire. The following exercise will help 
you to associate the different extinguishing agents with the 
class of fire for which they are effective. As an additional aid, 
beside each class is a pictorial label. This label represents a 
marking system that combines the selection of an ex
tinguisher according to the class of fire and hazard. Using 
Table 6.3, list the appropriate agents for the class or classes 
of fire specified. 

For Class A Types 

For Class B:C Types 

For Class A:B:C Types 
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Selection Criteria: Propellant System 

Because usage is the primary consideration, portable ex
tinguishers can be selected according to their operational 
characteristics or propellant system. Basically, two types of 
water-base extinguishers are manufactured: stored-pressure 
(pressurized) tanks and pump tanks. Sto~'ed-pressure tanks 
are always ready, have a pressure-check gauge, and have a 
longer range. Pump tanks, on the other hand, are easily filled 
and maintained. The disadvantage of the pump tank ex
tinguisher (hand-carry type) is that it cannot be operated 
while being carried. The disadvantage of all water-base ex· 
tinguishers is freezing; andfreeze should be used if there is 
danger of freezing (salt should not be used in extinguishers 
because of its corrosive effect). 

15. Becausfl selecting the correct 
extlngUlstler IS so Important. you 
st)()uld prOVide a summary of tI)e 
sel(Jctlon crltena For Level I person· 
nel thiS summary should Include tM 
advantages and disadvantages of 
tM different types of extingUishers, 

:, / 
: . .,./
I 
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SELECTING THE 
EXTINGUISHER 
Type of ExtingUlshHr 
Class of Hazard 
Advantage 
Disadvantage 

LEVEL I 

CORRECT 

You may want to complete "Type of 
Extinguisher' and have students fill 
In other information dUring your 

There are two types of dry chemical extinguishers: car
tridge and stored-pressure. Both are rechargeable. The 
stored-pressure type is available with either a rechargeable 
shell or a disposable shell. For carbon dioxide and Halon ex
tinguishers, no propelling agent is required. In both of these 
extinguishers the agent is stored under pressure in its lique
fied state. Actuation of the extinguishers causes the stored 
agent to be released as a gas. 15 diSCUSSion or Gummary. 

Placement of Extinguishers: Extinguishers should be located 16 

strategically throughout all areas. Locations should be selected 
that will: 

• provide uniform distribution, 
• provide easy accessibility, 
• be relatively free from blocking by storage and 

equipment, 
• be near the normal path of travel, 
• be near entrance and exit doors, 
• be free from the potential of physical damage, 
• be readily visible. 

For certain operations, such as welding, extinguishers should be 
immediately available to personnel working on equipment. 

The maj ority of portable extinguishers are mounted to walls 
or columns, at positions where they can be easily reached and 
removed. According to Occupational Safety and Health Act 
(OSHA) regulations, portable extinguishers having a gross weight 
of forty pounds or less should be mounted so that the top of the 
unit is not more than five feet above the floor. Extinguishers hav
ing a gross weight of more than forty pounds should be installed 
not more than three and a half feet above the floor. All ex
tinguishers should be mounted at least six inches above the floor. 
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16 Stress to supervisory person· 
nelthat placement and distribution of 
portable extmgUlshers stlould be 
determined by a qualified fire protec
tion engineer. 



17. Appendix A of NFPA 10 pro
vides detailed gUidance for Inspec
tion and corrective achons for dif
ferent types of extrngUishers. !n addi
tion, all extinguisher manufacturers 
Include lists of Items that are specific 
to their particular brand of ex
tinguisher. As In ail areas dealing 
With fire protection equipment. a fire 
protection engineer is your best 
source of adVice 

18. 

.... 
AVAILABLE TECHNOLOGY-
Self,Contalned Breathing Apparatus 
Purpose 
Types 
Inspection Procedures 

Self-Contained 
Breathing 
Apparatus 

19 Your discussion of SCBA's will 
be more meaningful If you have a 
S3mple of the type of SCBA used Ir1 

your faCility. In addition, all Level II 
personnel should be trarned in the 
use of SCBA. Local fire offiCials can 
provide tM expertise for tralnrng. 

Distribution of Extinguishers: Distribution of extinguishers is 
calculated by square footage, hazard level, and travel distance to 
any extinguisher. For example, one 2-A extinguisher should be 
allotted for every 2,000 square feet in an extra hazard area, but is 
sufficient for every 6,000 square feet in a light hazard area. In no 
case, however, should a Class A extinguisher be located mere than 
seventy-five feet from any point in a room. NFPA 10 provides 
detailed guidance on placement and distribution of portable ex
tinguishers. 

Extinguisher Inspection and Maintena.nce: Both periodic inspec
tion and maintenance of portable extinguishers are crucial to their 
operation. This responsibility should be clearly assigned and car
ried out. A checklist of some items that should be inspected 

17 monthly is included here. Use it as a guideline in forming a 
checklist tailored to the needs of your facility. 

It is imperative that, after any use, an extinguisher be 
recharged immediately. This will assure proper operation of a por
table extinguisher when it is needed. 

INSPECTION CHECKLIST 

Extinguisher in designated location. 
Access or visibility to extinguisher 

not obstructed. 
Operating instructions legible and 

facing outward. 
Seals or tamper indicators intact. 
Extinguisher fully charged and oper

able. 
No obvious physical damage, corro

sion, leakage, or clogged nozzles. 

O.K. 
Needs 

Corrective 
Action 

18 One type of equipment used in fire fighting operations 
deserves spef.:ial mention: self-contained breathing apparatus, or 
SCBA. Most correctional facilities own several SCBA's but, 
because personnel and occupants, even fire brigade members, are 

19 not familiar with their use, they become virtually worthless. In 
fire fighting and rescue operations, especially in an atmosphere 
laden with smoke and toxic gases, SCBA's are necessary for sur
vival and may be the difference between rescuing inmates trapped 
by a fire or certain death. 

Breathing apparatus carried on fire department vehicles re
quires self-contained equipment having one-half hour minimum 
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Detector 
Location and 5 
Spacing 

5. 

DETECTOR LOCATION and SPAC· 
ING 
Include diagrams of the following: 

• Wall and ceiling IntersectIOn 
• Peaked ceilings 
• Sloped ceilings 
~ Bays 

6. Use a transparency to explain 
these points. 6 

ALARM SYSTEMS 

Functions 7 

Figure 6.5 Detector 
location at wall and 
ceiling intersection 

Ceiling 

Heat
from -fire space 

Never here 

Acceptable here 

6 in. 

-! 
12 in. 

Side 
wall 

I 

As important as the choice of the appropriate fire detector is 
its location and spacing. NFPA 72E, Automatic Fire Detectors, 
gives detailed requirements on both locating and spacing of detec
tors. It may be helpful to review several general guidelines from 
the Standard that relate to locating and spacing fire detectors. 

In locations such as living areas, cafeterias, and places of 
assembly, place smoke detectors on ceiling areas near the center 
of rooms, on upper wall surfaces within six to twelve inches of ceil
ings, or at tops of stairwells away from obstructions such as 
beams or large lighting fixtures (see Fig. 6.5). Wall locations are 
preferred where radiant panel ceiling heating systems will create 
thermal barriers at ceiling level. 

When placing detectors, consider the room airflow patterns 
from mechanical air distribution systems (see Fig. 6.6). Stagnant 
areas can occur which will prevent smoke from reaching detectors 
(for example, in corners of a room). Moreover, avoid locating detec
tors in or near the supply air stream from air registers or diffusers, 
or where smoke can be diluted by return airflow from other parts 
of a building where there is no fire (for example, near return air 
grilles located at the top of stairways). Placement in these loca
tions may purge det.ectors of smoke, thus preventing detection of 
fire. 

The advantages of early detection can be reduced unless there 
is a subsequent alarm warning. Alarm systems, or, as they are 
sometimes called. protective signaling systems, are another 
aspect of technology related to detection and suppression ac
tivities. 

An alarm system can be designed to serve many functions. 
These include: notifying occupants so they can evacuate the area 
when there is a fire; summoning organized assistance to under-
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service life. Available standards also require that fire department 
officials have respiratory protective equipment inspected at 
regular intervals, preferably weekly, but not less than monthly. 
These requirements should also extend to those SCBA's provided 
in all correctional facilities. 

There are three approved types of self-contained breathing ap
paratus available for fire fighting applications: the open-circuit 
"demand" or "pressure-demand" type, the closed-circuit system 
equipped with a cannister and a breathing bag, and the closed
circuit, oxygen reb rea thing system. Your facility most likely has 
the open-circuit "d8mand" or "pressure-demand" type, and it is 
this type we will discuss. 

The open-circuit "demand" or "pressure-demand" SCBA uses 
a tank of compressed air, a pressure regulator, and a face mask. 
With the demand type, when the wearer inhales, the regulator 
valve opens, allowing air to ~nter the mask. As the wearer exhales, 
the supply valve closes; the exhaled breath operates an exhaust 
valve and is vented to the atmosphere. The pressure-demand type 
of SCBA operates in a similar manner except that the mask is con
tinually under slight pressure. This reduces the chances of toxic 
gases entering the mask, an added margin of safety for the user. 
'With both types of SCBA, after each use, the tank should be re
filled or replaced with a full tank before the apparatus is returned 
to storage. 

What is one major requirement before anyone uses SCBA? 

Protective breathing equipment should be used only after 
thorough training with the specific type of equipment used in the 
facility. This training must include practice in working under 
restricted breathing and visibility conditions. 

A water distribution system is the basic element for both 20 

manual and automatic suppression. It provides water transfer 
from some supply source to a point of use for fire suppression pur
poses. Such a system may be publicly or privately owned. 

Principal Components: As Figure 6.8 shows, the principal com
ponents of a water distribution system for fire suppression pur
piJGes include: 
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Self-contained breathing ap
paratus should be used only after 
thorough training on the specific 
type of equipment. 

20. 

Water Distribution 
Systems 

WATER DISTRIBUTION SYSTEMS 
Figure 6.8 
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Figure 6.8 Water Distribution System 
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AVAILABLE TECHNOLOGY -
Water Distribution Systems 
Figure 6.8 
Hydrants 
Types 
Inspection & Maintenance 

Tailor your discussion of water 
dlstflbutlon systems to the system 
used by your facility. This IS espeCial
ly important to Level II personnel 
who may be Involved With some of 
the maintenance and inspection pro
cedures of the components of a 
water distribution system. Include a 
tour to familiarize officials with all the 
components and any maintenance 
requirements they may have to per
form on the system. In addition, you 
stlould POint out 'lny potential prob
lems, defiCiencies, or peculiafltles of 
your system 

21 • A supply source. This source can be a public main, with or 
without a holding tank; gravity tank; suction tank with a 
fire pump; or pressure tanks. 

• City gate valve. This valve controls the supply of water 
from the public main to the property. 

• Private control valves. In most jurisdictions, these valves 
must be of the indicating type. 

• Hydrants. rrhese may be located on both the public main 
and on the property. On some buildings, the hydrants 
may be located on the building walls. 

• Fire department connections. These enable fire depart
ment pumpers to feed water to standpipe and/or sprinkler 
systems. In this way they supplement the primary water 
source feeding sprinklers and standpipes. 

Other components such as fire pumps, standpipes, and 
sprinklers are not a necessary part of a basic water distribution 
system because they comprise an internal, rather than an exter
nal, means of water distribution. 

• Fire pumps. Fire pumps are used to supplement the water 
pressure available from public mains. They may be con
nected to a private water supply source, such as a gravity 
tank, suction tank, private reservoir, or the city main. 
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.. Standpipes. Standpipes and hose systems provide a 
means for manual application of water to fires in 
buildings. They are a step up from the "first-aid" portable 
fire extinguishers. 

• Sprinklers. 

Regardless of the extent of fire protection that is provided by 
a facility, it is vital that a water distribution system, including the 
supply source, be C'apable of supplying water of adequate pressure 
and capacity. 

Hydrants: One component of the water distribution system is a 
hydrant. Hydrants are the means by which fire department 
pumpers can tap onto the water supply and provide pressure for 
dry standpipes and hose streams. For these purposes, most 
hydrants have two 21/2-inch outlets and one larger pumper outlet. 

Hydrant Types 

There are two types of fire hydrants in general use today. 
The most common is the base valve, or dry barrel, type where 
the valve controlling the water is located below the frost line. 
A dry barrel hydrant is used wherever there is a chance 
weather conditions will go below freezing. The other type of 
hydrant is the wet barrel (California). This hydrant is 
sometimes used when weather conditions are such that there 
is no danger of freezing. 

Hydrant Location 

In a private water system, hydrants should be located 
where they can be used quickly and with short hose lines that 
are not over 250 feet. At a minimum, enough hydrants should 
be available so that two hose stre!lms can be provided at 
every part of the interior of each building not covered by 
standpipe protection. 

Well-designed and installed hydrants present minimal 
maintenance difficulties. Maintenance routines for hydrants 
include an operating test, repair of leaks, lubrication. and 
painting. Dry barrel hydrants have a small drain near the 
base of the barrel that allows water to drain from the barrel 
when the main valve is shut. If this drain is working properly 
and the main valve is tight, water will drain from the barrel 
and will not freeze. After each use the hydrant should be 
checked to assure that it drains. If it does not drain, the water 
should be pumped out and the hydrant repaired. 

Standpipes: Standpipes provide a means for manual application 
of water to fires in buildings. They are not intended to take the 
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AVAILABLE. TECHNOLOGY -
Standpipes 
Cla~;" Description Use 
I 
II 
III 
Class. Type. and LOCiltion In my 
facIlity 
Inspection & Maintenance 

22 place of automatic extinguishing systems. However, they are 
needed where automatic protection is not provided and in areas of 
a building not readily accessible to hose lines from outside 
hydrants. 

Classification 

• Class I systems are provided for use by fire departments 
and those trained in handling heavy fire streams. These 
systems have 2Y2-inch hose connections. 

• Class II systems are provided for use by the building oc
cupants until the fire department arrives. One-and-a-half
inch hose lines are connected to %- or Y2-inch open nozzles 
or combination spray/straight stream nozzles with 
shutoff valves. 

• Class III systems are provided for use by either fire 
departments and those trained in handling heavy hose 
streams, or by building occupants. Because of the multi
ple use, a Class III system is provided with both 2Y2-inch 
and 1 Y2-inch hose connections. 

Which class or classes of standpipes are intended for use by 
building occupants? 

Standpipe and hose systems that are provided for use by oc
cupants are either Class II or Class III. Persons must be 
thoroughly trained in the use of standpipe hose lines, including 
hands-on use. Hose reactions can be strong and may result in in
jury to an untrained person. 

Wet and Dry Standpipe Systems 

In. addition to the three use classifications, standpipe 
systems are classified as either wet or dry. In a wet standpipe 
system, the supply valve is open and the water pressure is 
maintained at all times. Fire hose is immediately ready for 
use in wet systems. Also, the piping is supervised for leaks or 
a break. In other words, a leak will be detected by water flow
ing from the leak. 

Unlike a wet system, a dry standpipe system has no perma
nent water supply. Water for this type of system is obtained 
by fire fighters connecting from ground-level hydrants to the 
fire department connection. Dry standpipes require extra in
spection and hydrostatic testing to assure they have not 
rusted or been damaged. 
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Standpipes should be spaced to allow hoses to reach any 
fire. NFPA 14, Standpipe and Hose Systems, requires that all 
areas of the building be within 30 feet of a nozzle attached to 
not more than 100 feet of hose. 

Inspection and Maintenance 

In order to assure that standpipes are in working order, all 
standpipe and hose systems should be inspected periodically. 
Such an inspection will usually indicate maintenance re
quirements. The following checklist notes some of the parts 
of standpipe systems that should be inspected weekly. Since 
the checklist is general, it should be used as a guideline only. 
A thorough and specific list should be designed for the stand
pipe system in your facility. 

STANDPIPE INSPECTION AND MAINTENANCE CHECKLIST 

CLASS I STANDPIPES 

Are water supply control valves in open position? 
Is discharge valve, including control wheel, operable? 
Are threads on discharge outlets nonstandard or 

damaged? 

CLASS II and CLASS III STANDPIPE AND HOSE 
STATIONS 

Are water supply control valves in open position? 
Is discharge valve, including control wheel, operable? 
Are threads and gaskets on couplings damaged? 
Is hose dry and properly folded or racked? 
Is hose nozzle blocked or damaged? 
Are hose racks or reels damaged? 

Yes 

So far, only the equipment used in manual suppression opera- 23 

tions has been discussed. Manual suppression is a necessary part 
of any fire fighting operation. Indeed, there may be no other 
means of fire protection available. Modern building designs, 
however I demand fixed automatic fire protection. In addition, the 
extensive use of synthetic materials in correctional facilities for 
bedding and other furnishings, and for interior finishes, produces 
high smoke and toxic gas levels, making manual fire fighting dif
ficult. The answer? Automatic sprinkler systems. In this section, 
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No 
Needs 

Maintenance 
(Location) 

Automatic 
Sprinkler Systems 

2~~ An excellent OVElrVlew to thiS 
section on automatic sprinklers IS 
prOVided by tile him Automa/lc 
Sprinklers The MytflS and (tIe 

MagiC. TtllS film. ilvwlable from ttle 
Factory Mutual system gives a 
nontechnical explanation of what a 
sprmkler IS. how It operates. dnd its 
rolEl In fire control 
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AVAILA8U H:CHNOLO(W 
Automatic Sprlnklt'r~; 

f.flt~ctlVt'fl\'~':; 
MuttKld of ExtH1qw:;ilrl1tHll 
1 ypr: .• (11 Sy:;tmm; 
1 WI'I pipe 

Dry PlfW 
~~ PrE'·al:tlOIl 
,I [Jpiuql' 

I.f'VlL I 

HlI:; dlscur;';Ion mllY lw hplej at any 
pOint wtllin study inn ttw; :;pctiOf) 
I :nrw,'pl ~;Ilp,.'rVI:;nry [wr:;Ullflt'1 

:;tloulrj tll~ totally f,.Hlllll.lt Wlttl HlP 

,HlIIII11Ptlt ',uPflnrtltlq n,P Im'!dllalloll 
of ,llltomdlil' :;prtl1lller :;y:;h'm,; 
AI~!lVIly 

(1) AlttlOlltjh "tlld,Hlh ;·;i!(Julu know 
tilt' llr<jlJrrwntn for ,lUtomatlc 
q'mnklm :;ystnJl1!'l. Itlry :;hI1Uld aisn 
DtI fal1l1ltar Wlttl S()nH! of ttw COJl)llltltl 

Cl r n lJ rrlt' n t:; a n ,\I n s t I fl', t a II trl q 
spnnkl!!t systPrr1S 

(:'l In (lr(jpr \I) brlnt1 (lut boB' !t1t! 

,HnUrll8nlS flH and ;)(jam;;! :;prtnklers 
In corrt1ctlonnl faCllltlm;, lI!trmlllet' iI 
Ill[)S.!ly·:;tructuro(j doli,lI" 

n) (liYlde ttH' :,tu(lfmt~; Into two 
qrnups. llr1\! qroup will (jef('l1rj !tIP 
"con" ,H(1urnnnt. HlP oHler nroup Will 
rJpftH!d tho "pro" arqumt1nt It IS HIe 
Jot) of ttle "can" qroup to provide 
argUflwnt''l (traditional. p(lr~;onal. nr 
ottlerwlsl') aqalflst :;prlnkINS If1 cor
r<'etlondl f,ICllttiPS Among tt\pse 
shoulti bo SPcufity problt>ms. fals() 
alarms. vandalism. sUIcide, flflanCI:11 
limitation:;, and operational Ilmlta· 
tlons. 

H i~3 the Job of triP "pro" oroup to an, 
tlcipate "can" arguments and pro· 
Vide rnbuttals oncouraginn It1stalla· 
tlon. Among ttleso sl10uld be· 

o Only correctional facility of· 
flclals who do not have 
sprinklers do not advocate 
their US8 

o Sprinklers have been used 
successfully In facilities 
throughout the U.S and 
Canada: Orlando, Florida; 
Baltimore, Maryland; Raleigh, 
North Carolina; New Orleans. 
LOUisiana; NashVille, Ten 
nessee; St. John. New 
Brunswick; Los Ar,geles, 

the performance record, value, method of extinguishment, 
available systems, sprinkler heads, and basic maintenance pro-

24 cedures will be discussed. 

25 

As the record indicates, sprinklers are effective. Records com
piled by the National Fire Protection Association indicate that 
automatic sprinkler systems are over 96 percent effective in sup
pressing or containing fires. 

What is the principal reason for sprinkler system failure? 

NFP A records indicate that the principal reason for unsatisfac
tory sprinkler performance is that water control valves are shut 
off either before the fire occurs or before the fire is completely ex
tinguished. 

The value of sprinklers is unquestionable. Properly installed 
and maintained automatic sprinklers offer the highest assurance 
of safety to life from fire. Their value is psychological as well as 
physical: they give a sense of security to occupants of buildings 
and minimize the possibility of panic. In correctional facilities 
where inmates cannot take advantage of early fire alarms and 
evacuate, this has added significance. 

Automatic sprinklers are particularly effective for life safety 
because they detect the presence of fire, give warning of its ex
istence, and apply water to the burning area, all at the same time. 
With sprinklers, there are seldom problems of access to the seat of 
the fire or of interference with visibility for fire fighting due to 
smoke. 

Safeguarding life is reason enough for sprinkler protection. 
But its value extends to better protection of property, prevention 
of downtime, and reduction of water damage. Finally, sprinklers 
make good economic sense. 

Why do sprinklers make good economic sense? 

Although the capital investment may be sizeable, there are two 
facts that make sprinkler protection a sound business investment. 
First, insurance premiums may be reduced with the installation of 
sprinkler protection. Second, many building codes offer trade-offs 
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that help reduce building costs. Finally, from the standpoint of 
economics, sprinklers can often be installed at a discount in cor
rectional facilities. Under the supervision of a qualified fire protec
tion engineer, sprinklers can be installed in correctional facilities 
by inmates. Moreover, most correctional facilities have at least a 
small machine or repair shop with adequate fabricating 
capabilities for the installation. 

Methods of Extinguishment: In a fire, sprinklers discharge 
water to extinguish the fire or prevent its spread from the area or 
room of origin. The water discharged from sprinklers cools burn
ing materials by direct contact of water particles. Thus, the 
primary method of extinguishment of sprinklers is cooling and 
quenching burning materials. Sprinklers will then prevent the 
spread of fire by removing heat from the room and wetting un
burned combustibles. 

Types of Sprinkler Systems: There are four basic types of 
sprinkler systems: wet pipe, dry pipe, preaction, and deluge. 

Wet Pipe Systems 

Wet sprinkler systems represent about 75 percent of all 
sprinkler installations. The wet-pipe system contains water 
under constant pressure. When a fire occurs, the heat melts a 
solder link in each individual sprinkler, allowing water to flow 
through the open sprinkler to begin the suppression of fire 
immediately. A wet-pipe system is used in heated areas or 
where there is no danger that water will freeze in the pipes. 

Dry Pipe Systems 

Dry pipe sprinkler systems contain air under pressure. 
Compressed air in the system holds the dry valve closed, 
preventing water from entering the sprinkler piping. Upon 
actuation by heat, the sprinkler head opens, causing the air 
pressure to drop. The drop in air pressure in the piping allows 
the valve to open and water to enter the piping network and 
flow through the opened sprinkler heads. A dry pipe system 
is installed only when a wet-pipe system is impractical, for ex
ample, in rooms or buildings not heated and thus subject to 
freezing temperature. 

Preaction Systems 

The preaction sprinkler system is a dry pipe system in 
which air in the piping mayor may not be under pressure. 
When a fire occurs, an independent fire detecting device in 
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California; Beaverton. 
Oregon; Lompol. California. 

• SI. John has not had any m· 
cidence of vandalism. suicide. 
or drowning Since installing 
sprinklers follOWing a fatal fire 
there. 

o Piping can be hidden, 
o It is difficult to trip a sprinkler 

deliberately because of cell 
ceiling height. 

• The individual responsible for 
tampering Will be wet and 
dirty. as will hiS personal pro· 
perty (especially important in 
long·term facility), 

o Peer pressure exists to avoid 
breaking prison routine by 
sprinkler discharge, 

• Existing and advanced tech· 
nologies In sprinkler design 
aid corrections (horizontal 
sidewall sprinklers. recessed 
heads. onloff heads. heads 
that will not support heavy 
weigt1!). 

o Sprinklers are necessary for 
true defend·ln·place occupan· 
cy, 

e Sprinklers are more cost· 
effective In long run than com· 
binatlon of other methods (use 
can sometimes be made of 
eXlsllng plpmg). 

(4) Use chalkboard to record 
arguments. 

(5) Each side will need a 
spof,esperson, 

(6) Allow each Side 10 minutes to 
prepare arguments; 5 minutes each 
to present arguments; 2 minutes for 
summary by instructor and then a 
vote by entire group to "resolve" 
Issue, hopefully "pro" sprinklers 
based on available evidence. 



26. This discussion requires either 26 
a live exhibit or slides of sprinkler 
heads. 

the protected area is actuated. This detection system opens 
the preaction valve, permitting water to flow into the piping 
and be discharged by any sprinklers that have been opened 
by the heat of the fire. Preaction systems are designed 
primarily to protect properties where there is danger of 
serious water damage as a result of damaged automatic 
sprinklers, broken piping, or false alarms. 

Deluge Systems 

The fourth type of sprinkler system is the deluge system. 
This system is similar to a preaction system except that all 
the sprinkler heads are open at all times. When heat from a 
fire actuates the fire detection system, the deluge valve is 
opened, water flows into the piping and is discharged from all 
sprinklers on the piping system. Deluge systems are de
signed to rapidly wet down an entire area in which a fire may 
occur. They are suitable for various extra or special hazard 
situations involving possible flash fires, for example, in loca
tions where flammable liquids or rocket propellants are 
handled or stored. 

The importance of adequate water supplies for fire protec
tion and sprinklers was emphasized earlier in this section. 

What are several points to consider in determining the ade
quacy of water supplies for sp1inkler systems? 

The degree of fire protection provided by a sprinkler system is no 
better than the system's water supply. Thus, it is vital that every 
sprinkler system have a water supply of adequate pressure, 
capacity, and reliability. Both the rate of flow and total volume of 
water available must be able to meet any expected demands of the 
sprinkler system. 

Operation of Sprinkler Heads: Sprinkler heads are constructed 
so they will open at predetermined temperatures within the range 
of 135° to 575°F (57.2° to 301.7°0), depending on the application 
requirements. Each head contains a solder link which must melt 
to open the individual head. Heads are also rated for use at max
imum ceiling temperatures within the corresponding range of 
100° to 475°F (37.8° to 246.1 °0). This helps to prevent premature 
operation from extended exposure where elevated temperatures 
are normal. Sprinklers are designed to operate quickly enough to 
control fire and prevent its spread. 
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Design of Sprinkler Systems: NFPA 13, Installation of Sprinkler 
Systems, specifies the requirements for sprinkler systems, including 
equipment, materials, spacing, pipe sizing, hanging, valves, acceptance 
tests, etc. 

The area of sprinkler water coverage depends on the physical 
characteristics of the sprinkler head (standard spray sprinkler, 
sidewall, extended discharge) and the water flow and pressure 
available to the head. NFP A 13 specifies maximum areas of 
coverage for sprinklers by type of occupancy. Typical spacings 
are 225 square feet per head for a light hazard such as a cellblock, 
130 square feet per head for an ordinary hazard such as storage 
areas, and 90 square feet per head for extra hazard such as an auto 
repair shop. When placing sprinklers, it is necessary to consider 
the effects of obstructions such as beams, lighting fixtures, and 
partitions. 

Sprinkler Inspection and Maintenance: Although a sprinklered 
facility may have contracted with a sprinkler inspection and 
maintenance service, and fire departments and insurance com
panies may make periodic inspection calls, the obligation for the 
care and maintenance of a sprinkler system is squarely on the 
shoulders of correctional officers and managers. Their lives, the 
lives of the inmates, and the property itself depend on sprinklers 
that perform as designed when needed. 

What is the principal reason given by the NFPA for unsatisfac
tory operation of sprinkler systems? How can the problem be 
avoided? 

The principal reason given for unsuccessful performance of 
sprinkler systems is water control valves that have been closed 
before the fire occurs or before the fire is completely extinguished. 
The water control valve of a sprinkler system should never be 
closed except when actual work is being performed on the system. 
Weekly inspection of the system will help to avoid this problem. 

There are seven basic considerations for tb,~ inspection and 
maintenance of automatic sprinkler systems. 'l'hey are: 

1. Maintain constant water supply. 
2. Keep valves open until the fire is out. 
3. Limit length of time system is out of service for 

maintenance. 
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LEVEL II 

Concopt CorrO(;tlorHl UfflClilll~ 
should know their roln In Inspe(;!lnp 
(lmj rnalntaHlInq flff.1 protection 
eqUlpmnnt and sy~;tern;;. 
A(:tlvHy 

(1) It I:; assuf1'llld tliat Level II per
sonnel Will haw Ilad somo trllillino 
wlttl portatJle Hxtlnguishers, SCBA, 
Hnd :;tandplpe ilnd tlOsm, In uddltlon, 
ttllly Sllould 11l:Ivtl ,I basic understand 
mq of eqUipment and systems used 
III their faGlllty, 0.\1. hydrants, fire 
pumpG, nprJrlklur systems, valws, 
Bte 

(:~) USing ttw ctl(lcklists pr~~sentod 
In 1111:3 chapter, each group should 
dovolop an Inspection and 
maliltHnancu ctlocklist, Includlrlg a 
schedule for eaetl procodure, that is 
specifically tailored to !tIe lire PIO' 
tectlon eQUlprnont and systElms used 
In your facility Also, oactl Item 
should spoclfy who IS rElsponslble for 
carrYing out ttm proc!ldure, You are 

27 morf! Ifltmest!ld HI tile Itmns IIlat 
would be ch(~cked by corrections of· 
flclals rathnr !tlan by a fire protection 
englrleer, fim departmor1t offl(;IUI, or 
some loeul uuthoflty. 

(3) Ttw ctlHckll~lt Sllould Include 
the fOllowmg arDas deWctlon 
deVices, alarm systems. portable !lX' 
tlngwshms. SC8A, water supply 
systElrns, (lncludmg valvEls. storatl!) 
tanks. and flro pumps). standpipes 
and hoses, sprinkler system (if the 
faCility IS spnnkIElred). 

(4) Assl(Jn sevoral Simpler lirtlUS 
to one group and a mOrE! Irlvolved 
area to anotllHr Muctl of thiS Infor
mation studonts r;t\ould have already 
(Jatherod dUring their tralrllrlg se:>· 
sions. 

(:i) Inform studElnts that tMir work 
should be SUItable for adoption Into a 
comprElhOnSIVEl JrlspecliOn and 
mwntenance pronram for fire protElc, 
tlon equlprllllf1t and systmns for the 
l~ntlre faCility 

(6) Allow groups to CrItique and 
comment on each checklist. 
OverMad transparnnCIEls mado by 
the students may be ilelpful to them 
In rnal<lflg their pre:>entatlon 

INSPfCTlON AND MAINH-NANCE 
Uf- bPRINKU.n SYSTlMt-i 

HeI},,, , C' Hl~;I(lt!r atlpn,~ 
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4. Assure complete protection through coverage in all areas. 
5. Avoid obstructions. 

IIJ ! III', CtH'l:f,.il ,t '., iHl tH ~ U';(l(j d ,ttll: 
t"j',r II)! '\ \ ,,\'p\ II ;,\U!jr'l1l .ltliVlly 6. Protect against freezing. 

11) ILl"I' ;:tll!h'nl,i ~:lIIVI'V d 
"I]Ilnk:, I ,V',II'III "lttH'! Itl VUtl! I.II,ill 

tv L\r dIll lttlf 'I r1ut Jill._ blll:dH1q 

7. Assure dependable operating condition of all parts. 

(,'I H"\It'\1i ttl" dH'rkll',1 Willi ttl" 
r·,ttj1l+\rrtr, itl d~\'prrnlth~ wtl!!:h qiH;, 

il!JII:~ df( d~lP:II·,!tl!f' 

,-:1 lid',I'd (Ill \tH' p,nlnll.l' 
;prltil\l!'l ':v:,tf.~rll, tldVt~ qrOLJp, I:l.'nlt~ 

lip.llllh I\I,'JI':I'd ,:t1111;kl!l,t Willi rllllrl~ 

'~P\J\:\t\\' q~H~';~\~l!\:> 

I.t) 1 tl" 111(:d\ til" (jppartlllf'tlt rllilY 

tH' II! ,l';].I],t,IIIt:!' III ttlili '\lil>lqIHTn'flt 29 

These considerations should be reflected in any checklist 
devised for a facility. In order to assist you, a checklist of those 
components of an automatic sprinkler system that should be in
spected weekly follows. The checklist is general; it is meant to 
serve as a guideline only, A thorough and specific list should be 
designed for the sprinkler system in your facility. 

INSPECTION OF AUTOMATIC SPRINKLER SYSTEMS CHECKLIST 

AUTOMATIC SPRINKLERS 

Do sprinklers appear to be in good condition? 
Are sprinklers clean (i.e., not dirty, painted or white

washed)? 
Are sprinklers free from physical damage? 

WET SYSTEMS 

Have alarms been tested and are they in good con
dition? 

Have water flow tests been performed and are the re
sults normal? 

Are cold weather valves open or closed as necessary 
(seasonal)? 

Have anti-freeze solutions been tested and found in 
good condition (seasonal)? 

DRY SYSTEMS 

Have alarms been tested and are they in good con
dition? 

Is the dry-pipe valve in good condition? 
Have water flow tests been performed and are the re

sults normal? 
Are the priming water level, latching arrangements, 

and automatic drip connections normal? 
Is the temperature of the dry-pipe valve room or en

closure adequate to prevent freezing (seasonal)? 
Is air supply adequate (air dryer o.k., power to com

pressor on)? 
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A thorough discussion of inspection and maintenance of 
sprinkler systems can be found in NFPA 13A, Care and 
Maintenan,ce of Sprinkler Systems. This recommended practice 
presents detailed guidelines for the inspection and maintenance of 
all types IOf sprinkler systems. 

Dete(~tion and suppression equipment available today is ade
quate to meet the needs of correctional facilities. Although detec
tion and Isuppression will not prevent the ignition of a fire, prompt 
detectiorl and suppression will assure that damage is kept to a 
minimum and, most importantly, that lives are not lost. 
Automatic sprinklers offer the greatest margin of safety for in
mates. Simply, sprinklers provide the most reliable detection and 
suppression available today. Just as necessary, however, is equip
ment for manual suppression: portable extinguishers, self
contained breathing apparatus, and standpipes. Finally, consider 
organizing a fire brigade. The advantages for fire protection are 
well worth the investment. 

FoUowing is the checklist for detection and suppression ac
tivities. Be certain to examine it closely and then use the format to 
formulate a more extensive checklist suited to the needs of your 
facility. Also, you may want to incorporate some or all of the items 
from the checklists on portable extinguishers, standpipes, and, if 
your facility has them, automatic sprinklers. 

YES NO 
DON'T 
KNOW 

CHECKLIST 

1. Are portable fire extinguishers of the proper type and number 
available? 

2. Is your facility protected by a complete heat detection or smoke 
detection system? 

3. Is your facility protected by a complete automatic sprinkler 
system? 

4. Are detection andlor sprinkler systems tested on a regular 
basis? 

5. Is the fire detection and/or sprinkler system alarm connected 
directly to the local fire department? 

6. Are fire hose stations for use by correctional officers provided 
and readily accessible? 

7. Have all personnel been trained in the proper use of all fire pro
tection and fire extinguishing equipment? 
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8. Has the fire brigade (either staff or inmates) been provided with 
the proper fire fighting equipment and training? 

9. Can security be maintained while fire fighting operations are in 
progress? 

10. Are there means to stretch fire hoses through double security 
gates (sallyports) so that the gates can be closed and security 
maintained? 

Now, let's review the information on detection and suppression 
activities. 

CHAPTER REVIEW 30 
3U Follow ttw I n~; true t lont; 
~;pPcJfIPd for ttw Ctlllptm f~tNIHW uf 
Ctlaptm Ollt' 

1. 

2. 

3. 

Define detection and suppression activities. 

List the three stages of detection and sup
pression. 

a. 

b. 

c. 

Which of the following are methods of con
trol related to the goal of detection and sup
pression activities? 

a. Provide evacuation to secure 
area of refuge. 

b. Provide reliable suppres
sion. 

c. Provide reliable early warn
ing detection. 

d. Provide reliable alarm 
systems. 

e. Provide fire brigade train
ing. 

4. 

5. 

6. 
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Compared to automatic systems, the prin
cipal shortcoming of manual systems is: 

a. proper equipment. 

b. inability to completely ex-
tinguish a fire. 

. .- -~.. ~. -~- c. time. 

Explain briefly why automatic detection 
and suppression systems are superior to 
manual systems. (Refer to Fig. 6.1.) 

Which of the following fire safety objectives 
are better met by using automatic systems? 

a. life safety 

b. property protection 

c. limited downtime 

d. security 
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7. 

8. 

9. 

List three reasons why vundalism is not a 
significant problem in correctional facilities 
with automatic sprinkler systems. 

a. 

b. 

c. 

Which type of detection and alarm system 
provides occupants with a greater margin of 
safety for evacuation? 

a. manual 

b. automatic 

N arne the three basic types of fire detecting 
devices. 

a. 

b. 

c. 

10. Which fire detector would you chose for the 
following hazards? 

a. Smoldering conditions 

h. Rapidly developing flaming conditions 
(e.g., flammable liquid fires) 

11. List t:,wo important functions served by 
alarm systems. 

a. 

b. 
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12. What basic problem do evacuation alarms in 
institutions such as correctional facilities 
present? 

13. List five examples of fire protection 
available for suppression activities. 

a. 

b. 

c. 

d. 

e. 

14. List three of six criteria used for selecting 
appropriate portable extinguishers. 

a. 

b. 

c. 

15. Match the class of fire in column A with its 
appropriate description in column B. 

A 

a. Class A 

b. Class B 

c. Class C 

d. Class D 

B 

1. Fires involving energized electrical 
equipment. 

2. Fires involving combustible metals 
such as magnesium, t.itanium, and 
others. 

3. Fires involving flammable and com
bustible liquids, e.g., oils, greases, oil
base paints, lacquers. 

4. Fires involving common combustible 
materials such as wood, cloth, paper . 



16. On what type of fires would a portable ex
tinguisher rated 4-A be used? How would 
this extinguisher compare to one rated 
20-A? 

17. On what type of fires would an extinguisher 
rated 5-B:C be used? 

18. List one disadvantage of water-based por
table extinguishers. 

19. Locations for portable extinguishers should 
be selected that wiIl (you may check more 
than one): 

a. Provide uniform distribu
tion. 

b. Provide easy accessibility. 

c. Be relatively free from 
blocking by storage and 
equipment. 

d. Be near normal path of 
travel. 

e. Be free from potential of 
physical damage. 

f. Be readily visible. 

20. OSHA regulations require that (check ap
propriate statements): 

a. Portable extinguishers with 
a gross weight exceeding 40 
lbs be mounted so that the 
top of the unit is not more 
than three and one-half feet 
above the floor. 

b. Portable extinguishers with 
a gross weight of 40 lbs or 
less be mounted so that the 
top of the unit is not more 
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than five feet above the 
floor. 

c. rfhe bottom of all portable 
extinguishers be mounted a 
minimum of four inches off 
the floor. 

21. Check the type of self-contained breathing 
apparatus (SCBA) most often found in cor
rectional facilities. 

closed-circuit type with canister 
and breathing bag 

open-circuit "demand" or "pres
sure demand" 

I 

I 
I 
I 
I 

closed-circui.t oxygen rebreathing I 
system 

22. Identify the principal components of a water 
distribution system on the diagram below. 

23. Match the class of standpipe listed in col
umn A with its principal users listed in col
umnB. 

A 

a. Class I 

b. Class II 

c. Class III 

B 

1. Provided for use by fire department 
and those trained in handling heavy 
hose streams. 
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2. Provided for use by building oc
cupants. 

3. Provided for use by either fire depart
ment and those trained in heavy hose 
streams, or by building occupants. 

24. A dry standpipe system: 

a. has a permanent water supply. 

b. has no permanent water supply. 

25. Match the following: 

a. Dry barrel hydrant 

b. Wet barrel hydrant 

1. Used when weather conditions al'e such 
that there is no danger of freezing. 
(Also called California type.) 

2. Used whenever there is a chance of 
freezing. 

26. The principal reason for unsatisfactory per
formance of sprinklers is: 

27. 

28. 

a. 

b. 

c. 

inadequate partial protec
tion. 

faulty design. 

water control valves shut 
off. 

Briefly discuss the value of sprinkler protec
tion. 

The primary method of extinguishment by 
sprinklers is: 

a. 

b. 

c. 

cooling and quenching burn
ing material. 

smothering the burning 
material. 

removing the fuel. 

29. List the foul' basic types of sprinkler 
systems. 

a. 

b. 

c. 

d. 

30. A wet-pipe system is used primarily: 

a. in unheated rooms or 
buildings where there is 
danger of freezing. 

b. in heated areas where there 
is no danger of freezing. 

c. for special hazard situations 
involving possible flash 
fires. 

31. An automatic sprinkler system detects the 
presence of fire, triggers an alarm, begins 
suppression: 

a. simultaneously 

b. sequentially 

32. Sprinkler heads are rated according to: 

a. 

b. 

c. 

application requirements 

maximum ceiling tempera
tures 

each of the above 

33. List five of the seven basic considerations of 
inspection and maintenance of automatic 
sprinkler systems. 

a. 

b. 

c. 

d. ----------------
e. 
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PLANNING 
AND 

TRAINING 
OPERATIONS 

I 
1. Provide staff 

education and 
Chapter Seven 

training 
2. Provide 

inmate 
education 

THE FIFTH GOAL: 3. Plan 
emergency 
procedures 

PLANNING AND 
TRAINING OPERATIONS 

OVERVIEW 

1 This chapter offers the greatest 
opportunity for both Levell and Level 
II students to work on projects 
(without any expenditures) that will 
dlreclly affect fire safety at their 
facility Before beginning this 
chapter, obtain copies of any 
emergency plans for your facility, 
You are more likely to have a not pro· 
cedure in existence than a fire safety 
evacualion plan or procedure, 

As the last goal of the Simplified Fire Safety System for Cor
rectional Facilities, planning and training operations is no less 
important than any other goal. Planning and training operations 
involve thought, analysis, imagination, and judgment. They are 
the responsibilities of management who must systematically or
ganize all efforts in carrying out any decisions related to planning 
and training. These operations require an allocation of resources, 
especially human resources. 

In discussing planning and training operations, this chapter 
presents reliability factors, case histories of failure, methods for 
control, and available technology. 

After reading this chapter and completing the exercises as 
directed, you will be able to do the following: 

• Define planning and training operations. 
• List three methods for achieving planning and training 

operation.s. 
• Name two correctional facility fires in which planning and 

training operations failed. 
• Identify those members of the corrections community 

who should be involved in educational programs ap
propriate for their respective training. 

• Identify five characteristics of an effective emergency 
operating plan. 

e List five steps involved in preparing an emergency 
operating plan. 

• Explain any impact the inmates' rights issue may have on 
methods for achieving planning and training operations. 
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Before beginning this chapter, you may want to use the 
glossary to review any of the following terms with which you are 
not familiar. 

emergency operating procedures 
fire brigade 
software 

Planning and training operations constitute the concept of 2 

planning emergency operating procedures and conducting train
ing activities. Planning and training promotes more efficient im
plementation of the other goals of the Simplified Fire Safety 
System, thereby giving them a much greater chance for success. 

Planning and training will not, however, work alone. Two case 
histories illustrate this point. Although lack of planning and train
ing operations contributed to the five deaths at the Federal Cor
rectional Institution at Danbury, Connecticut, at the St. John, 
New Brunswick facility, planning and training took place, yet 
twenty-one inmates still died. 

What other goal of the Simplified Fire Safety System at St. 
John and Danbury failed so significantly that planning and 
training operations had little effect? 

In both of these fires, the type and quantity of fuel was so deadly 
that manual suppression could not offset the fuel overload. To 
assume that planning and training operations will provide a fire 
safe environment and eliminate the potential risk of fire is to court 
disaster. Efficient planning and effective training programs, 
however, can help make a marginal fire safety system effective. 
When fire defenses are basically weak, these two factors can help 
reduce the impact of a potentially disasterous fire. 

How can planning and training help reduce fire's impact when 
fire defenses are weak? 
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PLANNINll AND TRAINING OPERA· 
TIONS 
Definition 
CLll''' HlstOllUU of Failure 
MettlOds 
1 
2 
3 
Reasons for Cost EffectlvenElSS 

DEFINITION 

RELIABILITY 



METHODS OF 
CONTROL 

AVAILABLE 
SOFTWARE 

Planning and training can offer some assurance that personnel, 
especially those involved in fighting the fire and evacuating in
mates, will perform their duties effectively and will not panic 
under emergency conditions. Also, by maintaining control of the 
situation, the occupants are less likely to panic. In this way the ef
fect of the unreliable human factor is minimized. 

Planning and training operations do not usually require a 
substantial capital investment. But a commitment to a 
systematic effort toward certain decisions that meet the needs 
dictated by the fire safety objectives is required. In fact, planning 
and tr.aining operations can be an extremely cost-beneficial 
method of assuring that the other system goals will reach stated 
objectives - life safety in particular, but also property protection, 
security, and limited downtime. This cost-effective factor is il
lustrated by the following examples. 

First, automatic detection and alarm systems provide a 
greater margin of safety for evacuation of building occupants. If 
evacuation procedures were included in planning operations and 
fire drills were conducted as part of training opsl.'ations, the 
margin of safety would be extended, thus increasing the reliability 
of detection and suppression activities. 

Second, planning and training are particularly important for 
maintaining a high level of security during a fire. For example, 
both gates of a sallyport (security vestibule) cannot be shut at the 
same time if a fire hose is stretched through them to a fire area. 
Proper planning ahead of time can provide either a cut-out in the 
gate to accommodate a fire hose or permanent piping through the 
sallyport, allowing both gates to be closed and security to be 
maintained. 

The methods for achieving planning and training operations 
are: provide staff education and training; provide inmate educa
tion; and plan emergency procedures. These methods emphasize 
that planning and training operations can help to make a marginal 
fire safety system effective, usually without a major fiscal 
commitment. 

Previous chapters discussed the technology that is available 
to help achieve each goal. Most of this technology involves equip
ment or hardware, for example, locking systems and sprinklers. 
For planning and training operations, however, it is more ap
propriate to talk about software. For a correctional facility, fire 
protection software refers to educational or training programs 
and emergency operating procedures. 

One feature of most software is its relatively low cost of im
plementation. Most educational and training programs require lit-
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tIe capital investment, especially since much of the expertise for 
training both staff and inmates may already exist in-house. 
Moreover, audiovisual presentations on fire-related subjects, such 
as how to use portable extinguishers, are readily obtainable and 
relatively inexpensive. Time and an organized approach are the 
costs of developing successful educational and training programs 
and emergency operating procedures. 

In your facility, who should have education and training in fire 
safe behavior and practices? 

There are three groups of personnel who require education and 
training related to fire safety: staff, including management, in
mates, and the facility fire brigade. 

All staff and inmates should be involved in a fire safety pro
gram. Fire safe behavior is everyone's concern. Not only does fire 
safe behavior help to minimize the number of fire incidents, but it 
also helps to reduce the potential for large-scale property and life 
losses should a fire occur. The usual victims of fire, the inmates, 
may be highly motivated to learn basic facts related to fire 
hazards and their ability to protect themselves during a fire 
emergency. Staff members will increase their ability to maintain 
security, safeguard lives, and protect property during a fire if they 
are given proper information and drilled in its use. 

To maximize effectiveness, fire safety programs must be 
tailored to the individual facility. The size and age of the 
buildings, the security classification of the facility and its prox
imity to municipal fire departments are only some of the variables 
that must be carefully considered in developing programs. There 
are also two problems in implementing fire safety programs that 
all facilities should recognize initially: (1) the operationallimita
tions created by participants who require restriction and routine, 
and (2) the financial limitations of facilities which normally 
operate on public funds. To offset these limitations, it is impor
tant to keep in mind the motivation provided by the instinct of 
self-preservation and the motivation initiated by the legal implica
tions of inmates' rights. 

Although fire safety programs for staff personnel will vary 
from facility to facility, certain aspects should be common to all 
comprehensive educational and training programs. 
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EDUCA TlONAL AND 
TRAINING 

PROGRAMS 

Program 
Participants 

EDUCATIONAL AND TRAINING 
PROGRAMS 
Problems 
Variables in Developing Programs 
Staff Programs 
Inmate Programs 

The content of this discussion is 
aimed primarily at the Levell student 
who will be responsible for 
establishing and implementing train
Ing programs, However, the Level II 
student may have valuable sugges
tions about what both staff and In
mates regard as potential areas for 
training, 

Staff Programs 



• History of the problem. Any type of program is designed 
to solve a particular problem or fill a specific need. A short 
description of the background and evolution of the prob
lem serves to put the educational and training process in 
perspective. It also helps to motivate staff personnel and 
gets them involved in the education and training process. 
These were the objectives of the first chapter in this 
manual. 

• Hazards of fire. Understanding what contributes to a fire 
hazard, for example, improper storage of flammable and 
combustible liquids and overloaded electrical circuits, 
provides an overview of the fire problem in a correctional 
facility. Included in this aspect of t fire safety program 
would be the prevention and reduction of fire hazards. 

• Available fire protection technology. A fire safety pro
gram has to provide a basic familiarity with the fire 
protection technology available for application in correc
tional facilities. Then education and training becomes 
specific to the available technology at the particular facil
ity. This includes: hands-on training where necessary 
(portable fire extinguishers), location, operation, and 
maintenance of various systems (sprinkler systems, 
standpipe and hose systems), and equipment (hydrants, 
fire pumps). 

• Emergency operating procedures. This includes evacua
tion plans and responsibilities of staff and fire brigade (for 
example, operation of standpipes and hoses, and notifica
tion of the fire department). Emergency operating proce
dures will be discussed in more det.ailloter in this section. 

• Potential problems related to a particular facility. Each 
facility has its own unique problems that impact on fire 
safety, for example, type of building construction, interior 
finish, type of fuel, and number of inmates in cells or 
cellblock areas. These potential problems must be iden
tified so that there will be no surprises during a fire 
emergency. 

'rhere are any number of prepackaged programs available 
from audiovisual producers and distributors such as the Matthew 
M. Brady Co., Bowie, Maryland; the National Fire Protection 
Association, Boston, Massachusetts; and the Factory Mutual 
System, Norwood, Massachusetts. These programs cover a wide 
range of information on fire safe behavior and procedures, in
cluding sprinkler systems, the chemisty of fire, and how to 
organize fire brigades. However, their use in a comprehensive 
educational and training program must be supplemented with in
formation that is specific to each facility. 
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5, ThiS section on fire brigades can 
be considered motivational as well 
as educational. It IS from these 
students - pnmanly Level II person
nel -- that your facility will make up 
Its fire brigade, If personnel realize 
that there is a genuine need for a fire 
brigade and that it is to their advan
tage to support and join one. then 
your facIlity should have little trouble 
obtaining volunt""ws for it 

sibilities may include calling the fire department, safeguarding 
lives, providing manual suppression to control the fire until the 
fire department arrives, and protecting equipment. These respon
sibilities, however, can be carried out only if the brigade is prop
erly organized, trained, and equipped. 

In its simplest form the fire brigade organization consists of 
the manager of the facility assisted by selected personnel. Fire 
brigade members are often trustees and/or staff members with an 
interest in fire protection. It is usually best to select volunteers 

5 who will take an interest in fire brigade activities. In large 
facilities, personnel should be organized into separate fire fighting 
teams assigned to predetermined areas. The availability of fire 
fighting assistance from a public or private fire department may 
affect the nature of the fire brigade organization. 

Brigade Training: A schedule of training should be established for 
members of the brigade. Members should be required to complete a 
specified program of instruction as a condition of membership in 
the brigade. Training sessions should be held at least monthly. 
Members of the brigade should be instructed in the handling of any 
and all fire and rescue apparatus provided. Training should include 
fire fighting with portable extinguishers, using hose lines, venting 
of buildings, and performing related rescue operations. 

Assistance in setting up and training the fire brigade can be 
obtained from outside agencies. Among these are municipal fire 
departments, state fire schools, state fire marshals' offices, and 
any other agency where fire service training is given. Further 
guidance on organizing and training can be obtained from NFP A 
27, Private Fire Brigades, and the NFPA Industrial Fire Brigade 
Training Manual. 

Brigade Equipment: The brigade should be provided with a 
variety of equipment and enough tools to enable it to perform the 
service for which it was organized. It is the responsibility of 
management to see that this equipment is provided. The following 
is a list of some of the principal categories of equipment that 
should be considered. 

• Portable fire extinguishers. 
• Hose and hose accessories, including hydrant wrenches, 

hydrant valves, rope tools or hose straps, rope, combina
tion shutoff nozzles, gated wyes, double female hose 
couplings, and hose spanners. 

• Portable lighting equipment, including portable electric 
generators, hand lanterns, and a supply of extra batteries. 

• Forcible entry tools, including axes, saws, plaster hooks 
and pike poles, claw tools, door openers, and crowbars. 
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• Ladders, consisting of a selection of sufficient length for 
the work required. 

• Salvage equipment, including salvage covers, brooms, 
and squeegees. 

• Rescue and first-aid equipment. The exact equipment pro
vided should be governed by the extent to which members 
of the brigade have been trained in its use. It may include 
first-aid kits and resuscitation equipment - inhalator, 
resuscitator, or modification of these devices with spare 
cylinders of air or oxygen where needed. 

• Spare and replacement equipment. This category includes 
those items which may require periodic replacement, and 
may include fusible links for fire doors, automatic 
sprinkler heads, and extinguisher seals. 

• Personal protective equipment, including helmets, coats, 
gloves, and rubber boots. Rope tools and self-contained 
breathing apparatus (SCBA) may be included, depending 
on the extent to which members are trained in their safe 
and effective use. 

• Vehicles. Depending on the size and responsibility of the 
fire brigade, the need for emergency vehicles will vary. It 
may range from a simple push cart containing emergency 
equipment to a full-size fire truck. (see NFPA 19, 
Automotive Fire Apparatus). 

The organization, training, and equipping of a fire brigade, 
unlike programs for staff and inmates, require a certain capital in
vestment (depending on the size and extent of the brigade). A 
properly trained and equipped brigade, however, may mean the 
difference between a minor fire emergency and life and death. 
Moreover, it is the obligation of every facility to be able to defend 
itself; a fire brigade helps fulfill that need. 

One of the most effective means your correctional facility has 8 

for preventing a fire disaster is an emergency operating plan or 
procedure. Instruction in such a procodure should be incorporated 
into any educational and training fire safety program since it in
volves staff personnel, inmates, and the fire brigade, all working 
together on planning for an emergency. The ability of any facility 
to minimize the risks to life and property during a fire emergency 
depends on the extent of preparation beforehand. 

The purpose of an emergency operating plan is to provide a 
guide for evaluating the particular problems at hand and for coor
dinating the response of the fire brigade and fire department as 
well as the action of staff and inmates. 

An effective emergency operating plan has certain 
characteristics. 
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EMERGENCY OPERATING PRO
CEDURES 

Purpose 
Characteristics 
Steps in preparing an emergency 
operating procedure. 

EMERGENCY 
OPERATING 

PROCEDURES 

Purpose 

Characteristics 



Planning Team 

7. Although It IS Important for both 
Level I and l.evel II personnel to 
undmctand the need for. and to be 
aware of. the basIc principles In· 
volved Ir1 planning. most of the 
responsibility for designing and im· 
plementlng plans Will be In the hands 
of supervisory personnel. Thus. tailor 
your discusSion accordingly. 

Preparation of 
the Plan 

• Simple. Although all roles, responsibilities, and con
tingencies should be clearly defined in a plan, too much 
detail can hinder flexibility. 

• Comprehensive. An emergency operating plan should in
clude provisions for all circumstances that can be 
reasonably anticipated. The plan should define the roles 
of all personnel and equipment who might be involved 
both within and outside the facility. 

• Specific. A plan should be uniquely tailored to the needs, 
resources, and capabilities of the individual facility. Also, 
a plan should address the different amounts of personnel 
and equipment that are demanded by the various stages 
of response. 

• Flexible. A plan should be flexible enough so that pro
cedures can be adapted to any unusual circumstances as 
well as probable emergencies. 

• Workable. A plan should relate to everyday operations of 
the facility. rfo maintain this workability, a plan should be 
updated or revised periodically. 

The development of an emergency operating plan is not an 
easy task. But any plan should be carefully evaluated according to 
the characteristics discussed above. Your facility may already 
have contingency plans for other emergencies which can be 
modified to include fire emergencies. 

The responsibility for preparing an emergency operating plan 
should be delegated to a task force or team. Ideally, such a team 
will consist of representatives from management (for example, the 
warden or assistant warden), staff, inmates, and fire brigade 

7 members. The task force or team should also receive advice or 
assistance from representatives of the local fire department and 
law enforcement agency. Ambulance and rescue services as well 
as the state police might also be included in this group. 

Success in preparing the plan is dependent upon coordinating 
the efforts of all involved. A useful approach is to appoint project 
coordinators whose responsibility it is to decide what needs to be 
done, who will do it, where and how it will be done, and when the 
various assignments will be completed. As in any maj or undertak
ing, a planning schedule will help to facilitate the process by pro
viding checkpoints for completion of subtasks. 

8 Preparing an effective emergency operating plan can be ac-
complished in five steps. 

1. Define the potential fire protection problems in the par
ticular correctional facility. 
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Name several potential fire protection problems in your correc
tionallacility. 

Potential problems will, of course, vary from facility to facility. 
Specific problems, many of which h:1.ve been mentioned previ
ously, include the location and type of hazards (for example, 
flammable liquids storage rooms and padded cells), type and ar
rangement of combustible materials in cells and cellblock areas 
(for example, mattresses and other furnishings or interior 
finishes), and other variables such as age of buildings and type of 
construction. It is also necessary to weigh the effect of the 
security issue on any potential problem. 

2. Set objectives for the plan - that is, what you can expect 
the plan and portions of it to do for the facility in an emergency. A 
specific objective for an emergency plan may be to evacuate a 
number of cellblock areas within two minutes of the alarm with no 
breach of security. Another objective may be to notify the fire 
department within twenty seconds of discovering ignition. 
Notification of the fire department should be confirmed even if the 
alarm system notifies it automatically. 

3. Determine the facility's capability for controlling an 
emergency situation. Identifying and assessing potential prob
lems help to define the specific resources needed to control a fire 
emergency in a facility. In order to determine which control ac
tions are possible for a specific situation, it is necessary to inven
tory the fire protection resources available to the facility in terms 
of amount and condition of suppression equipment, fire depart
ment response, personnel, size and capabilities of a fire brigade, 
sprinkler systems, self-contained breathing apparatus, and imy 
other available emergency assistance. 

4. Define the roles of the responding agencies, especially the 
fire department and the fire brigade. Included in this fourth step 
is assigning the responsibility for notifying the fire department. It 
is also necessary to establish the role of a liaison between the fire 
department and fire brigade and to assign who has the overall 
responsibility for the operations at the facility. The responsibility 
for clean-up, salvage, and restoration of fire protection systems 
should be clearly specified, but will probably be the job of the fire 
brigade. 

5. Put the information into written form. When the prepara~ 
tion and information-gathering tasks of the plan have been com-
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LEVELS I AND II 

Prepanng an emergency operating 
procedurE!. 
Concept The staff of a correctional 
facility reprnsents ttHl most qualified 
group for preparmg an emergency 
operating procedure 
Activity 

(1) DIVide class Into groups. 
(2) ASSign each group the task of 

prHpanng an emergency procedure 
for a different location of the facility. 
e.g., sleeping areaS (cellblocks), 
dining hall, recreational room. The 
areas should be cllosen because of 
their high hazard probability -
either from aCCidental or deliberate 
Ignition. 

(3) Have each group complete 
preliminary steps 1·4 In preparing 
plan according to those outlined on 
the prevIous pages of text. 

(4) After completing steps 1·4, 
have each group write an emergency 
procedure for its assigned location 
The procedure should be set up ac· 
cording to a priority of actions to be 
taken. 
Considerations would Include: 
a Notification of fire department 
emergency medical personnel, and 
outSide law enforcement agencies. 
b. Evacuation procedures. 
C. Personnel call list. 
d. Use of available fire protection 
equipment. 
e. Role of fire brigade. 
f Establishment of altemative com· 
mand center. 
g. Chain of command. 
h Responsibil1l1es of involved per· 
sonnel. 
1. Means of updating and reVISing 
plan. 
j. Format for fire drills to test plan. 
k. Role of fire department and provi· 
sions for its security. 
I. Communications, both Internal 
and external. 

(5) When plans have been com· 
pleted, arrange for members of fire 
department to review plans and 
determine feasibility for fire fighting 
operations. 



9 Make some of ttlese eXisting 
plans aV(lIlublo for studonts to ex
amine In order to make formulation 
of their plans oatller 

10. 

11 
iI 
'1 

LEVEL I 

Concept: Supervisory r.oersonnel 
should be able to suggest prlll:tlcal, 
cost-effective Ideas und suggestions 
for implementing educational and 
training programs and emergency 
operating prol:edures 

EXisting 
Emergency 
Plans 

ActiVity 
(1) ASSign one mothod or soft

ware "tectmologi' to euch group. 
Eactl (jroup Will prepare to defend J 
pOSition related to their aSSigned 
method. nlH defense Will be bas~)d 
on any workable Ideas they have for
muluted for Implemenllng (tle POSI
tion 

(2) Sample PoSItion 
• Staff training. Staff tralnmg IS 

the most CritiCal element of an 
Elffectlve fire safety system 

• Inmate education A thor
ough Inmate education pro
gram can be Incorporated into 
the fire safety system Without 
compromlsmg security or 
operallonal procedures. 

• Fire drills: Fire drills can llnd 
must occur on a frequent 
baSIS. 

• Fire brigade An Inmate or 
staff fire brigade IS a Viable 
resource for any Institution 

• Emergency operating pro
cedures' A pre-fire plan 
should be developed With the 
active partiCipation of all 
aVllllable outSide resources 

(3) Eactl group Will have a speCific 
time period. e.g, ten minutes, to 
prepare defense of pOSition related 
to aSSigned method 

(4) In addition, each group will be 
responSible for questioning otMr 
positions uSing a number of key 
questions 
Key OUe(ltlOns 

• Who should be InVOlved') 
• In what function? 
• Can the element be Inserted 

Into eXisting programs or 
operational procedures? 

• What resources can be tuP
ped? 

• What mnovatlve poliCies can 
be generated') 

• What questions Will be asked? 

pleted, the information will have to be organized, tested, written 
into a formal document, reviewed, and distributed. How the infor
mation for the plan is organized depends upon what is most 
beneficial to the facility. Although the plan may be arranged in a 
number of ways, it is important to consider: the particular prob
lems and hazards involved; the possible locations for an incident; 
and the roles and responsibilities of responding personnel. Proper 
organization and evaluation of the written plan will assure that 
the response is neither too great nor too small for the emergency 
at hand. 

It is helpful to look at general emergency plans that have 
already been developed by individual correctional facilities. 

9 Although such plans address problems that are specific to the par
ticular facilities, they can still be useful as guides in developing 
plans for your facility. 

The most effective emergency operating plans are contained 
within a comprehensive educational and training fire safety pro
gram. The Ohio State Reformatory in Mansfield, Ohio, for exam
ple, has a five-part fire safety program that includes preplanning 
fireground operations and establishing a working relationship 
with local fire deparments, as well as preventing and reducing fire 
hazards, developing and upgrading fire fighting systems and pro
tective equipment, and staff training. 

Two other successful training programs are those developed 
by the Dallas jails (local and county) and by the Los Angeles 
County Jail. 'I'here are, of course, others. However, the first step 
in any fire safety program is making the commitment to planning 
and training: that is, an allocation of resources in terms of both 
financial and time commitments from management, and tha in
volvement of all staff. Inmates must be made to realize that fire 
safety programs may benefit them the most and require some par
ticipation by them. 

Remember, planning and training by themselves will not pro
vide a fire safe environment. However, planning and training can 
be an extremely cost-beneficial method for increasing the reliabili
ty of the other system goals in reaching the fire safety objectives. 
Further, if fire defenses are basically weak, planning and training 

10 can help reduce the impact of a potentially disastrous fire. 

These questions will also help m 
preparing defense of POSition 

(5) Each group Will have five 
mmutes to report their defense and 
live mmutes to answer questions 
from the other groups. Remamlng 
groups listen to and record Ideas and 
suggeslions made by the presentmg 
group. 
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Following is the last part of the fire safety checklist for COl'rec- 11 

tional facilities that we began in Chapter Three. The completed 
checklist provides a guideline for evaluating the goals of the 
Simplified Fire Safety System. 

CHECKLIST 

YES NO 
DON"r 
KNOW 

1. 

2, 

3, 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

10. 

11. 

12. 

Does each building have a written fire emergency plan detail
ing staff action during a fire emergency? 

Does each shift practice the fire emergency plan at least 
quarterly? 

Are new employees briefed on the fire emergency plan? 

After each practiced fire emergency drill, is a critique performed 
in order to evaluate and update the fire emergency plan? 

Does your emergency plan provide for reliable release of in
mates to a secure yard or other area in case of fire? 

Is there a reliable method of notifying corrections officers that 
a fire emergency is in progress? 

Have inmates been instructed in emergency procedures in case 
of fire? 

Have inmates been given fire safety briefings? 

Has the local fire department been involved in the formulation 
of your fire emergency plan? 

Has the local fire department been briefed on building condi
tions, contents, and fire fighting facilities within the complex? 

Have you provided the opportunity for and assisted the local 
fire department in the prefire planning of the facility? 

Is the fire department the first to be notified in the event of a 
fire emergency? (3) From this list of ten problem 

areas, each group is to arrive at a 

Activity: 
consensus of the five most critical 
problem areas. 

Now, let's review. (1) Explain to students that they 
are to look upon this activity as if 
they are members of a task force or 
planning team. 

(4) Using this list of five areas 
each group should identify one or 
two specific methods for correcting 
each problem area. '~~'" i I ! 

:\ Ii I. . 

11 . LEVEL II 

Concept: Corrections officials 
should be able to make a judgment 
on the most critical fire hazards and 
problems in their facility and suggest 
means of correcting them. ThiS ac· 
tivity should syntheSize the informa· 
tlon learned from completing the 
checklist. 

(2) Using the list Of lists of prob· 
lem areas students have developed 
in previous group discussions (e.g. 
those that were used in completing 
the checklist), each student should 
list the ten hazards or problem areas 
in their facility which they conSider to 
be most critical and in need of 1m· 
m~diate correction. 
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(5) As each group spokesperson 
reads the group's report, copy the in' 
formation on the chalkboard. 

(6) When all groups have 
reported, ask for a class consensus 
of the five most critical problem 
areas (chosen from al\ group lists) 
and the best method for achieving a 
solution to each problem. 



CHAPTER REVIEW 12 12. Follow tile instructions 
specified for the Chapter Review In 
Chapter One 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

Define the concept of planning and training 
operations. 

Which case history best illustrates the 
disastrous results of the lack of planning 
and training operations? 

a. Oregon State Penitentiary 

b. Federal Correctional In
stitution at Danbury 

c. Saint John City Detention 
Center 

Which of the following is/are true of plan
ning and t.raining operations? 

a. 

b. 

Help make a marginal fire 
safety system more effec
tive. 

Minimize effect of unreliable 
human factors. 

c. Can provide a fire safe en
vironment. 

d. Extremely cost-beneficial 
method of increasing reli
ability of other system 
goals. 

Which of the objectives of the Simplified 
Fire Safety System do planning and train
ing operations help reach? 

Methods for achieving planning and train
ing operations are: 

a. Provide staff education and 
training. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 
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b. 

c. 

d. 

e. 

f. 

g. 

Provide for communication 
with local fire department. 

Provide inmate education. 

Practice fire drills. 

Train fire brigade. 

Provide for means of egress. 

Plan emergency procedures. 

Which groups of people in correctional 
facilities require education and training in 
fire safety programs? (check one) 

a. staff 

b. inmates 

c. both staff and h\mates 

How is the effectiveness of ,~ ~;re safety pro
gram for a facility maximit""W 

Critical problems for aU facilities in develop· 
ing fire safety program::; are: 

a. 

b. 

c. 

d. 

Maintaining security during 
a fire amergency. 

Lack of sprinkler protection. 

Poor communication be
tween fire departments and 
brigades. 

Financial limitations. 

List five aspects common to all comprehen
sive educational and training programs. 

a. 

b. 

c. 
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d. 

e. 

10. Which of the following are necessary parts 
of a fire safety program for inmates? 

--- a. Sprinkler maintenance. 

---- b. Fire drills. 

--- c. Use of portable extin-
guishets. 

d. Use of standpipes and hoses. 

e. Use of self-contained breath-
ing apparatus. 

f. Rescue operations. 

--- g. Personal actions during an 
emergency. 

11. List four responsibilities of a fire brigade. 

a. 

b. 

c. 

d. 

12. List four aspects that should be included as 
part of the training of a fire brigade. 

a. 

b. 

c. 

d. 

13. State briefly the purpose of an emergency 
operating plan. 

14. What are the five characteristics of an effec-
tive emergency operating plan? 

a. 

b. 

c. 

d. 

e. 

15. List the individuals you would want to have 
on a task force whose responsibility it is to 
develop an emergency operating plan for 
your correctional facility. 

16. Name the five steps in preparing an 
emergency plan. 

Step 1: ___________ _ 

Step 2: ____________ _ 

Step 3: 

Step 4: ____________ _ 

Step 5: ___________ _ 
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OVERVIEW 

1, This chapter is directed towards 
Level I personnel. Although selected 
Level II personnel should be involved 
in a planning team or task force, the 
basic function of planning is a 
management tooi. Inform students 
that they will be working on develop
ing a comprehensive fire safety plan 
for their facility, 

PLANNING AS 
A TOOL OF 
MANAGEMENT 

" .. ' ~ 
I 
I 
I 

Chapter Eight I 
I 

DEVELOPING A PLAN 
VSING THE 

SIMPLIFIED SYSTEM 

The first seven chapters of this book have provided readers 
with the knowledge and information needed to improve fire safety 
in their respective facilities. In this chapter, readers are asked to 
apply the knowledge gained in preparing a comprehensive fire 

1 safety plan. The chapter presents guidelines to accomplish this 
assignment. It pulls together all of the information related to the 
Simplified Fire Safety System, considers cost alternatives, and 
asks the reader to make a commitment to translate the informa
tion into a viable plan. The chapter also addresses types and 
sources of financial and technical assistance. 

After reading this chapter and completing the exercises as 
directed by the text, you will be able to do the following: 

• Outline a comprehensive plan to improve the level of fire 
safety at your facility using the Simplified Fire Safety 
System. 

• Compare the costs and fire safety impact of the various 
alternatives of your plans. 

• List five areas and two sources of technical assistance. 
• Describe three types of financial assistance. 

Planning is a basic function of management. Within the broad 
area of planning are the specific tasks of formulating objectives, 
devising a strategy for achieving the objectives, setting up the 
operations, and allocating the resources to achieve the objectives. 
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Planning determines what demands will be made upon the re
sources and orders the priorities of the various operations needed 
to achieve the objectives. Planning helps management chart a 
course today to meet tomorrow's goals, thereby giving manage
ment some assurance that the future it anticipates will become 
reality. 

Effective planning includes short- and long-range goals. 
Short-range goals and decisions must be built into long-range 
planning. Without the guideposts of the short-range goals, the 
long-range goals will be difficult to accomplish. 

Although both short- and long-range planning require 2 

strategic decisions, the effects of short-range planning are felt 
more immediately and usually require little or no financial sup
port. Long-range planning generally requires major allocations of 
resources: manpower, money, materials, machinery, and time. 
Fire safe building construction, installation of automatic 
sprinklers, and the purchase of maj or apparatus may be some of 
the items considered in long-range fire protection planning. On the 
other hand, short-range planning might include development of an 
emergency operating plan, inspection procedures, the purchase of 
portable extinguishers or SCBA's, and staff and inmate education 
and training pr.ograms. 

Planning begins with the objectives, for it is the objectives 
that quantify the purpose or mission of a plan. In order to do this 3 

effectively, objectives must: 

o provide standards against which performance is to be 
measured; 

• be capable of converting operations into specific targets 
and assignments; 

• allow the concentration of key resources into a selective 
effort. 

If the purpose of planning is to help management anticipate 
the future, then objectives are the means by which the future is 
defined. Objectives provide motivation for work and achievement. 
On the negative side, they emphasize deficiencies when one has 
fallen short. Objectives are meant to improve organization and ef
ficiency and assist in the operation of planning. Properly written 
they: 

• provide a specific course for the plan to follow; 
• force the setting of priorities; 
• force one to make commitments; 
• define reality and separate it from wishful thinking; 
• serve as criteria to sharpen decision making. 
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2, Ask students what decisions, 
items, or allocations they would In' 

clude In long·range planning and 
which they would include in short· 
range planning, Note suggestions on 
a chalkboard or overhead, Students 
should have an understanding of 
what IS usually Included In long· and 
short·range planning, 

3. 

THE ROLE OF 
OBJECTIVES 

~"7-'1 
,I 

,~_"_"_.,. ,:,1 

FIRE SAFETY OBJECTIVES 
Importance of Objectives 
Factors Affecting Reliability 
Guidelines for Establishing 

Objectives 



FIRE SAFETY 
OBJECTIVES 

This last point is especially important since decisions should 
be made in regard to some criteria or standards. If standards have 
not been defined, decisions will still be made, but they will be 
made in terms of immediate pressures: for example, acting in a 
manner that is not cost-effective in response to some disaster, 
court order, or emotional requirement. 

Specific objectives must be set for each area. For example, the 
requirements to attain the overall objective "produce a fire safe 
environment" may be understood but, as written, it is not specific 
enough to allow for detailed implementation or evaluation. An ob
jective must state precisely what outcome is desired and what 
criteria are necessary to attain satisfactory performance. When 
they are so stated, objectives will themselves provide the stan
dards for evaluation. 

Up to this point the discussion has centered around planning 
as a function of management and the role objectives play in the 
planning process. Now, the discussion will focus on fire safety ob
jectives for correctional facilities. This discussion will be general 
since it is assumed that a fire protection engineer will be involved 
in the early phases of planning, especially in setting the objec
tives. As you will recall, fire safety objectives for correctional 
facilities are established in four areas. 

What are these four areas? 

The four areas are life safety, property protection; downtime, and 
security. Life safety relates to the protection of individuals from 
death or injury. Property protection includes protecting both the 
facilities themselves and their contents. Downtime indicates an in
terruption in the continuity of operations and is comparable to the 
insurance term "business interruption." Limited downtime means 
keeping the loss of use of a facility or any portion of it to a 
minimum. Security refers to the maintenance of fire safety 
without jeopardiZing the loss of inmates through escape, suicide, 
murder, or related security problems. The objectives you develop 
in each of these areas will provide the direction for your fire safety 
plans. 
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It is important to realize that there can be many restrictions 
and technical limitations on establishing realistic fire safety objec
tives. For this reason fire safety objectives are usually quantified 
by a fire protection engineer and a building owner who together 
determine the design and extent of the fire protection system. Un
til the fire protection engineer actually becomes involved in quan
tifying fire safety objectives, it is better to assume zero life loss, 
zero property loss, zero downtime, and zero security losses as the 
only acceptable levels of loss. Given today's technology, zero 
losses are not actually obtainable but they do provide a place to 
start. 

Since you are involved in planning and setting fire safety ob
jectives, you should understand that the reliability of reaching ob
jectives can be affected by at least three factors: 

1. Financial constraints, such as budgetary limitations. 
Priorities have to be established for the allocation of limited 
funds. If a decision is made not to fund a certain part of a fire safe
ty plan, the impact of that decision on the life safety, property pro
tection, downtime, or security of the facility should be stated. This 
does not mean that the decision not to provide funding will 
change; it does mean, however, that the decision makers will be 
aware of the consequences. 

2. Operational constraints. Reduced staffing, security 
limitations, riot conditions, and poor planning 01' training impact 
on the fire safety objectives. For example, in order to reach a cer
tain life safety objective, it may be determined that the most 
economic method of occupant protection would be evacuation. 
However, since there is no secure area of refuge at this facility, the 
necessity for maintaining security eliminates evacuation to a 
secure area as a viable method of occupant protection. 

What alternative method of occupant protection is there in such 
circumstances? 

In'this instance, the facility may have to defend the inmates in 
place. 

3. Technical constraints. Because current technology does 
not allow for absolutes, an important consideration in the reliabili
ty of reaching fire safety objectives is to be aware of technical con
straints. 
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Restrictions on 
Reaching 

Objecthles 

Reliability of 
Reaching Objectives 



Relationship to 
Type of Facility 

Guidelines for 
Establishing 
Objectives 

A COMPREHENSIVE 
FIRE SAFETY 
PLAN 

An additional consideration in setting fire safety objectives is 
that objectives may change over time in relation to the type of 
facility involved. For example, objectives may be established for a 
medium security facility and one year later the facility is con
verted to a work release center. No doubt this will require a 
change in certain objectives due to the differing security re
quirements. You should also be aware that obj~ctives for existing 
buildings will most likely be different from those for new 
buildings. This is due primarily to economic factors, especially the 
additional costs of renovating existing buildings. 

The following guidelines should be used when establishing ob
jectives. 

• Objectives should be written. Unwritten objectives may 
change in your mind as time passes and will often be 
forgotten or drastically altered due to external pressures. 

• Objectives should be stated positively. It is much better 
to state that the fire safety system will limit fire develop
ment to one cell rather than stating that if a fire occurs it 
will burn out one cell. 

• Objectives should be realistic and obtainable. Reaching 
objectives will require some effort but they must be 
within grasp. 

• Objectives should be specific and quantifiable. It is much 
easier to determine the resources necessary to achieve ob
jectives when they are specific. Also, progress can be 
readily evaluated. 

• Objectives should have a specific time limit attached. A 
time must be established so that a plan with dates and 
schedules can be developed to reach the objectives. 

• Objectives should be revised periodically. It is important 
to set time periods for review so that conditions can be 
evaluated and their impact assessed. 

The development of a comprehensive fire safety plan repre
sents the transfer from learning about the Simplified Fire Safety 
System to putting that system to work. The comprehensive plan 
is the result of many hours of consulting, setting fire safety objec
tives, querying, and manipulating key resources. Its purpose is to 
establish in written form the who, what, when, where, and how of 
the plan that will allow the fire safety objectives to be achieved. 
Its comprehensive character ensures the cohesiveness of the en
tire Simplified Fire Safety System. 
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What goals of the Simplified Fire Safety System are included in 
a comprehensive fire safety plan? 

A comprehensive fire safety plan involves ignition control, fuel 
control, occupant protection, detection and suppression activities, 
and planning and training - the goals of the Simplified Fire Safe
ty System. 

The plan needs to include both short-range and long-range ob
jectives for each goal (or short-range and intermediate mileposts if 
this is how your objectives are written). The mileposts (or in
termediate steps) are a convenient method to help keep funds 
properly allocated and provide direction toward reaching the long
range objectives. 

Any short-term changes will probably be made within exist
ing policy. However, changes that address long-range objectives 
may require a reassessment of old policies and the establishment 
of new ones, for example, the implementation of alternate 
grievance procedures and fire drills. Changes in policy such as 
these point out the need to involve the chief policymaker or 
manager in the development of all phases of the comprehensive 
fire safety plan. Moreover, it is the function of management to 
determine time, money, and resources and to select whit;" options 
will be chosen in implementing the plan. Policy changes may also 
involve legal considerations, since most facilities are governed by 
policies or controlled by budgets which require approval by a 
lawmaking body. 

Finally, in developing a comprehensive fire safety plan it is 
necessary to consider practical alternatives that can contribute to 
attainment of your goals and objectives. When planning how to 
reach your objectives, consider your options, including financial 
and operational alternatives. The approach when considering 
alternatives is to look first at where you want to go (the long-range 
objective, intermediate steps, and short-range mileposts), and 
then to assess your resources (hardware, personnel, funds). For ex
ample, at this time your facility may not have the funds 
(resources) available for installing a sprinkler system. However, 
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Relationship of 
Objectives to 

Plan 

4. This point cannot be overstated. 
The ability of management to sug
gest practical alternatives depends 
on their successful implementation 
of a comprehenSive fire safety plan. 
No facility has unlimited resources, 
either staff, machines, or money 
Thus, alternatives are necessary if a 
plan is to get oft the ground. Valuable 
and needed objectives should not 
have to be abandoned simply 
because alternative methods are not 
apparent. 



A PROTOTYPE 
FIRE SAFETY 
PLAN 

PHASE I 
Defino intent of 

the pilln 

I 
PHASE II 

Define the gonls oC 
the plan 

I 
PHASE III 

Define methods for 
nchleving cu~h goul 

PHASE IV 

Identify tu.k. 
required tu fulfill 

l!Rch method 

I 
PHASE V 

Dewrmlne specific 
aleps nceded to 

enrry out ench laok, 

Development of 
the Plan 

5. 

--~_a. 
DEVELOPING A COMPREHENSIVE 
FIRE SAFETY PLAN 
(Flow CharI) 
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6. 

DEVELOPING A COMPREHENSIVE 
FIRE SAFETY PLAN 
(Use flow chart formal, but expand 
boxes to facilitate notetaking.) 

7. Since students will be called on 
to work in groups to develop a com
prehensive fire safety plan, be cer
tain your discussion of each phase is 
clear and covers all importOlnt pOints. 

When you come to Phases III, 
IV, and V. the information (especially 
worksheets) should be put on 
transparencies or photocopied 
(preferably bolh) for inclusion in the 
student workbook. 

there may be sufficient monies for installing a standpipe and hose 
system, a short-range milepost. Or perhaps you have not con
sidered your welding or machine shop as a resource. A resource 
such as this may allow your facility to install a sprinkler system 
sooner than expected. 

To assist you in developing your comprehensive fire safety 
plan, we will begin work on a fire safety plan. The plan is a pro
totype only; it is meant to serve as a model for the plan you and 
others in management must develop for your facility. 

The basic method for developing a comprehensive fire safety 
5 plan is best shown by a flow chart. In a series of five phases, the 

flow chart indicates the overall sequence of events in developing a 
comprehensive fire safety plan. Although completing one phase 
before beginning the next is not always necessary, it does help to 
preserve the logical flow of developing the plan from beginning to 
end. 

It should not be surprising to notice a similarity between the 
flow of developing the comprehensive fire safety plan and the 
Simplified Fire Safety System since the Simplified Fire Safety 
System was designed for the express purpose of planning fire safe
ty in correctional facilities. 

Development of the plan (Phase I) begins once management 
6 has made the commitment to fire safety. In our prototype plan we 

will be using the terminology (goals, methods, and tasks) that has 
been used in discussing the Simplified Fire Safety System, 
although we could just as easily have used the terms long-range 
objectives, intermediate steps, or short-range mileposts. What
ever terminology you use, it should be consistent and clear to all 

7 who may see the plan. Let's begin. 

PHASE I: Define the intent of the plan. 
The intent of the plan for this facility is to improve the overall 

level of fire safety by increasing life safety, property protection, 
and security, and by decreasing downtime. 

This prototype p~an will be developed for a medium security 
correctional facility. In any facility, some buildings may be newer, 
perhaps of more modern fire-resistive construction, and may even 
contain a sprinkler system and automatic detection devices. Your 
plan will have to focus on different locations within the facility, 
just as the prototype in this chapter does. In other words, the 
long-range objectives may be the same for several locations in a 
facility, but some locations may be further along the road toward 
achieving those objectives. Also, budgetary limitations and 
priorities enter into the plan. Your short-range mileposts will need 
to reflect this. 
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PHASE II: Define the goals of the plan. 
The goals of the plan are the five goals of the Simplified Fire 

Safety System: ignition control, fuel control, occupant protec
tion, detection and suppression activities, and planning and train
ing operations. 

PHASE III: Define methods for achieving each goal. 
As discussed, there are several methods for achieving each 

goal in the Simplified Fire Safety System. At this point, the plan 
needs to become specific to a location. Why is this so? 

Why does the plan need to become specific at this point? 

The plan becomes specific here because available fire protection in 
even one facility may differ from building to building. If one 
building has smoke detectors, the method "provide early warning 
detection" has already been accomplished and needs little men
tion in a plan except to note that it already exists. 

In Phase III, the prototype plan addresses only cellblock Con 
the second floor of our imaginary facility. We will select only one 
method for achieving each goal, although a comprehensive plan 
might include additional methods. 

Goal: Ignition Control 
Method: Control smoking materials 

Goal: Fuel control 
Method: Control quantity of fuel 

Goal: Occupant protection 
Method: Provide reliable evacuation to a secure area 

Goal: Detection and suppression activities 
Method: Provide early warning detection 

Goal: Planning and training operations 
Method: Plan emergency procedures 

PHASE IV: Identify tasks to fulfill each method. 
For the prototype plan, we list two tasks needed to achieve 

each method. Depending on the facility and location, however, 
there can be many tasks. When developing your comprehensive 
fire safety plan, you will also need to keep in mind budgetary 
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8 
8. 

I~i 
Concept: Management and those 
developing a comprehensive fire 
safety plan need to consider prac
tical alternative methods for achiev
ing goals and fire safety objectives. 
Activity: 

(1) Conduct a brainstorming ses
Sion (group discussion) centered 
around other possible alternatives 
for achIeving fire safety objectives at 
their facility through each goal of the 
system. 

(2) Assign one goal to each group. 
In the group, suggest as many alter
natives as possible within a given 
time limit (e.g .. five minutes). 

(3) Use blackboard to report sug
gestions. Each group will report on 
their suggestions. Other groups not 
reporting shOUld take notes because 
they will need information later for 
planning process. 

(4) Following are some sugges
tions. \I enough suggestions are not 
forthcoming, you may want to add 
some from this list. 

Ignition Control 
Designated smoking areas 
Ground-fault circuit-interrupters 
Standards for electric appliances 
Prohibition of stingers 
Limited extension cords 
Butane or electric cigareHe lighters 

Fuel Control 
Fire retardant linens, maHresses, 
pillows, clothing 
limited personal property 
Limited clothing, reading materials 
No aerosol cans 
Prohibit wall posters 
Limited plastics 
Metal painted with fire-retardant 
materials 
limited use of wood, plastic 
ElimJJlate padded cells 

Occupant Protection 
Protect eXits 
Separate corridors 
Smoke vents 
Pressurized systems 
Fire dampers/ducts 
Secure evacuation 
Self-contained breathing apparatus 
Emergency lights 
Posted evacuation plans 

Detection and Suppression Activittes 
Two-way radiOS with !tre department 
Sensitize slaff to behaVior 
Inmate lire watch 
Remote fire stations 
Fire eqUipment cart 
Check water supply 
Maintain fire ex\Jnguishers 
Staff and Inmate fire brigade 
Bring In fire department 
Fire blankets 
Adequate staff 



WORKSHEET 1: PLANNING PROTOTYPE 
LOCATION: Second Floor Cellblock 

The intent of the plan for this location is to improve the overall level of fire safety by 
increasing life safety, property protection, and security, and by decreasing downtime. 
Consideration must be given to the fact that each goal is interrelated to all others. 

GOAL METHOD TASKS 

Ignition Control Control smoking 
• Provide quick 

extinguishing 
materials matches 

• Restrict smoking to 
designated areas 

• Eliminate mattress 
Fuel Control Control quantity storage 

of fuel • Provide metal 
lockers for storage 
of combustible 
inmate property 

Occupant Protection Provide reliable 
• Change locking 

hardware so that no 
evacuation to a more than two keys 
secure area keys are necessary 

to provide egress to 
a secure area 

• Install smoke vents 
in way of exit access 

Detection and Provide early warning 
• Install temporary 

sing le-sta tion 
Suppression Activities detection smoke detectors in 

common areas of 
cellblock 

• Replace single-
station detectors 
with cross-zoned, 
permanently wired 
smoke detector 
system 

Planning and Plan emergency • Produce a fire 
evacuation plan 

Training Operations procedures • Coordinate with 
fire department 
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limitations when the feasibility of a task is determined. At this 
point in the development, we will organize our work onto a sample 
worksheet (see Worksheet 1). 

PHASE V: Determine specific steps needed to carry out each 
task. 

Our prototype plan focuses on cellblock C on the second floor. 
In determining the specific steps needed to carry out each task, 
consideration must be given to each of the following: 

• What you want to accomplish. 
• When you intend to accomplish it. 
• What costs will be involved. 
• What internal or external resources will be necessary. 

For our prototype plan we win list on Worksheet 2 the steps 
for the second task, "replace single-station detectors with cross
zoned, permanently-wired smoke detector system," related to the 
goal of detection and suppression activities. It should be clear 
that completing Phase V of our prototype plan requires itemizing 
the steps for all tasks. The worksheets provide a convenient 
method for keeping all points organized and readily available for 
comment and criticism by all involved in developing the plan. 

As previously mentioned, an important part of developing a 
comprehensive fire safety plan, especially in Phases III through 
V, is choosing alternatives (methods, tasks, steps) for ac
complishing the objectives of the plan. Usually it will be limited 
funds that will cause the search for either no-cost or more cost
effective alternatives. In order to effectively evaluate available 
alternatives, it is important to be aware of the potential costs in
volved in the purchase and/or installation of hardware related to 
fire protection. It is possible to obtain up-to-date costs on fire pro
tection hardware, in terms of materials and labor costs, from 
Building Construction Cost Data 1980, published by R. S. Means, 
Co., Inc., Kingston, Massachusetts. This publication is revised on 
an annual basis. 

Once your comprehensive fire safety plan has been completely 
developed, documented, and approved, the next logical step is im
plementation. It is assumed that, by the time you have finished 
developing the plan, management will have made the necessary 
decisions for implementing the plan, especially in terms of 
allocating financial resources. However, problems in carrying out 
stated tasks do arise. Two major problems that sometimes pre
vent corrections administrators from improving the levels of fire 
safety in their facilities are (1) lack of technical expertise in the 
area of fire protection, and (2) lack of funding. The following infor-
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9 

IJ/annmg alld framing OpfJral/OIlS 
Minimum slaff lralnlng hours In CPR. 
SCBA. first aid 
Orlentallon Irlcludlng disaster plan 
Inmale Orientation. booklet of fire 
safoly mformation 
Fire safely wall posters 
Inmate fire brigade 
Minimum number of fire drillS 
Emergency post assignments 
Tlo-Irl with local law enforcement 
agencies 
Routine tnurllng and inspections 
Gas survey 
Establish medical procedures using 
local I10spitals 

(5) Wrap up thiS diSCUSSion by In
forming students that all alternatives 
must be made on an Irldividual basis 
With tM integrated nature of Ihe 
Simplified Fire Safety System in 
rnlnd. All planning reqUires thinking 
In several dimenSions: 

• time 
• money 
• limitations 
• alternatives 

PLANNING ALTERNATIVES 
Goal: Ignition Control 
Methods: 

• Control smoking material 
• Control electrical Ignition 

sources 
• Use alternative grievance pro-

cedures 
Alternatives from Group Discussion 
Note: Use a similar format for the 
remaming four goals. 

9. 

Concept: Management should be 
able 10 specify the steps required to 
complete each task of their com
prehensive I1re safety plan. 
ActiVity: 

(1) Have students begin work on 
the outline of their plan by com
pleting the followmg steps. 
a. Choose a location in their facility 
which needs attention to Improve fire 
safety. 

TECHNICAL AND 
FINANCIAL 

ASSISTANCE 
b. For each goal, phoose one 
method from those listed for the 
Simplified Fire Safety System for 
CorrectIonal Facilitres. 
c. For each method. select two tasks 
from available technology notes or 
notes on alternatives from group 
diSCUSSions. This IS Phase IV of 
developing a plan ( s'"e Worksheet 1). 
d. Choose one tasl:. and outline the 
logistical sleps ne·,ded to complete 
the task. or if lim". permits, for two 
tasks. ThiS is PI1a~e It of developing a 
plan (see Worksheet 2). 



(2) After step C above, ask some 
students to present their tasks. Ask 
them why they chose particular op' 
lions. Repeat this procedure after 
students complete step D also. Other 
students may be able to suggest 
steps which were overlooked. 

mation will help make you aware of the types of technical and 
financial assistance currently available to assist you in imple
menting your overall fire prevention and protection plan. 

TYPES OF 
TECHNICAL 
ASSISTANCE 

After reading about the types of technical assistance and 
some of the more readily accessible sources for obtaining it, you 
will complete a chart to help you organize the sources according to 
the specific type of technical assistance provided (see Table 8.1). 

WORKSHEET 2: PLANNING PROTOTYPE 
LOCATION: Second Floor Cellblock 

GOAL METHOD TASKS 

Detection and 
Suppression Activities 

Provide early detection • Install temporary 
single-station smoke 
detectors in common 
areas of cell block 

TASK: 

STEPS: 

• Replace single-station 
detectors with cross
zoned, permanently 
wired, smoke detector 
system. 

Replace single-station detectors with cross-zoned, permanently wired 
smoke detector system. 

A. Evaluate internal/external resources. 

B. Establish design parameters. 

C. Determine cost estimates based on available resources and design 
parameters. 

D. Submit estimate to budget cycle by June 30, 1981. 

E. Hire engineer by October 15, 1981. 

F. Review preliminary plans by December 15, 1981. 

G. Finalize plans by February 15, 1982. 

H. Advertise for bid by March 15, 1982. 

1. Select contractor by April 15, 1982. 

J. Complete construction by September 30, 1983 including removal of 
single-station detectors. 

K. Implement maintenance and testing. 
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The chart will provide a quick reference guide to technical sources 
when you begin developing your own comprehensive fire safety 
plan. 

There are at least six types of technical assistance useful for 
improving fire protection in correctional facilities: (1) engineering~ 
(2) design and construction~ (3) education and training~ (4) plan
ning, (5) fire protection hardware, and (6) consumer products or 
materials. Some of these areas of technical assistance overlap in 
one way or another. It may not be necessary for a corrections ad
ministrator or his staff to seek outside expertise in all these areas, 
especially if he or members of his staff have in-house capabilities. 

1. Engineering. Technical expertise in the field of fire pro
tection engineering is essential if the overall fire safety plan calls 
for installation of fire detection, alarm, and suppression systems. 
Several national organizations and many private companies offer 
this type of assistance, which can be especially valuable when 
plans call for a renovation of the correctional facility. Occasional
ly, local fire departments will have a fire protection engineer on 
the staff of their fire prevention bureau and some state fire mar
shals will have a fire protection engineer on their staffs. 

2. Design and Construction. Expertise in the field of design 
and construction with respect to fire protection is necessary when 
plans call for new construction of a correctional facility. Since fire 
protection features can be designed before construction has 
started, this is the most efficient way of ensuring that the con
struction of the facility will meet fire safety requirements. Too 
often the construction planning process overlooks designing fire 
safety into a structure or relegates it to a minor consideration. 
Technical expertise for this type of assistance can be found in 
many fire protection engineering firms, architectural firms~ uni
versities, and state fire marshals' offices. 

3. Education and Training. Included in the area of educa
tional technical assistance are developing training programs for 
inmates and officers regarding an overall fire prevention program, 
emergency operating procedures, and use of fire suppression 
equipment. Once educational programs have been developed, ex
pertise in implementing or conducting training sessions may be 
needed. This area of assistance involves advice on who to train, 
how to train, and how to evaluate the effectiveness of the training. 

4. Planning. Expertise may be needed in the area of plan
ning: that is, organizing schedules and developing cost controls 
and budgets to implement short- and long-range fire protection 
plans. In addition. expertise is necessary to develop pre-fire plans 
for every part of the facility. 

5. Fire Protection Hardware. Fire protection equipment 
manufacturers quite often provide assistance to their customers 
regarding location and installation of their products such as heat 
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10 DEVELOPING A PLAN (for step C) 
Locution: 
Gaul Ignition Conlrol 
Method 
Tasks 
1. 
2. 

DEVELOPING A PLAN (for step 0) 
Location 
Goal 
Method 
Tasks 
Steps 

10. Rather than simply present the 
Information on technical aSSistance, 
especially the sources of aSSistance, 
duplicate and distribute the informa· 
tion among the students. You may 
wish to prepare a transparency of 
the complete Table B.1 to assist 
students in organizing the sources of 
technical assistance. After students 
have read the information, ask if 
anyone has had experience with 
sources other than those presented 
In their duplicated pages. If so, write 
the source and ItS expertise on a 
chalkboard for reference. 



Table 8.1 

SOURCES OF TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE 

The following chart is arranged according to type of technical assistance and 
general categories of the sources oftechnical assistance. For each type of technical 
assistance, list the sources of technical assistance alongside the appropriate 
category. For example, in the Engineering category and under Private 
Assistance, you would probably include the Society of Fire Protection Engineers in 
your list. There is also adequate space to include other sources you may be aware of 
and to make notes regarding the various sources. Remember, this chart is 
intended to serve as a reference to help you in developing a comprehensive fire 
safety plan for your facility. 

PRIVATE 
ASSISTANCE 

National 
Agencies 

Local and 
County 

PUBLIC ASSISTANCE 

Regional 
or State 

Federal 

~------------4------------*------------r------------r------------~ 

ENGINEERING 

DESIGN AND 
CONSTRUCTION 

EDUCATION 
AND 
TRAINING 

PLANNING 

FIRE 
PROTECTION 
HARDWARE 

CONSUMER 
PRODUCTS 
AND 
MATERIALS 
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and smoke detectors, fire alarm systems, and sprinkler systems. 
Also, technical information can be acquired from manufacturers 
of automatic locking devices, fire doors, and smoke ejection 
systems. 

6. Consumer Products or Matl3nals. In order to avoid in
creasing the fire load in the confines of cells and cellblocks, infor
mation is needed regarding furniture and interior finish materials 
which are relatively fire safe. Experts in this area are found in 
organizations such as the Consumer Product Safety Commission, 
the state fire marshal's office, and consulting engineers. 

In order to help you obtain technical assistance, names and 
addresses of major organizations have been included at the end of 
this section. 

At the local level, fire departments are a resource in some 
areas of fire protection technical assistance. They usually can pro
vide assistance in developing emergency operating procedures, 
educational and training programs for inmates, officers, and fire 
brigades, and drawing up pre-fire plans (especially if they are the 
ones who respond to a fire alarm). Fire department personnel are 
also knowledgeable, especially in the larger municipal depart
ments, in engineering and in design and construction with respect 
to fire protection. The municipal building department or planning 
department can offer assistance in the areas of engineering, 
design and construction, especially with respect to local and state 
building and fire safety codes. Local educational institutions may 
be able to offer educational and training assistance, and they may 
have fire protection engineering programs useful to the correc
tions administrator. 

In rural areas or in a community with a volunteer or call fire 
department, the corrections administrator can look for technical 
assistance from county, regional, and state organizations, such as 
the county fire department, county fire chiefs' associations, 
regional planning commissions and 'Vocational technical schools, 
in addition to the local fire department. 

At the state level, the state fire marshal's office should be able 
to offer assistance in most areas of fire-related expertise, especial
ly if the fire marshal's office has responsibility for inspecting state 
correctional facilities. 'rhe state building department can offer 
engineering, design and construction assistance. Training and 
educational assistance can be obtained frem the state department 
of education, which generally has a program for training fire 
fighters. 

On the national level, there are several federal agencies and 
departments that offer technical assistance in areas of fire protec
tion. The United States Fire Administration (Federal Emergency 
Management Agency) provides technical assistance related to the 
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ASSISTANCE 

Public 
Assistance 



prevention, occurrence, control, and results of fires. It encourages 
and assists in developing new and improved programs in fire 
technology and provides related information. 

The National Bureau of Standards (NBS - Department of 
Commerce) through its Institute for Applied rrechnology provides 
technical services to promote the nse of available technology and 
to facilitate technological innovation in industry and government. 
NBS cooperates with public and private organizations in the 
development of technological standards. Fire technology efforts 
are oriented toward research in improved building safety through 
better materials, fire suppression systems, detectors, improved 
fire fighting techniques and equipment, and decreased fire 
haza:ds in clothing, house furnishings, and consumer products. 

The Consumer Product Safety Commission (independent 
federal agency) can offer technical advice on the safety of pro
ducts with respect to flammability and fuel content. The purpose 
of the commission is to protect the public against unreasonable 
risks of injury from consumer products and to promote research 
and investigation into the causes and prevention of product
related deaths, illnesses, and injuries. 

Two divisions of the Bureau of Prisons (Department of 
Justice) can offer assistance in the areas of engineering, design 
and construction, education, training, and planning. The Planning 
and Development Division has responsibility for long-range con
struction and program planning, development and construction of 
new facilities, and maintenance services for existing institutions. 
Although this division is primarily involved with federal institu
tions, local and state corrections administrators can gain 
knowledge from the Division's construction and maintenance ex
perience with respect to fire protection. The Correctional Pro
grams Division has responsibility for programs directly affecting 
offenders and staff, including education, vocational training, and 
personnel management and training. 

The National Institute of Corrections (Department of Justice) 
was established to provide guidance at the federal level for 
upgrading the state and local corrections network. The Institute 
conducts training programs to develop staff at the local and state 
levels. It conducts, encourages, and coordinates research and 
evaluation of correctional operations and programs. NIC also 
serves as a clearinghouse and information center for the collec
tion, preparation, and dissemination of correctional information 
and provides technical assistance to state and local corrections. 
The National Jail Center, as part of the National Institute of Cor
rections, is responsible for training and assisting the nation's ap
proximately 4,000 jails. It also aids in developing various 
rehabilitation programs for jails. 

Through the Department of Agriculture's Agricultural 
Research Service, reports on research into the development of 
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flame- and smolder-resistant cotton products suitable for use in 
mattresses can be obtained. 

The National Fire Protection Association (NFPA) is a 
technical and educational membership organization concerned 
with the causes, prevention, and control of destructive fire. The 
Association's activities may be summarized as follows: (1) infor
mation exchange; (2) fire safety technical standards development; 
(3) technical advisory services; (4) public education; (5) fire safety 
research; and (6) services to public protection agencies. 

Since its organization in 1950, the Society of Fire Protection 
Engineers has been involved in the multifaceted field of fire pro
tection engineering. The purposes of the Society are to advance 
the art and science of fire protection engineering and its allied 
fields, to maintain a high ethical standard among its members, 
and to foster fire protection engineering education. Its worldwide 
members include engineers in private practice, in industry, in 
local, regional, and national government, as well as technical 
members of the insurance industry. Chapters of the Society are 
currently located in major cities of the United States, Canada, 
Europe, and Australia. 

Although is not possible to list all the private fire protection 
engineering firms which are available to offer technical services, 
firm names and addresses may be obtained through the Society of 
Fire Protection Engineers. These firms are in business to provide 
assistance in establishing fire safety objectives, to perform fire 
protection audits of existing structures, and to design and 
develop a fire protection program that includes, among other 
things, installation, review, and acceptance testing of fire protec
tion equipment. 

Several organizations are involved in developing codes, stan
dards and guidelines for correctional facilities with respect to life 
safety, construction and planning, and treatment of inmates. A 
few of the standards specifically address fire protection. The Com
mission on Accreditation for Corrections publishes the Manual of 
Standards for Adult Correctional Institutions. The commission is 
sponsored by the American Correctional Association. The N a
tional Clearinghouse for Criminal Justice Planning and Architec
ture publishes Guidelines for the Planning and Design of Regional 
and Community Correctional Centers for Adults. The National 
Fire Protection Association publishes the Life Safety Code, which 
contains requirements for building design and construction. Pro
posed chapters for the Code relating to new and existing correc
tional facilities have been included in Appendix B of this manual. 
More generally, national codemaking groups publish model 
building and fire safety codes. These include: Building Officials 
and Code Administration International (BOCA), Homewood, IL; 
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FINDING SOURCES OF TECHNICAL 
ASSISTANCE 
Goal: Ignition Control 
Method 
Sources 

International Conference of Building Officials (ICBO), Whittier, 
CA; Southern Building Code Congress International (SBCC), Bir
mingham, AL. 

Private educational conSUlting firms are available to provide 
services in materials development for training purposes. They can 
also be hired to develop staff training programs dealing with 
emergency operating procedures. Manufacturers of fire protection 
equipment are available to supply the equipment and install it ac
cording to the specifications of fire protection engineers. 

Building Officials and Code Administration International 
17926 S. Halstead Street 
Homewood, Illinois 60430 

Bureau of Prisons 
320 First Street S. W. 
Washington, D.C. 20534 

Commission on Accreditation for Corrections 
377 Park Avenue S. 
New York, N.Y. 10016 

Consumer Products Safety Commission 
1111 Eighteenth Street N.W. 
Washington, D.C. 20534 

Department of Agriculture 
Agricultural Research Service 
Fourteenth Stret~t & Independence Avenue 
Washington, D.C. 20250 

International Conference of Building Officials 
5360 S. Workman Mill Road 
Whittier, California 90601 

National Bureau of Standards 
Route 1-270 & Quince Orchard Road 
Gaithersburg, Maryland 
Mailing address - 'Washington, D.C. 

National Clearinghouse for Criminal Justice 
Planning and Architecture 

505 E. Green Stree\t Suite 200 
Champaign, Illinois 61820 

National Fire Protection Association 
Batterymarch Park 
Quincy, Massachusetts 02269 
National Institute of Corrections 
U.S. Department of Justice 
320 First Street N.W. 
Washington, D.C. 20534 
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Society of Fire Protection Engineers 
60 Batterymarch Street 
Boston, Massachusetts 02110 

Southern Building Code Congress International 
900 Montclair Road 
Birmingham, Alabama 35231 

United States Fire Administration 
1725 I Street N.W. 
Washington, D.C. 20472 

In this section, some available sources of financial assistance 
are described. Such financial assistance may be all that is required 
to get your comprehensive fire safety plan or any part of the plan 

FINANCIAL 
ASSISTANCE 

off the ground and into action. Depending on the source and type 12 
.. /' 
~~ of financial assistance program, funds can be used for a variety of 12 

improvements: 

• To expand the field of fire protection technology in correc
tional institutions by means of research and development 
funds. These funds can be used to finance pilot or ex
perimental programs in an institution which, if effective, 
may be transferred to other institutions. 

• To install, acquire, or improve fire protection equipment 
and apparatus. 

• To develop or improve general fire prevention and sup
pression programs, such as the development of emergen
cy operating procedures or evacuation plans. 

• For a specific fire safety program which may feature a 
priority focus of the fundin.g organization. An example 
would be funds allocated to purchase or install smoke 
detectors or a program to replace high hazard materials 
such as highly combustible mattresses. 

• For the purchasing of fire insurance. 
• For personnel procurement and training. For example, an 

institution may be awarded funds to train, organize, and 
equip a fire brigade. 

In many cases, but not always, an organization which is a 
source o~ technical assistance in a certain area is also a source of 
financial assistance for programs and projects in that area. Many 
organizations, even though they do not have the capability to of
fer technical assistance in a certain area, may offer funding for 
area-related improvements. Conversely, an organization with the 
capability and willingness to offer technical assistance may not 
have the capability to offer financial assistance. This may be the 
case because the organization is a private, profit-making company 
whose business it is to provide technical assistance for a fee. Also, 
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FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE 
Improvements for which mOnies are 
available: 



13. fl,[ "/Y 'fl' 

i/f- !j ': i: ! . 

.L~"--'" . .:!L...._J 
FORMS OF FINANCIAL 
ASSISTANCE 
Description of each (written) 
Types 

Ask students to investigate sources 
of assistance, They can determine 
how much money is available, from 
whom, for what types of improve
ment. 

an organization with the power to grant financial assistance may 
have already allocated all available funds for the current funding 
cycle. 

There are many ways in which financial assistance can be 
made available by an organization to the user. The following 

13 methods are most common when the funding source is a private, 
nonprofit organization or a governmental agency:* 

• Formula Grants: Allocations of money to states or their 
subdivisions in accordance with distribution formulas prescribed 
by law or administrative regulation, for activities of a continuing 
nature not confined to a specific project. Revenue sharing, a type 
of formula grant, provides federal financial aid to states, counties, 
cities, and townships without specifying how the money is to be 
spent. The priorities are determined locally. 

• Project Grants: The funding, for fixed periods, of specific 
projects or the delivery of specific services or products without 
the liability for damages or failure to perform. Project grants in
clude fellowships, scholarships, research grants, training grants, 
traineeships, experimental and demonstration grants, evaluation 
survey grants, construction grants and unsolicited contractual 
agreements. 

• Discretionary Grants: Allocation of funds at the discre
tion of the funding agency for broad purposes to fulfill a long
range goal or priority of the agency. 

• Direct Loans: Financial assistance provided through the 
lending of federal monies for 8. specific period of time, with a 
reasonable expection of repayment. Such loans mayor may not re
quire the payment of interest. 

• Guaranteed/Insured Loans: Programs in which the 
foderal government makes an arrangement to indemnify a lender 
against part or all of any defaults by those responsible for repay
ment of loans. 

• Research Contracts: Federal assistance designed to sup
port research in situations where the transmission of funds would 
be better handled through contracts rather than through grants. 
The research contract is for personal or professional services, or 
for any service to be rendered by a university, college, hospital, 
public agency, or nonprofit institution. The principal purpose of 
such contracts is to create, develop, or improve products, pro
cesses or methods for public use, or to operate programs 
benefiting the pUblic. 

• Matching Funds: Many of the financial assistance pro
grams just listed may require the grantee to match the award 
amount. Some limitations are usually placed on how the grantee 

*Sources of Federal Funds for Fire Programs, United States Fire Administration, 
Washington, DC, 1978, p. 34. 
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may acquire the other funds. For example, the grantee cannot use 
the potential of another grant to match funds. 

It should be clear that technical and financial assistance is 
available to you. If your facility encounters a problem in either of 
these areas when setting up your plan, the time to act in obtaining 
assistance is early in the development of the plan. Thus, once de
velopment of a comprehensive fire safety plan is complete, im
plementation of the plan can and should begin immediately. 

Although developing a comprehensive fire safety plan may 
appear to be a wasted effort or a low priority, especially in com
parison to the many other more urgent day-to-day tasks, fire safe
ty cannot be achieved without it. Without a comprehensive plan, 
fire safety will be haphazard at best, and at the very least, your 
facility will spend more funds in the process. As a corrections ad
ministrator, you have many available alternatives to achieve a 
high level of fire safety in your facility. A comprehensive fire safe
ty plan is the one alternative you cannot do without. 

Now, let's review. 

CHAPTER REVIEW 14 14. Follow the instructions 
specified for the Chapter Review in 
Chapter One. 

1. Planning includes: (check any that apply) 

a. Formulating objectives. 

b. Devising a strategy for 
achieving the objectives. 

c. Setting up the operations. 

d. Performing the operations. 

e. Allocating resources. 

Inspection procedures. 

Purchase of major apparatus. 

Purchase of SCBA's. 

Fire safe building construction. 

Installation of automatic sprin
klers. 

Staff and inmate education and 
training. 

2. Specify the allocation of resources most like
ly to be involved in long-range planning by 
writing LR, and those most likely to be in
volved in short-range planning by writing 
SR. 

3. List the four areas in which fire safety objec
tives for correctional facilities are established. 

Manpower. 

Development of an emergency 
operating plan. 
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a. 

b. 

c. 

d. 



4. List the three factors that affect the 8. 
reliability of reaching objectives. 

a. 

b. 

c. 

5. What means are available for helping you to 
keep focused on achieving your long-range 
objectives? 

9. 

6. What does the term "comprehensive" repre-
sent in relation to developing a comprehen-
sive fire safety plan for a correctional facili-
ty? 

10. 
7. Briefly explain the function of management 

in developing and implementing the com-
prehensive fire safety plan. 

--------
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Identify the five basic phases of developing 
a comprehensive fire safety plan. 

a. 

b. 

c. 

d. 

e. 

List the five goals of the Simplified Fire 
Safety System. 

a. 

b. 

c. 

d. 

e. 

What are the two major problems which 
may prevent corrections administrators 
from improving levels of fire safety in their 
facilities? 

a. 

b. 
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A code or standard is a document which contains mandatory provi
sions and minimum requirements. A number of standards-making 
groups publish codes and standards that impact on the fire protection 
needs of correctional facilities. Among these are the N ntional Fire Protec
tion Association (NFPA), Underwriters Laboratories Inc. (UL), and the 
American Society for Testing and Materials (ASTM). Some of their codes 
and standards have been mentioned in the text of this manual. Those 
codes or standards which relate most closely to methods of control cited 
in the Simplified Fire Safety System are listed in this Appendix. Com
plete catalogs of published codes and standards as well as the publica
tions themselves may be obtained from the following: 

National Fire Protection Association 
Batterymarch Park 
Quincy, MA 02269 

Underwriters Laboratories Inc. 
333 Pfingsten Road 
Northbrook, IL 60062 

American Society for Testing and Materials 
1916 Race Street 
Philadelphia, PA 19103 

Number 
10 
13 
13A 
14 
19B 
24 
27 
30 
70-78 
70B 
70E 
72C 
72E 
80 
82 

90A 
101 
220 
251 

255 

1001 
1901 
1961 
1962 

Title 
Portable Fire Extinguishers 
Installation of Sprinkler Systems 
Care and Maintenance of Sprinkler Systems 
Installation of Standpipe and Hose Systems 
Respiratory Protective Equipment for Fire Fighters 
Outside Protection 
Private Fire Brigades 
Flammable and Combustible Liquids Code 
National Electrical Code 
Electrical Equipment Maintenance 
Electrical Safety Requirements for Employee Work Places 
Remote Station Protective Signaling Systems 
Automatic Fire Detectors 
Fire Doors and Windows 
Incinerators, Waste and Linen Handli/lg Systems and 

Equipment 
Air Conditioning and Ventilating Systems 
Life Safety Code 
Standard Types of Building Construction 
Standard Methods of Fire Tests of Building Construction 

and Materials 
Method of Test of Surface Burning Characteristics of 

Building Materials 
Fire Fighter Professional Qualifications 
Automotive Fire Apparatus 
Fire Hose 
Care, Maintenance, and Use of Fire Hose 
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CODES AND 
STANDARDS 
FROM UL 

CODES AND 
STANDARDS 
FROM ASTM 

Number 
9 
lOB 
14B 

14C 
18 
19 
57 
63 
92 
154 
199 
228 
246 
263 
268 
299 
401 
405 
437 
448 
464 
521 
531 
924 
983 

Number 
E69 

E84 
E108 
E119 
E136 

E152 
E160 

E162 
E163 
E286 

E684 
E136 
D2859 

Title 
Fire Tests of Window Assemblies 
Fire Tests of Door Assemblies 
Sliding Hardware for Standard Horizontally Mounted Tin-

Clad Fire Doors 
Swinging Hardware for Standard Tin-Clad Fire Doors 
Unlined Fire Hose 
Woven.Jacketed Rubber-Lined Fire Hose 
Electric Lighting Fixtures 
Fire Door Frames 
Fire Extinguisher and Booster Hose 
Carbon Dioxide Fire Extinguishers 
Automatic Sprinklers for Fire Protection Service 
Door Closers, Holders, and Integral Smoke Detectors 
Hydrants for Fire Protection Service 
Fire Tests of Building Construction 
Smoke Detectors for Fire Protective Signaling Systems 
Dry Chemical Fire Extinguishers 
Portable Spray Hose Nozzles for Fire Protection Service 
Fire Department Connections 
Key Locks 
Pumps for Fire Protection Service 
Audible Signal Appliances 
Heat Detectors for Fire Protective Signaling Systems 
Single and Multiple Station Heat Detectors 
Emergency Lighting Equipment 
Surveillance Cameras 

Title 
Fire Test for Combustible Properties of Treated Wood by Fire 

Tube Apparatus 
Fire Test for Surface Flammability of Building Materials 
Fire Test on Roof Coverings 
Fire Tests of Building Construction and Materials 
Fire Test for Combustibility (Behavior) of Materials in a 

Vertical Tube Furnace 
Fire Tests of Doors/Door Assemblies 
Fire Test for Combustible Properties of Treated Wood by Crib 

Test 
Fire Tests of Materials Using a Radiant Heat Energy Source 
Fire Tests of Windows/Window Assemblies 
Fire Tests of Building Materials, Using an 8-ft. Tunnel 

Furnace 
Fire Tests of Floor Coverings 
Fire Test for Fire Retardancy of Paints (Cabinet Method) 
Fire Test for Flammability of Finished Textile Floor Covering 

Materials 
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When the NFPA Committee on Safety to Life recognized that the 
problem of fires in detention and correctional facUities was not adequate
ly addressed in Chapter 10 of the Life Safety Code, they appointed a new 
sub-committee to draft a standard specifically addressing fire safety in 
these facilites. "Detention and Correctional Facilities" will be contained 
in Chapters 14 and 15 of the 1981 edition of the Life Safety Code. 

Chapter 14 will address new detention and correctional facilities 
while Chapter 15 will address existing facilities. Retroactive application 
of standards is considered reasonable and necessary where a threat to life 
is apparent. The standard recognizes that equivalent but different 
systems are possible and may be permitted, provided that such alter
native systems will provide an equivalent safety to life. The following is a 
discussion of the Life Safety Code requirements in the draft of Chapters 
14 and 15 which will be voted on at the NFPA fall meeting in 1980. 'rhe 
1981 version of NFPA 101, Life Safety Code will be available for pur
chase in J auuary, 1981. A handbook for using the Life Safety Code will be 
available in June, 1981. 

Five types or classes of restraint are generally used in detention and 
correctional facilites. These uses directly affect the fire protection re
quirenlents because they describe the ease of movement of the occupants 
and therefore the built-in fire protection required. The use conditions are 
defined as follows. 

Use Condition I - Free Egress: Free movement is allowed from 
sleeping area and other spaces where access or occupancy is permit
ted, to the exterior via means of egress meeting the requirements of 
this code. For example, work-release centers where the doors are not 
locked would be considered Use Condition I and are not considered 
detention and correctional facilities by this chapter of the Life Safe" 
ty Code. 
Use Condition II - Zoned Egress: Free movement is allowed from 
sleeping areas and any other occupied smoke compartment to other 
smoke compartments. 
Use Condition III - Zoned Impeded Egress: Free movement is 
allowed within individual smoke compartments (such as within a 
residential unit comprised of individual sleeping rooms, and within 
group activity space) with egress from that smoke compartment to 
another smoke compartment provided by remote-control unlocking 
of doors. 
Use Condition IV - Impeded Egress: Free movement is restricted 
from an occupied space. Remote control release is provided to per
mit movement from all sleeping rooms, activity spaces, and other 
occupied areas within the smoke compartment to other smoke com
partment(s). 
Use Condition V - Contained: Free movement is restricted from an 
occupied space. Staff controlled manual release at each door is pro
vided to permit movement from all sleeping rooms, activity spaces, 
and other occupied areas within the smoke compartment to other 
smoke compartment(s). 

All detention and correctional facilities or those portions of facilities 
housing inmates must be provided with twenty-four hour staffing on any 
floor lev,el having residency and located within 100 feet of the access way 
to any hlOusing area. Under Use Conditions III, IV and V, audio monitor
ing should be provided for every sleeping space. 
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BUILDING 
CONSTRUCTION 

SUB-DIVISION OF 
BUILDING 
SPACES 

Smoke Barriers 

Building construction has generally not been a problem in detention 
and correctional facilities which are usually designed of heavy masonry 
construction in order to provide security. This heavy masonry construc
tion also provides fire resistance. Some exceptions to this noncombusti
ble masonry construction have been the application of wood roofs over 
large cell areas. This was the case in Columbus, Ohio where 320 persons 
were killed in 1930 as a result of a fire involving a wood roof. 

Buildings three or more stories high should be of fire-resistive con
struction. Although less desirable, buildings designed with combustible 
materials may be used for one and two story buildings. Since these com
bustible buildings contribute to their own destruction by providing fuel 
for fire, special consideration and precautions are necessary. 

Evaluation of the effect of building m.aterials during fire must in
clude the production of smoke and toxic materials. Many cellulosic 
materials, even those provided with fire retardants, may produce large 
quantities of smoke. The use of plastic building materials should be 
carefully evaluated. This may include such common materials as mat
tresses and pillows. 

Any area with greater hazards than those usually encountered in 
detention and correctional facilities and located in the same building 
should be separated with construction having not less than one hour fire 
resistance. Such areas include general storage, boiler and furnace rooms, 
fuel storage areas, janitors' closets, maintenance shops, laundries, and 
kitchens. An alternative to one hour fire separation is automatic 
sprinkler protection. Where the hazard is severe, both the fire resistant 
separation and automatic sprinklers should be provided. For example, 
padded cells are considered severe hazard areas. 

Sections of detention and correctional facilities may be classified as 
"other occupancies" if they are not intended to serve inmates for pur
poses of housing, customary access, or means of egress and if they are 
adequately separated from areas of detention and correctional occupan
cies by two-hour fire-resistive construction. Also, detention and correc
:bional occupancies located in buildings housing other occupancies should 
be separated from the other occupancies by construction having a 
minimum of two-hour fire resistance. 

Smoke barriers should be provided regardless of building construc
tion: 

a. To divide every floor used by inmates for sleeping or any other 
floor having an occupant load of 50 or more persons into at least 
two compartments. 

b. To limit the housing to a maximum of 200 inmates in any smoke 
compartment. 

c. To limit the travel distance to a door in a smoke barrier from any 
room door required as exit access to 100 feet (200 feet for existhg 
facilities), or from any point in a room to 150 feet (250 feet for ex
isting facilities). A horizontal exit, when constructed to satisfy 
the additional criteria imposed upon construction of smoke stop 
barriers, may be used as a desirable alternate to a smoke stop par
tition. Other alternatives to smoke partitions are: spaces having 
direct access to a public way; a building separated from the in
mate housing area by two-hour fire resistance or 50 feet of open 
space; an enclosed area having a holding space 50 feet from the 
housing area that provides 15 square feet or more of refuge area 
per person. 
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Smoke partitions shall be continuous from outside wall to outside 
wall and from floor slab to the underside of the floor slab or roof slab 
above, including continuity through all concealed spaces such as those 
found above suspended ceilings. Smoke partitions should be of substan
tial construction and should have structural fire resistance of at least 30 
minu tes. Fixed wired glass vision panels may be used in such barriers, 
provided they do not exceed 1,296 square inches each in area and are 
mounted in approved steel frames. There is no restriction on the total 
number of such vision panels in any barrier. In other words, the smoke 
barrier may consist of a series of 1,296 square inch wired glass panels in 
steel frames, slab to slab. At least six net square feet per occupant should 
be provided on each side of the smoke barrier for the total number of oc
cupants in adjoining compartments, This six net square feet may consist 
of areas in corridors and rooms. 

Door openings in smoke barriers shall swing in the direction of 
egress. In existing facilities, doors in smoke partitions are not required to 
swing in the direction of exit travel. In those applications where egress 
may be in either direction, a pair of swinging doors should be provided 
with each door swinging in opposite directions. Doors in smoke barriers 
should be self-closing or automatic closing and should be self-latching. 
Smoke barrier doors in Use Condition II should be unlocked; in Use Con
ditions III and IV, doors may be locked but should be provided with 
remote release capabilities; in Use Condition V the doors in smoke parti
tions may be locked with a key. Doors in smoke barriers should be pro
vided with transpnrent wired-glass vision panels (not to exceed 720 
square inches) mounted in steel frames. The minimum width for doors in 
smoke barriers should be 32 inches. 

Ducts penetrating smoke barriers should be equipped with fire damp
ers arranged to close by operation of smoke detectors located within the 
area in which the duct takes suction. However, such dampers are not re
quired in buildings deBigned with an engineered smoke control system in 
accordance with NFPA 90A, Installation of Air Conditioning and Ven
tilating Systems. 

The current technology on smoke control is limited to systems that 
limit or prevent the migration of smoke from one compartment to 
another. Adaptation of conventional air handling systems may permit 
the creation of pressure differentials across physical barriers, such as 
floors or partitions, to prevent smoke transfer. The effectiveness of 
smoke partitions may be significantly improved by the use of smoke con
trol systems. Exhaust fans, smoke vents, and other equipment for reliev
ing smoke from the fire area can assist in smoke contro11 but cannot be 
expected to make the fire area safe and cannot be substituted for com
partmentation, detection, evacuation, extinguishment, and other fire pro
tection features. 

The tendency of fire and fire-produced contaminants to spread ver
tically within a building is a recognized phenomenon. Special effort is re
quired to minimize the vertical travel of smoke and fire. 

All vertical openings between stories, such as stairways, elevators, 
light or ventilation shafts should be enclosed, and their construction 
should have a two-hour fire-resistive rating. One-hour rated enclosures 
are acceptable in buildings of one-hour fire-resistive construction or less. 
Stairs that do not connect to a corridor, do not connect more than two 
levels, and that do not serve as a means of egress, do not have to be 
enclosed; however, the effects of vertical fire and smoke movement for 
each opening must be assessed. In facilities completely equipped with ap-
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EXIT DESIGN 

proved automatic sprinkler systems, the resistance of shaft enclosures 
may be reduced to one hour in buildings up to and including three stories 
in height. 

Enclosure protection may be omitted for two communicating floor 
levels, providing each of the following conditions are met: 

a. The entire area, including all communicating floor levels, is suffi
ciently open and unobstructed so that it may be assumed that a 
fire or other dangerous condition in any part of the facility will be 
immediately obvious to the occupants or'~':c)ervisory personnel 
in the area. 

b. Exit capacity is sufficient to provide egress simultaneously for 
all occupants of all communicating levels and areas. All com
municating levels in the same fire area are considered as a single 
floor area for purposes of determination of required exit capacity. 
In other words, since there is no separation, both floors are con
sidered within the same fire area. Therefore, the exits must be 
sufficient for both floor areas. At least one half of the required 
exit capacity for each floor level is accessible from that floor level. 

Special consideration must be given to exit facilities in a detention 
and correctional facility. The major difference between this type of facil
ity and other occupancies is that the doors are normally locked to main
tain security. Since security is a primary consideration, the Life Safety 
Code has addressed this issue and allowed for special exceptions to nor
mally accepted exit requirements. 

At least two exits located remotely from each other should be ac
cessible to each floor, fire compartment, or smoke compartment of the 
building. Horizontal exits may be substituted for other exits, provided 
the maximum exit travel distance is not exceeded. Also, horizontal exits 
may comprise 100 percent of the exits required. In other words, each 
smoke compartment is not required to have a separate door or stairs 
leading directly outside, but may have two horizontal exits leading from 
that area to other smoke compartments, provided that the adjoining 
smoke compartments do have stairs or doors leading directly outside. 

Every sleeping room should have a door leading directly outside or to 
an exit access corridor. However, one adjacent room such as a day room 
or group activity space may intervene. Where individual sleeping rooms 
adjoin a day room or group activity space which serves as access to an 
exit way, the sleeping rooms may open directly onto the day space and 
may be separated by one-half or u full story in height, provided exit travel 
distance is not exceeded. 

Exit discharge may terminate directly at the building's exterior or at 
a horizontal exit and may discharge into a fenced or walled courtyard, 
provided that not more than two walls of the courtyard are the building 
walls from which exit is being made. These enclosed yards or courts shall 
be of sufficient size to accommodate all occupants a minimum of 50 feet 
from the building with a net area of fifteen square feet per person. This 
provision allows inmates to be evacuated to enclosed courtyards, such as 
ballfields, and therefore helps to maintain security in case of a fire. 

Doors in means of egress in other occupancies are required to be of 
the side-hinged swinging type. However, in detention and correctional 
facilities, horizontal sliding type doors may be permitted, provided the 
force to slide a door to its fully opened position does not exceed fifty 
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pounds with a perpendicular force against the d00r of fifty pounds. Also, 
sallyports (security vestibules) may be permitted in means of egress 
when there are provisions for continuous and unobstructed passage 
through the sallyport during emergency conditions. In other words, both 
doors of the saUyport must be capable of being opened at the same time. 

Doors from areas of refuge to the exterior may be locked with a key. 
Locks to such doors shall be operable from the outside. Keys to unlock 
these doors shall be maintained and available at the facility at all times 
and should be readily identified by sight, such as color coding, and by 
touch, such as by notching or rivets, so that they may be id.entified in the 
dark. Where locking of required means of egress is necessary, an ade
quate number of staff should be available for the supervised release of oc
cupants during all times of use. 

Remote release devices used 1n the means of egress should be pro
vided with reliable means of operation remote from the inmate living 
areas to release all locks on all doors. Provisions for remote unlocking 
may be waived, provided not more than ten doors are necessary to be 
unlocked in order to remove all occupants from one smoke compartment 
to an area of refuge as promptly as they could be removed with remote 
unlocldng. Individual door unlocking requires both manpower and time 
and should be evaluated for each circumstance. In no case should more 
than two separate keys be required to move the occupants to a separate 
smoke compartment. 

Prompt evacuation is intended to be accomplished between the time 
of fire detection, whether automatic or manual, and the time the fire pro
duces intolerable conditions. Fire tests have indicated that the time 
available depends on the volume and height of the space and the rate of 
fire development. In traditional single story corridor arrangements, the 
time between detection by smoke detectors and the advent of lethal con
ditions down to head height can be as short as three minutes. Also, it can 
be expected that approximately one minute will be required to evacuate 
all the occupants of a threatened smoke compartment once the locks are 
released. 

All power-operated sliding doors or power-operated locks for swing
ing doors should be constructed so that in the event of power failure a 
manual mechanical means, operable from a remote location or key lock at 
the individual door, can be uE/ed to release the door. Power-operated 
sliding doors or power-operated locks for swinging doors shall be ar
ranged so that under emergency conditions, the door will not 
automatically relock when closed unless specific action is takc!l1 at the 
remote location to enable such doors to relock. Emergency power should 
be provided for all electrical power-operated sliding doors and power
operated locks. Power should be arranged to automatically operate upon 
failure of normal power within ten seconds and to maintain emergency 
power sources for at least one and one-half hours. 

The occupant load for which means of egress should be provided for 
any floor should be the maximum number of persons intended to occupy 
that floor, but in no case less than one person for each 120 square feet of 
gross floor area. 

The maximum travel distance for detention and correctional facilities 
is divided into three categories: 

1. Where the maximum travel distance between any room door re
quired as exit access and an exit does not exceed 100 feet. 

2. Where the maximum travel distance between any point in a room 
and an exit access does not exceed 150 feet. 
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3. Where the exit travel distance between any point in a sleeping 
room or suite and an exit access door of that room or suite does 
not exceed 50 feet. 

The exit travel distances specified in items 1 and 2 above may be in
creased by fifty feet in buildings completely equipped with approved 
automatic sprinkler systems. No exit or exit access should contain a cor
ridor, hallway, or aisle having a pocket or dead-end exceeding 50 feet for 
Use Conditions III and IV, and 20 feet for Use Condition V. 

Aisles, corridors, and ramps required for access or exits shall be at 
least four feet in width (three feet wide for existing facilities). All means 
of egress from detention and correctional occupancies that traverse other 
use areas, such as courthouses, should as a minimum conform to the re
quirements for detention and correctional facilities. 

All exits should be identified by readily visible signs. Where access 
to exits is not easily visible to occupants, access routes should also be 
marked with suitable signs. However, exit signs may be omitted in sleep
ing room areas at horizontal exits and smoke partitions if desired. Exit 
marking should be provided in all areas accessible to the public. 

Illumination of the means of egress should be continuous whenever 
the building is occupied. Illumination should include all access routes re
quired to reach exits, the entire path within exits, and the point of exit 
discharge. 

Emergency power is required for illumination of the means of egress 
and exit marking. Emergency lighting facilities should be arranged to 
maintain illumination for a period of one and one-half hours should nor
mal lighting fail. The emergency lighting system should be arranged to 
provide the required illumination automatically in the event of inter
ruption of normal lighting. The emergency lighting system should be 
continuously in operation or should be capable of repeated automatic 
operation without manual intervention. 

The initial growth of a fire may be significantly affected by materials 
used as interior finishes within a building. Combustible interior finish 
materials, such as foam plastic used for padding of cells, have been 
significant factors in mUltiple death fires. The relative hazard of any in
terior finish is usually judged on the basis of tests conducted in accor
dance with NFPA 255, Method of Test of Surface Burning 
Characteristics of Building Materials, commonly referred to as the 
Steiner Tunnel Test. 

Interior finish of walls and ceilings in means of egress and any room 
or cell not separated from the means of eg\'~ss by at least a one-hour 
separation should be Class A (Class B for existing facilities). All other 
areas should be at least Class C. Floor finish material in the means of 
egress in any room or cell not separated from the means of egress by at 
least a one-hour separation should be Class A (Class B in existing 
facilities), 

In many occupancies it is considered reasonable to use a higher class 
material wall or floor finish in buildings equipped with an approved 
automatic sprinkler system. This practice is not considered prudent for 
detention and correctional facilities. Class C interior finish is permitted in 
existing facilities when sprinklers are installed. 
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Every building should be equipped with an electrically supervised, 
manually operated fire alarm system. When activated, the manual fire 
alarm system should be designed to sound an alarm throughout the facil
ity which can be heard above ambient noise levels. The fire alarm s~ stem 
should be arranged to transmit an alarm automatically to the fire depart
ment. However, where the fire department is not equipped to re<!eive such 
alarms, a different arrangement for notification of the fire department 
should be provided. Due to the nature of detention and correctional oc
cupancies, the standard does permit the locking of manual fire alarm 
boxes or the location of manual fire alarm boxes at staff locations, pro
vided there is twenty-four hour staffing and keys are readily available to 
unlock the boxes. 

Automatic smoke detection systems should be provided in the 
following areas: 

a. All sleeping areas and areas not separated from sleeping areas by 
fire-resistive construction in Use Conditions IV and V. 

h. In sleeping rooms occupied by more than four persons in Use 
Condition III. 

c. In all corridors and common spaces in Use Conditions II and III. 
d. In corridors of all facilities protected by completely automatic 

sprinkler systems. 

Smoke detectors may be arranged to alarm locally only and are not 
required to be connected to the fire department. All detection systems 
should be electrically supervised and should be provided with an alter
nate power supply from the emergency power system. 

Due to the problem of tampering with detection devices, the code 
does permit alternate arrangements in positioning smoke detectors, pro
vided the function of detecting a fire is fulfilled and the location of detec
tors is such that the speed of detection will be equivalent to that provided 
by standard spacing and arrangements. This may include the location of 
detectors in exhaust ducts from cells, behind grills, or in other locations. 
The equivalent performance of the design, however, should be acceptable 
to the authority having jurisdiction. 

Automatic sprinkler systems that respond automatically to a fire 
condition provide detection, alarm annunciation, and suppression in one 
operation. The automatic sprinkler system has a proven record of life 
safety extending for nearly one hundred years. A person in contact with 
the fire origin may still be seriously threatened in a sprinkler environ
ment; however, persons in adjoining spaces (in a number of recorded 
cases, persons within the room of fire origin), have been adequately pro
tected against the effects of fire by automatic sprinklers. Sprinklers have 
been successfully installed in many detention and correctional facilities. 
For example, sprinklers are installed throughout the state prisons in Ten
nessee and in the New Hampshire State Prison. They were ~lso installed 
in the St. John, New Brunswick detention center following the fatal fire 
there. 

An automatic sprinkler system should be designed in accordance 
with NFPA 13, Installation of Sprinkler Systems. The automatic 
sprinkler system should automatically sound the building fire alarm and 
transmit an alarm to the fire department. The sprinkler system and com
ponents should be electrically supervised to ensure reliable operation. 
Electrical supervision should include gate valve tamper switches that 
provide a local alarm in a constantly attended location when the valve is 
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closed; supervision of fire pumps, if used, to include pump running; low 
system pressure and a loss of pump power; and supervision of water 
tanks, if used, to include low water alarm. 

Protection of isolated areas where six or less sprinklers are required 
may be provided by connections to the building's domestic water supply 
system. The water supply should have proven hydraulic capability to 
provide not less than 0.15 gpm per square foot of floor area throughout 
the entire enclosed area. An indicating shut-off valve should be provided 
at an accessible location between the sprinklers and the connection to the 
domestic water supply. Water flow indication and alarm is recommended 
as is gate valve tamper supervision. 

Complete, approved automatic sprinkler system protection should be 
provided throughout all detention and correctional facilities. However, 
buildings of fire-resistive construction of any height and buildings of pro
tected noncombustible, protected ordinary, and protected wood frame 
construction not over two stories in height, are not required to be 
sprinklered. 

Class III standpipe and hose systems should be provided for all 
buildings over seventy-five feet in height and all combustible buildings 
over two stories in height. Class II and III standpipe and hose systems 
should be provided for any building over three stories in height which 
does not have sprinklers. One inch diameter formed rubber hose may be 
used in lieu of one and one-half inch rubber lined hose required in NFPA 
14, Installation of Standpipe and Hose Systems. 

Portable fire extinguishers should be provided in all areas of the 
building. However, due to the problem of tampering, access to portable 
fir~.: extinguishers may be locked or the portable fire extinguishers may 
be located in supervised staff locations only, provided there is twenty
four hour staffing and keys are readily available. 

Building service equipment should be installed and maintained in ac
cordance with appropriate NFPA standards in order to minimize the 
probability of such equipment serving as a source of fire exposure to 
building occupants. Special consideration should be given to the design 
and installation of heating and air conditioning systems. Such systems 
shall be installed in accordance with NFPA 90A, Air Conditioning and 
Heating Systems. Portable heating devices are judged to be unsafe 
within detention and correctional facilities. Combustion and ventilation 
air for boilers, incinerators, or heater rooms, should be taken directly 
from and discharged directly to the outside. The heating system should 
have safety devices to immediately stop the flow of fuel and shut down 
the equipment in case of either excessive temperatures or ignition failure. 
Approved suspended unit heaters may be used in locations other than 
means of egress and sleeping areas, provided heaters are located high 
enough to be out of reach of persons using the area and are equipped with 
the safety devices. 

Rubbish or linen chutes, including pneumatic rubbish and linen 
systems, should be provided with automatic sprinkler systems installed 
in accordance with NFPA 13. All trash chutes should discharge into a 
trash collecting room used for no other purpose and separated by one 
hour fire-resistive construction or protected by automatic sprinklers. In
ciner-ators should not be directly fuel fed nor should any floor chute 
directly connect with the combustion chamber. 
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Each detention and correctional facility should have a fire safety and 
evacuation plan. This plan should be developed in cooperation with the 
staff and management of the detention and correctional facility as well as 
with the local fire department. All facility personnel should become 
familiar with this plan and should be continually drilled in its use. Train
ing of personnel should include the use of fire extinguishers, the proper 
method of sounding an alarm, how to move inmates to an area of refuge, 
and how to operate all fire detection and alarm equipment. 

Each facility should have a fire and safety officer whose prime 
responsibility is recognizing hazards, enforcing the emergency plan, 
liaison with the fire department, and training of personnel. This fire and 
safety officer should report directly to the prison administrator and have 
his support in correcting fire protection deficiencies. This person should 
also have the freedom to actively work with the local fire department to 
arrange inspection tours and mutual training exercises. It is extremely 
important that the fire department be familiar with the construction and 
fire protection details of the detention and correctional facility. 

Emergency drills should include transmission of fire alarm signals 
and simulation of emergency fire conditions to the extent possible 
without jeopardizing the well-being of occupants. This may require some 
coordination and planning in a detention and correctional facility. If 
drills are not conducted during times of normal operation, it cannot be ex
pected that orderly and rapid evacuation of the facility can be ac
complished during times of emergency. Drills should be conducted on all 
three shifts and at different times of the day. The use of the building 
alarm equipment during drills provides an operating test of the equip
ment and also familiarizes people with the operation and sound of the fire 
alarm devices. 

The fire safety and evacuation plan should include as a minimum the 
following fundamentals: 

• Training in the use of fire alarm and fire detection equipment. 
• Transmission of the alarm to the fire department. This is an im

portant function and should be planned ahead of time with the 
fire department. 

• Evacuation practices for all areas. 
• Use of fire extinguishers. 
• Use of alternate evacuation routes in case the primary routes 

are not available. 
• Assisting the fire department in the timely entrance into the 

site and clearing of equipment and personnel. 
• The cooperation of local police in control of inmates if they are 

to be evacuated to the outside. 
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ambient temperature: The temperature of the 
surrounding environment. For example, the am
bient temperature of the room in which you are 
now seated may be 68 of (20 0 0). 

area of refuge: An area to which occupants can be 
evacuated that is safe from the effects of fire. An 
area of refuge can be the exterior of the building, 
another building, or another area of the same 
building that is separated by fire resi'3tant con
struction. The minimum fire resistance tating of a 
wall separating an area of refuge should 'be 2 hours. 

automatic sprinklers: Devices for automatically 
distributing water upon a fire in sufficient quanti
ty either to extinguish it entirely or to prevent its 
spread in the event that the initial fire is out of 
range of the sprinklers or is a type that cannot be 
extinguished by water discharged from sprinklers 
through a system of piping, ordinarily overhead, 
with the sprinklers placed at intervals along the 
pipes. Sprinklers normally go off individually and 
only when they are in close proximity to the fire. 

building materials: In general, any material used 
for the construction of a building. In the context of 
this manual, building materials refer to the struc
tural portions of the building, and are separate 
from interior finish. In areas where the structural 
elements of the building are exposed, the building 
material may in fact also be the interior finish. 

capacity per unit of width: The capacity in 
number of plarsons per unit of exit width for ap
proved components of means of egress. 

carboxyhemoglobin: The blood-gas mixture 
which results from carbon monoxide combining 
with the hemoglobin in the blood (hemoglobin is 
the oxygen-carrying part of the blood). 

combustibles: Materials which can burn, for ex
ample, wood, cloth, paper, and synthetics such as 
polyurethane foam and styrene-butadiene foam. 
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compartmentation: The ~0hcept of retarding fire 
growth, development, and spread with fire resis
tant walls, ceilings, and floors. In order for the 
compartmentation to be effective, all openings in 
the fire resistant members must be protected with 
fire resistant doors, windows, or other enclosures. 

component: In its simplest meaning, a compo
nent is one of the constituent parts or elements 
that make up a complex whole. Within the context 
of a system, a component performs a specific func
tion and has the potential to interact with other 
components of the system. For example, each box 
of the Fire Safety Concepts Tree (whether it be 
termed a goal or a method) can be thought of as a 
component. 

contents/furnishings: Those articles such as fur
niture, books, draperies, contained within a struc
ture which tend to increase comfort or utility and 
which are generally not secured in place. 

defend in place: The concept of providing a safe 
environment for occupants during a fire incident to 
an e2l:tremely high degre6 of reliability. In a defend
in-place occupancy, only the room of fire origin has 
to be evacuated. The technology does not exist, in 
a realistic and cost effective manner, to protect the 
person or persons directly involved with ignition, 
such as an individual that is smoking in bed. De
fend in place occupancies utilize fire protection 
equipment such as automatic sprinklers, smoke 
detectors, and smoke control systems. 

early warning detection: Detection equipment 
that will detect a fire and sound an alarm very early 
in the fire development. Smoke detectors are the 
most common type of early warning detection; how
ever, there are other types of eHITly warning dei;ec
tion equipment, such as hea.t aild flame detectors. 

emergency operating proc.edures: An emergency 
plan for fire fighting operations at designated 
properties or locations. Emergency operating pro-
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cedures generally include evacuation plans and 
responsibilities of staff and fire brigade (e.g., 
operation of standpipe and hoses, and notification 
of the fire department). 

energized equipment: Refers to electrical equip
ment, appliances, or devices that are live electrically. 

eutectic metal: The mixture, or alloy, of two or 
more metals that gives the lowest melting point 
possible. For most alloys the melting point of the 
eutectic is a sharply defined temperature and, 
thus, well suited for use in fusible-link automatic 
sprinklers. 

exit: That portion of a means of egress which is 
separated from all other spaces of the building or 
structure by construction or equipment to provide 
a protected way of travel to the exit discharge, 

exit access: That portion of a means of egress 
which leads to an entrance of an exit. 

exit discharge: That portion of a means of egress 
between the termination of an exit and public way. 

failure mode: The way in which a system has 
failed to achieve the desired results. For example, 
if an automobile runs out of fuel, the engine fails to 
run and the desired objective (driving down the 
street) is not met. The failure mode would be run
ning out of fuel. 

feedback: The return to a point of origin (to the 
input stage of a system) of evaluative or corrective 
information about an action or process. For exam
ple, "pinging" or the sound of predetonation of the 
gasoline-air mixture in the combustion chamber of 
an engine can be thought of as feedback. This noise 
tells the driver of the car to increase the octane of 
the gasoline, shift to a lower gear, tune the engine, 
or all three. 

fire brigade: The fire service organization of an 
industrial piant or private institution as 
distinguished from the public fire department. The 
American industrial or private fire brigade may 
vary in strength from a squad to several hundred 
members who may be fully-paid, paid on call, or un
paid volunteer fire fighters. 

fire door: A door that has a specific fire protec
tion rating, as tested by nationally recognized 
testing laboratories, and is suitable for protecting 
either vertical or horizontal openings in walls, 
floors, or ceilings. Openings are classified accord-

ing to NFPA 80, Standard for the Installation of 
Fire Doors and Windows, as A, B, C, D, and E in 
accordance with the character and location of the 
wall in which they are situated. The suitability of a 
fire door should be judged on the class of opening 
in which it is to be installed. There are several 
types of construction for fire doors including com
posite doors, hollow-metal, metal-clad, and sheet
metal doors. 

fire hOlse: Hose used for fire fighting purposes. 
Fire hose can be made in several ways. The most 
common are rubber lined and coated, unlined, 
single jacket rubber lined, double jacket rubber lin
ed, and hard suction rubber. One and one-half inch 
and 21;'2 inch are the most common sizes. 

fire partition: An interior wall, one story or less in 
height, that separates two areas. It serves to 
restrict the spread of fire, but does not qualify as a 
fire wall. 

fire resistance: A relative term often used with a 
system of rating to indicate the extent to which a 
material or stru~ture resists the effects of fire, for 
example, two hours fire resistance as measured on 
the standard time-temperature curve. 

fire-resistive: The property or design of a struc
ture or assembly of materials built to provide a 
predetermined degree of fire resistance. Building 
and fire prevention codes usually call for construc
tion capable of I-hour, 2-hour, or 4-hour fire 
resistance. "Fireproof" is often used incorrectly in
stead of fire-resistive. In reality, nothing is 
"fireproof. " 

fire wall: A fire wall may be broadly defined as a 
wall erected to prevent the spread of fire. To be ef
fective, fire walls must have sufficient fire 
resistance to withstand the effects of the severest 
fire that may be expected to occur in the building 
and must provide a complete barrier to the spread 
of fire. Any openings in a fire wall must be suitably 
protected. 

fire window: A window assembly, including 
frame, wired glass, and hardware which, under 
NFPA 257, Standard for Fire Tests of Window 
Assemblies, meets the fire protective requirements 
for the location or class of opening in which it is to 
be used. 

flame spread: The rate at which flames spread 
over surfaces of various materials such as interior 
finishes, fabrics, etc. 
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flashover: The sudden and dramatic simul
taneous ignition of most combustible materials 
and gases in a room or area. Flashover occurs when 
room temperatures near the ceiling rapidly rise to 
800 0 

- 1,200°F. The time between the ignition of 
fire in a room and flashover is critical to the safe 
evacuation of occupants from the room and to ef
fective rescue and suppression operations. 

fuel configuration: In the sense in which it is used 
in this manual, fuel configuration refers to fuel as 
either natural (cellulosic) or synthetic. 

Halon: Refers to anyone of the halogenated ex
tinguishing agents, for example Halon 1211 or 
Halon 1301. 

hazard of occupancy: A condition of fire potential 
defined by arrangement, size, type of fuel, and other 
factors which form a special threat of ignition or dif
ficulty of extinguishment in an occupancy. 

heat detector: Heat detecting devices fall into two 
general categories: (1) those that respond when the 
detection element reaches a predetermined 
temperature (fixed-temperature types), and (2) those 
that respond to an increase in heat at a rate greater 
than some predetermined value (rate-of-rise types). 
Some devices combine both the fixed-temperature 
and rate-of-rise principles. 

hose cabinet: A cabinet that can be flush or 
surface-mounted on a wall that contains hose for 
fire fighting purposes. Many times additional 
equipment, such as portable fire extinguishers, can 
be placed in the hose cabinet. Hose cabinets are 
available with plain steel doors, plain glass doors, 
or break-glass doors. The break-glass doors can 
usually be kept locked and in a fire situation the 
glass can be broken so that access can be gained. 

HV AC system: An acronym for a heating, ven
tilating, and air conditioning system. 

incendiary, suspicious: All fires that are known or 
thought to have been set, whether to defraud in
surance companies, by mentally ill persons, or by 
malicious persons. 

input: Information, resources, raw data, or 
material that is put into a system. For example, 
manpower and money can be regarded as input for 
many systems. 
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interior finish: The exposed interior surfaces of 
buildings including, but not limited to, fixed or 
movable walls and partitions, columns, and ceil
ings. 

ionize: To convert atoms or groups of atoms into 
a state of having an electric charge. In the case of 
the ionization detector, ionizing the air makes the 
air electrically conductive. 

listed: Equipment or materials included in a list 
published by a nationally recognized testing 
laboratory, inspection agency, or other organiza
tion concerned with product evaluation, that main
tains periodic inspection of production of listed 
equipment or materials and whose listing states 
either that the equipment or material meets na
tionally recognized standards or has been tested 
and found suitable for use in a specific manner. 

low density fiberboard: A ceiling and wall mate
rial made of compressed and finely divided wood 
fibers. This material has an extremely high flame 
spread and has been responsible for many fire 
deaths due to the rapid flame spread over its sur
face. Painting the surface of low density fiberboard 
with a fire retardant paint is not an adequate solu
tion to the flame spread problem. 

margin of safety: Represents the additional time 
given to occupants where automatic detection and 
alarm systems are employed rather than manual 
detection and alarm systems. 

means of egress: A continuous and unobstructed 
way of exit travel from any point in a building or 
structure to a public way and consisting of three 
separate and distinct parts: (a) the way of exit ac
cess, (b) the exit and, (c) the way of exit discharge. 
A means of egress comprises the vertical and 
horizontal ways of travel and shall include in
tervening room spaces, doorways, hallways, cor
ridors, passageways, balconies, ramps, stairs, 
enclosures, lobbies, escalators, horizontal exits, 
courts, and yards. 

neoprene: A chlorinated synthetic polymer that 
has many properties similar to natural rubber. 
Neoprene also has the advantage of being resistant 
to sunlight, ozone, oxidation, oil, and heat. 
Neoprene compounds have high abrasion 
resistance, tensile strength, and elasticity. 
Neoprene is used in transmission belting, insula
tion, shoe soles, and extensively in foam cushion
ing in upholstered furnishings. Specially treated 
neoprene foams show great promise in resisting 
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flaming igniti..:n sources. This quality makes fur
nishings, especially mattresses, made with 
neoprene foams advantageous for use in correc
tional facilities. 

obscuration: A quantity measured by the Steiner 
Tunnel Test that refers to the smoke density or 
amount of smoke developed and is an indication of 
the degree of reduced visibility when specific 
materials are burned. 

occupancy: The purpose for which a building or 
portion thereof is used or intended to be used. 

occupant use hose: One and one-half-inch fire 
hose that is used by occupants for fire fighting pur
poses. Occupant use hose can be unlined or lined 
with rubber and usually has a textile outer cover
ing. Occupant use hose is frequently stored in hose 
cabinets, although it can be stored on exposed 
racks. In some cases, occupant use hose can be 
stored on a reel that is played out as needed. 

output: That which is actually produced by the 
process of the system. The output can be 
mechanical energy, as in the example of a car 
engine which is connected to the drive train, 01' the 
suppression of an incipient fire by an automatic 
sprinkler system. Output should not be confused 
with goal which represents the expected output of 
the system. 

photoelectric: The principle whereby a substance, 
for example, smoke, enters a light beam and 
obscures the beam's path into a photoelectric cell. 
In the case of a photoelectric smoke detector, par
tial obscuring of the beam trips the alarm. 

polyvinyl chloride (PVC): This type of plastic is 
made as a rigid product for a number of building 
components and as a flexible plasticized stock for 
upholstery and wearing apparel. It exists in hun
dreds of individual formulations. It has good abra
sion resistance. The unplasticized PVC softens as 
it burns, and produces whito smoke and acrid 
fumes which can be corrosive. Most of the chlorine 
content is released as hydrogen chloride. The fire 
properties of plasticized PVC are determined to a 
large extent by the nature of the plasticizer. 
Building products should be tested individually. 

portable fire extinguishers: First aid fire fighting 
appliances that can be easily moved about and used 
for extinguishing small fires. The equipment gen
erally consists of a pressure vessel of some sort that 
contains an extinguishing agent. The devices are 

classified according to the type of fires they can ex
tinguish. Class A type fires are those involving or
dinary combustibles such as wood, paper or textiles. 
Class B fires are those involving flammable liquids. 
Class C fires are those involving charged electrical 
equipment, and Class D fires are fires occurring in 
certain combustible metals. Portable fire ex
tinguishers can be rated to be used on more than 
one type of fire. Typical types of extinguishers are 
pressurized water (Class A), carbon dioxide (Classes 
B and C), regular dry chemical (Classes B and C), 
multipurpose dry chemical (Classes A, B, and C). 

protective signaling systems: Systems, both 
automatic and manual, that are installed for fire 
protection purposes. Protective signaling systems 
can be as simple as the familiar fire alarm boxes 
which summon organized assistance for fighting a 
fire or as complex as a proprietary system which 
may supervise and actuate fire extinguishing 
systems in several buildings as well as notify the 
fire department. 

self-closing door: A door equipped with an ap
proved device which will insure closing after the 
door is opened. 

self-contained breathing apparatus (SCBA): Res
piratory equipment that has self-contained oxygen 
or air necessary for survival in atmospheres defi
cient in oxygen or laden ,,"ith toxic gases. Generally, 
there are three types of SCBA's: the open-circuit 
"demand" or "pressure-demand" type, the closed
circuit system equipped with a cannister and a 
breathing bag, and the closed-circuit oxygen 
rebreathing system. 

smoke control: The concept of controlling and con
fining the spread of smoke in building fires. This 
concept is partiCUlarly important in fires involving 
high-rise buildings and defend-in-place occupancies. 
Smoke control can be achieved by controlling fuel, .. 
rapid fire suppression, or involving the use of smoke 
barriers, ventilation, pressurization, or a combina
tion of these. 

smolte detector: A device which senses visible or 
invisible particles of combustion. 

software: The set of programs, procedures, and 
related documentation associated with a system. 
In this manual, software refers more specifically to 
educational and training programs, emergency 
operating procedures, and plans. 

standpipe and hose: According to NFPA 14, In
stallation of Standpipe and Hose Systems, "a 
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standpipe system is an arrangement of piping, 
valves, hose outlets and allied equipment installed 
in a building or structure with outlets located in 
such a manner that water can be discharged in 
streams or spray patterns through hose and 
nozzles, attached to such hose outlets, for the pur
pose of extinguishing a fire and so protecting a 
building or structure and its contents in addition 
to protecting the occupants." First aid standpipes 
for use by building occupants are provided with 
1 Y2-inch hose and small nozzles and are under 
domestic or private water pressure. Fire depart
ment standpipes have 2Y2-inch hose outlets. 

styrene-butadiene rubber (SBR) foam: Is the true 
"foam rubber" that has been used in the past. This 
material is different from foam plastic, which is 
most often polyurethane foam. SBR is a synthetic 
latex-t,ype foam that has poor fire characteristics. 
Among these characteristics are intense burning 
and massive smoke generation. SBR foam is not in 
widespread production in the United States; 
however, there is still a great deal of the material in 
existence. SBR foam was used as the padding 
material in both the St. John, New Brunswick 
Detention Center fire which took 21 lives and the 
Maury County Jail fire which took 42 lives. 

subsystem: A secondary or subordinate system 
of the "total" system. For example, an automatic 
sprinkler system can be looked at as a subsystem 
of the Simplified Fire Safety System. 
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system: The organization of interacting com
ponents in such a way as to carry out a predeter
mined function or reach a specified goal. A system 
can be as complex as an educational system or as 
concrete as the engine of an automobile. In all in
stances, however, a system must be interactive, 
dynamic, and identifiable. 

trade-off: Refers to the concept of equal protec
tion by allowing less restrictive code requirements 
in some areas for providing a greater amount of 
fire protection. For example, NFP A 101, Life Safe
ty Code, permits travel distances to be 50 percent 
longer in some instances if sprinkler protection is 
provided. 

untenable: Refers to a state in which conditions 
of fire have made a room or area too dangerous to 
be occupied and defended. 

urethane (polyurethane): The polyurethanes con
sist of a group of polymers which are produced in 
the following general forms: foams (flexible, semi
flexible, and rigid); elastomers (casting com
pounds); and elastoplastic resins, adhesives, 
coatings, and spandex fiber. The basic reaction 
used to produce the urethane polymers involves 
isocyanates and reactive hydrogen-bearing ma
terials such as polyethers, castor oils, amines, car
boxylic acid, and water. By varying the number of 
branchings, it is possible to make polyurethanes 
that are thermoplastic or thermosetting. 
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AppendixE 

CHAPTER REVIEW 
ANSWER KEYS 

CHAPTER ONE 

1. During the 1960s and 1970s, synthetic fuels 
were replacing ordinary combustibles as the 
primary fuels involved in fires. 

2. a. type of act 
b. fuel type 
c. place of origin 
d. problems in evacuation 

3. b 

4. d 

CHAPTER TWO 

1. A system is the organization of interacting 
components in such a way as to carry out a 
predetermined function or reach specified 
objectives. 

2. a. interactive 
b. dynamic 
c. identifiable 

3. b 

4. input process output feedback 

5. a. Provides an organized way of looking 
at a problem. 

6. 

b. Incorporates all significant, interact
ing components when it attempts to 
look at a problem. 

c. Provides a means to determine the 
most cost-effective solution. 

The Fire Safety Concepts Tree represents a 
systems approach to building fire safety 
derived through a decision tree network. 
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7. b, c, d, e 

8. Objectives: 
Life Safety 
Property Protection 
Limited Downtime 
Sec1lrity 

Gate: dot within a circle 

Goals: 
Ignition Control 
Fuel Control 
Occupant Protection 
Detection and Suppression Activities 
Planning and Training Operations 

9. Fire safety must be maintained without 
jeopardizing the loss of inmates through 
escape, suicide, murder, or related security 
problems. 

CHAPTER THREE 

1. Ignition control is the concept of 
eliminating uncontrolled heat sources so 
that a fire cannot be ignited either acciden
tally or intentionally. 

2. a 

3. Whether accidental or deliberate, all fires in
volve the human error factor which is not 
easily controlled. 

4. a. Control smoking materials. 

5. 

b. Control electrical ignition sources. 
c. Use alternate grievance mechanism. 

Through this mechanism irate inmates can 
express their complaints without resorting 
to the setting of fires for recognition. 
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6. b 

7. a 

8. Open flame ignition source: Use of self ex
tinguishing matches or use of wall-type 
cigarette lighters. 
Smoldering ignition source: Use of specially 
constructed polyurethane mattresses. 

9. b 

10. Inmates' rights and inmate behavior (dis
turbing the routine). 

CHAPTER FOUR 

1. Fuel control is the concept of controlling the 
type, arrangement, and burning character
istics of potential fuels. 

2. One must assume that fires will be started 
either accidentally or deliberately and take 
steps to control the potential fuels. 

3. d 

4. Contents or furnishings: Cotton mat
tresses treated with boric acid or treated 
polyurethane mattresses 
Building materials: Fire-resistive con
struction 
Interior finish: Use low-flame spread rated 
materials 

5. S polyurethane 
S nylon 
N cotton 
S styrene-butadiene 
N wood 
S neoprene 
S polyvinylchloride 

6. Synthetic materials release twice as much 
heat per pound, and at a rate 5 to 100 times 
as great. 

7. NS carbon dioxide (C02) 

S hydrochloric acid (HOI) 
NS carbon monoxide (CO) 

8. d 

9. b 

10. Fire-resistive 
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11. Unprotected structural members may be 
damaged by heat; combustible materials 
used for other purposes can spread fire. 

11'. a, b, d 

13. Flashover is usually defined as the sudden 
and dramatic simultaneous ignition of most 
combustible materials in a room or area. 

14. This time affects the evacuation of room oc
cupants. 

15. The Steiner Tunnel 'T'est is used to classify 
interior finishes according to their flame 
spread and smoke development. 

16. b 

17. Living Quarters: That inmates are entitled 
to a humane environment has resulted in the 
use of interior finishes with poor burning 
characteristics. 

Personal Comfort: Polyurethane and 
styrene-butadiene foam rubber mattresses 
provide more comfort but are more toxic in a 
fire situation. 

Recreation and Education: Increased 
numbers of booles and other forms of enter
tainment have significantly increased fuel 
load in cells. 

CHAPTER FIVE 

1. Occupant protection is the concept of pro
viding life safety in the event of fire either 
by evacuation to a secure area or by defend
ing in place. 

2. a. evacuate to another secure area of 
refuge 

b. reliably defend in place 

3. a, b, C, d 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

c, e 

NFPA 101, Life Safety Code 

Refer to diagram on page 63. 

The addition of sprinklers allow the required 
travel distance to be increased up to 50 per
cent. 



8. Exits should be remote from each other so 
that they cannot readily be blocked by a 
single fire. 

9. a. A continuous path to a safe area for the 
duration of the fire. 

b. Adequate capacity. 
c. Routes safe from intrusion by fire dur

ing evacuation. 
d. A vailability at all times. 

10. Reliable power source independent from the 
normal building service. 

11. Walls, ceilings, floors. 

12. A fire wall normally extends through the 
roof; a fire partition extends from one floor 
to the underside of another. 

13. b 

14. Fire doors are the most widely used and ac
cepted means for the protection of both ver
tical and horizontal openings. 

15. 3. a 
1. b 
2. c 

16. a. locking 
b. unlocking 
c. door movement open 
d. door movement closed 

17. a. mechanical 
b. manual 
c. electro-manual 
d. electro-me~hanical 
e. electrIc pneumatic 

CHAPTER SIX 

1. Detection and suppression activities involve 
the concept of automatically or manually 
detecting the presence of a hostile fire, 
sounding an alarm, and then extinguishing 
the fire. 

2. a. detection 
b. alarm 
c. suppression 

3. b, c,d 
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4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

c 

For manual systems there is a definite lapse 
from the time the fire is detected until the 
alarm is sounded, and again until there is a 
response to the alarm. 

a, b, c 

a. fleer pressure 
b. ease of vandal iderttHication 
c. personal discomfort 

b 

a. heat 
b. smoke 
c. flame 

10. a. photoelectric or ionization-type smoke 
detector 

b. flame detectors 

11. a. Notify occupants so they can evacuate 
the area. 

b. Summon organized assistance to assist 
in fighting the fire or supervising ex
tinguishing systems to assure th~ir 
operability. 

12. Evacuation alarms may cause panic among 
occnpants of facilities who may not be able 
to initiate self-preservation activit.ies. 

13. a. portable extinguishers 
b. standpipe and hose systems 
c. sprinklers 
d. hydrants 
e. self-contained breathing apparatus 

14. a. The kind of materials or the class of 
fire they would extinguish. 

b. The potential severity of fire. 
c. The capability of people using the ex

tinguishers and the extinguishers I 
reb:tive Hfire-killing" power. 

d. The partiCUlar extinguiShing agent 
they contain. 

e. Their propellant system. 

15. 4. a 
3. b 
1. c 
2. d 
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16. A 4-A extinguisher w'Juld be used on Of

dinary combustibles. 
A 20-A extinguisher would have five times 
the potent.ial for extinguishing effec
tiveness. 

17. A 5-B:C extinguisher could be used on fires 
involving flammable liquids as well as 
energized electrical equipment. 

18. The disadvantage of all water-base ex
tinguishers is freezing. 

19. a, b, c, d, e, f 

20. a, b 

21. open-circuit "demand" or "pressure
demand" 

22. Refer to the diagram on page 96. 

23. 1. a 
2, b 
3. c 

24. b 

25. 2. a 
1. b 

26. c 

27. Properly installed and maintained auto
matic sprinklers offer the highest assurance 
of safety to life from fire. They give a sense 
of security to occupants of buildings and 
minimize the possibility of panic. 

28. a 

29. a. wet pipe systems 
b. dry pipe systems 
c. preaction systems 
d. deluge systems 

30. b 

31. a 

32. c 

33. a. Maintain constant water supply. 
b. Keep valves open until the fire is out. 
c. Limit length of time system is out of 

service for maintenance .. 
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d. Assure complete protection through 
coverage in all areas. 

e. A void obstructions. 
f. Protect against freezing. 
g. Assure dependable operating condition 

of all parts. 

CHAPTER SEVEN 

1. Planning and training operations constitute 
the concept of planning emergency oper
ating procedures and conducting training 
activities. 

2. b 

3. a, h, d 

4. Planning and training operations help reach 
life safety in particular and, also, property 
protection, security, and limited downtime. 

5. a, c, g 

6. c 

7. The effectiveness of a fire safety program 
for a facility is maximized by tailoring the 
program to the individual facility. 

9. a. history of th~ problem 
b. hazards of fire 
c. available fire protection technology 
d. emergency operating procedures 
e. potential problem 

10. b, g 

11. a. Calling the fire department. 

12. 

b. Safeguarding lives. 
c. Providing manual suppression to con

trol the fire until the fire department 
arrives. 

d. Protecting equipment. 

a. Fire fighting with portable ex-
tinguishers. 

b. Using hose lines. 
c. Venting of buildings. 
d. Performing related rescue operations. 



13. The purpose of an emergency operating plan 
is to provide a guide for evaluating the par
ticular problems at hand and for coor
dinating the response of the fire brigade and 
fire department as well as the action of staff 
and inmates. 

14. a. simple 
b. comprehensive 
c. specific 
d. flexible 
e. workable 

15. Representatives from management (for ex
ample, thE) warden or assistant warden), 
staff, inmates, and fire brigade members; in 
addition, representatives of the local fire 
departrrlsnt and law enforcement agencies. 

16. Step 1: Define the potential fire protec
tion problems in the particular correctional 
facility. 
Step 2: Set objectives for the plan. 
Step 3: Determine the capability of the 
facility for controlling an emergency situa
tion. 
Step 4: Define the roles of the responding 
agencies, especially the fire department and 
the fire brigade. 
Step 5: Put the information into written 
form. 

CHAPTER EIGHT 

1. a, b, c, e 

2. LR Manpower 
SR Development of an emergency 

operating plan 
SR Inspection procedures 
LR Purchase of major apparatus 
SR Purchase of SCBA's 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

10. 
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LR Fire safe building construction 
LR Installation of automatic sprinklers 
SR Staff and inmate education and train-

ing 

a. life safety 
b. property protection 
c. downtime 
d. security 

a. financial constraints 
b. operational constraints 
c. technical constraints 

mileposts or intermediate steps 

The term "comprehensive" represents the 
transfer of learning about the Simplified 
Fire Safety System to putting the entire 
system to work. 

It is the function of management to deter-
mine time, money, and resources and to 
select which options will be chosen in im-
plementing the plan. 

a. Phase I: Define the intent of the plan. 
b. Phase II: Define the goals of the plan. 
c. Phase III: Define methods for achiev-

ing each goal. 
d. Phase IV: Identify tasks to fulfill 

each method. 
e. Phase V: Determine specific steps 

needed to carry out each task. 

a. ignition control 
b. fuel control 
c. occupant protection 
d. detection and suppression activities 
e. planning and training operations 

a. Lack of technical expertise in the area 
of fire protection. 

b. Lack of funding. 

'._-------_._----------------
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